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INTRODUCTION

OF all the many problems of the rural one-room school, the most
troublesome, to the conscientious teacher, is that of carrying

out the daily program in such a way as to make the best use
of the time for the little ones, the beginners who cannot be left long
to themselves. In the fully graded school, the danger is excessive

teaching; even the little ones need to be left at times to their own
resources; but in the one-room school it is the other extreme that is

hard to avoid.

The Program of Studies provides ample material for these grades,

but obviously cannot give suggestions that will meet all the varying
conditions of the country school where classes are so ill-sorted and
attendance so irregular. Again, even if the classes be few enough
to allow the teachers to devote the greater part of their time to the
juniors, the meagre equipment at their disposal is apt to force them
to the conclusion that elaborate Normal School plans and prescrip-

tions are utterly impracticable in this situation.

While the main purpose of this manual is, of course, to set forth

in fuller detail the suggestions outlined in the Program of Studies,

with full account of materials and methods, and not merely to pro-

vide for the narrow possibilities of a makeshift condition of affairs,

yet it is in the full realization of the difficulties just mentioned, that
this volume has been compiled. It is hoped that the rural teachers

may find herein help in devising seat exercises and "busy work" that
will be something better than just putting in time; also that they
may be guided in making fuller use of materials and appliances ready
to hand, and not depending wholly on the more elaborate imported
equipment. Supervised seat exercises are quite possible if a right

start is made, and one can well afford to omit an occasional recitation

in the upper grades, if the time is needed more urgently for new sug-

gestions or a further push along lines already started with the younger
pupils. Busy work without perspective has little educative value;

with an object in view related to the child's mental and manual powers,
the initiative instincts may be given free play, and self-activity is di-

rected into useful as well as natural channels.

It is not to be inferred, however, that only in such activities as

nature study and manual occupations are observation and sense-

training involved; the day is long past, surely, when language and
number are to be taught as symbols to be translated, by the child's

inevitable experience, into realities. We begin, rather, with real

experiences, and the manipulation and formulation of these lead, through
constant association with the symbol, to a working understanding
of the symbol itself. It is not so much new material and additions

to the curriculum that are required, as renewed emphasis on the naive
impressions of the child as a starting point, and a fresher, fuller use
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of old materials to lead to the elementary principles of knowledge and
conduct, that have so often been taught as unrelated to every day ob-
jects and activities. Thus only can knowledge be gained that will be
power.

The text of the several sections of the Manual is as concise and
direct as it may well be in such compass. The introductory remarks
aim, in each case, to set forth guiding principles without which the
work must needs proceed in aimless and unsystematic fashion. It

is hoped that none will neglect to read these " theoretical" paragraphs
carefully. And they should be read again and again as the work goes
on. Then, if differences of opinion arise, teachers really seeking for

light will surely not rest until they have worked out a guiding rationale

of their own, so that none but the most listless " day-labourer" will

be found without principle or perspective.

At the risk of some repetition, correlation between the several

subjects of these grades is pointed to by cross-references between
the sections. Naturally, the language lessons enter into all the work
of the day, and the teacher is free to work out a closer correlation

here than is explicitly suggested in these pages. Between nature
study and manual arts, also, there is ample opportunity for co-ordi-

nation. And in number work the material may be varied by use of

some of the simple designs in stick printing or blob work suggested

on pages 67 and 87.

But it must never be forgotten that such instances are only in-

cidental, and will amount to little if the spirit of unity is lacking which
provides for a close working sympathy between school and home.
All expression is one; by hand or by speech, it must be the vernacular

of daily experience. And as experience varies in home life and daily

converse, so the material herein suggested is to be used selectively

as best serving the case. Nobody need expect to put the pupils through
a course comprising everything mentioned in these pages. Whatever
is attempted, however, should be taken in its proper order and rela-

tion; then the pupil may be left free to enlarge on each suggestion

through his own imagination. Too rigid prescription stifles inventiveness.

A problem all by itself is that of teaching English to beginners

of foreign parentage, in whose homes the mother tongue of the old

land still prevails. While materials and methods do not fundamentally
differ from those in English-speaking schools, yet, in order to make
more explicit the suggestions for these situations, the foreign-speaking

school is dealt with in the final chapter, where there is copious refer-

ence to the text of the other chapters and a carefully selected list of

helps. The chief differences are in the features of method . to be
emphasised in approach and in rate of progress to be expected.

While the Manual is, as has been said, designed mainly to assist

the teacher in the rural school, where there are no supervisors for

special subjects, it is hoped that it may not be valueless to the teachers

of Grades I and II in the graded school. The problem is similar;

only conditions are different. And as a final hint to all, whether rural

or urban, let us avoid the error of looking for perfection in execution

comparable to that of the adult. For, thus erring, we tend to keep
forever interfering with the child in our over-zealous efforts to eliminate

little crudenesses of immaturity. Habits of posture, manipulation and
order of procedure must be firmly insisted on, but rigid uniformity in

detail of result is not only undesirable, but positively vicious.
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LANGUAGE

THE little child expresses himself in play and speech. Frequently
at his first coming to school these two are the only avenues of

approach to his nature; it therefore behooves the teacher of be-

ginners to bestow careful attention upon both.

" Language lies at the root of all mental cultivation," says Momm-
sen; hence the teacher need never feel that she is wasting the hours
or even days spent, at the beginning, in developing the child's powers
of oral expression, moreover speech and thought are so inseparably

connected that improvement in expression both presupposes and
results in an added clearness and accuracy in thinking which is one
of the fundamental aims of all education. The child cannot make
the simplest statement or tell the briefest story without marshalling
his thoughts in order for expression; this means collection, selection

and arrangement. Beginning in the middle, or at the end brings its

natural punishment of misunderstanding. Further, these powers of

expression, the foundations of which the teacher lays in the early

school days will stamp him, in after life, as having or lacking culture,

and more immediately, their cultivation prepares the way for written

composition and grammar.

The language work may begin upon the first day. Perhaps he
is shy and will not talk, perhaps he wishes to talk too much; in either

case he must first of all be helped to speak to a number of people at

once. His home training will have been in the direction of carrying

on a conversation with one person and beginning with this, the teacher
leads him to speak to the group, helping him, day by day, to mould
his thought and to combine his sentences toward the making of a
connected story. Now, to be interesting to his fellows he must be heard,

and in order to be heard, even a little child can be taught tKat he must
stand forth in his place, raise his head, drop his shoulders and breathe
deeply, letting his voice come pleasantly clear and sweet from un-
restricted air passages. A little time spent each day in fixing such
habits, in simple breathing exercises and in exercises adapted to correct

common misuses of the voice will richly repay both teacher and child.

The voice should take its rise in the center of the body and should
proceed outward through passive, unobstructed air passages. The
inhalation and exhalation of breath, with hands placed on the sides,

at the waist, will teach the child where the power comes from, as well

as add depth and richness to the quality of his voice by fixing the
habit of deep breathing. Emitting the breath in a long sigh, or in a
slowly pronounced ah, or oh, will increase his voice control, that con-
trol which is going to enable him to get through a long sentence in

his reading smoothly, without irritating breaks and catchings of the
breath. Deliberate relaxation of the jaw and throat, retention of the
breath during an increasing length of time; and above all, the practice
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of breathing through the nose, not the mouth, all of these are simple
exercises and their effect upon the child's reading and speaking is

inestimable.

Many children lisp, pronounce some sound inaccurately, are shy
in beginning, or stammer slightly. These defects are often no more
than infantile mannerisms and as such should be consistently corrected.

It should be made a point of the greatest merit that a child should
rapidly acquire equal proficiency and smoothness of speech with the
others. Such slight impediments, and even stammering in a severer
form is frequently caused by mouth breathing, adenoids or other throat
obstructions, and it is one of the teacher's first duties to examine such
a child, find out the cause of his difficulty and do all in her power to

remove the same. Any discussion of inveterate stammering would
be out of place here, but children of excitable temperament often

stammer merely in their haste to speak. Consistent correction in the
shape of leisurely repetition of the speech is usually all that is necessary.

A more serious difficulty perhaps is the beginning of that habit so

irritating in the otherwise agreeable conversationalist: the reformation
of the sentence; when the speaker presents part of his thought, stops,

and restates it. Children should be encouraged to think and to arrange
their thoughts before speaking.

It will be wise perhaps to choose, for the very first conversation

lesson such a subject as will appeal to the child's interest through
curiosity, which is one of his strongest instincts. Something with
which he is not familiar will banish self-consciousness and unloose
the tongue at the beginning. A picture, especially a large colored

one is usually sure to attract attention. The teacher's own carefully

cultured taste for the fine engraving or print may well lead her into

difficulties at this point. As is entirely natural, children delight in

color. The beauty of color is a much simpler and more obvious beauty
than that of sound, which is, in its turn more attractive than the beauty
of line, form and composition which attracts the adult mind in a print.

Of course, good colored pictures are difficult to obtain—well, let the

teacher not be too critical in her choice. She cannot hope to educate
the taste in one lesson. Let her choose for her lesson, then, the best

bit of bright color she can find, if it be only a calendar. Interposed

here is part of a language lesson with first term children just as it was
taken down by the stenographer. It is not in any sense of the word
a model lesson, but may prove suggestive in several directions. The
aim was to test the ability of the class to combine thoughts, after two
weeks' work. The subject was a large doll in a blue cloak and hood,

the teacher held the doll and the class gathered closely around, boys
and girls alike eager to "hold her, please". The following conversation

ensued

:

Child: O! Miss A. Will you take off her hood?
Teacher: Yes, dear, in a minute; let us look at her first.

The class stood back while the teacher held up the doll for in-

spection.

Teacher: Now you may all think hard and then tell me nicely what you think

of her.

1st child: She is a lovely doll.

Teacher: Can anyone tell me that with another word?
2nd child : She is a pretty doll.

3rd child : She is a beautiful doll.

Teacher: Yes. Do you know she has no name. What shall we call her?
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1st child: Can we call her Kathleen?
Child: Mary Frances is our baby's name.
Child: Kathleen.
Teacher: Say it all again, Janet.

Janet: Kathleen. Can we?
Teacher: Will any one say Janet's story over for me.

(Children suggested, Will we? Shall we?)

Teacher: When we ask for permission we say "may," not "can." Janet, now
ask me.

Janet: May we call her Kathleen, Miss A.?
(Class agreed on Kathleen.)

Teacher: Julia asked me something a minute ago. Ask it again, Julia, with
the new word.

Julia: I can't remember.
Hazel: May we take off her hood, Miss A.?
Teacher: Now you may take it off, Janet, to help you remember.

(The teacher held the doll up without her cloak and hood.)

Teacher: Now you may tell me things about her.

Child : She has yellow hair.

Child: The doll is large.

Child : She has a white dress.

Child : Her eyes are blue.

Child: She has four teeth.

Teacher : How do you know that she has teeth?

Child : Her mouth is open.
Teacher: Why is it open?
Class together: She is smiling.

Child : Will she go to sleep?

Teacher: Yes, look. (Laid doll down).
Now, the one who can make the longest story about her at one time may hold

her.

Child (1): The doll is large and has yellow hair.

Child (2) : The doll has yellow hair and a white dress.

Teacher: Now tell me all that at one time.

Child: The large (teacher suggested) doll has yellow hair and a white dress.

Teacher : Anything else about her?
Child: She has blue eyes.

Teacher: Tell me all about her eyes and hair at once.

Child: She has blue eyes and yellow hair and a white dress.

Such conversation lessons occur every day. The children being

definitely helped towards smoothness, correctness and readiness of

speech. Objects and pictures may by and by be replaced by materials

from memory, experience and imagination. Each step taken, each

correction made, should be consistently followed up by general speech.

In addition to such incidental materials for language work the

teacher will also wish to begin contributing both to the substance

and to the form of the child's thought from Literature. This is in

itself a subject of the greatest importance in the primary room.

It is a common enough mistake to feel that the child cannot hope
to enjoy any of the beauties of Literature until he has learned to read.

On the contrary, it would seem that the time of his life before he learns

to read for himself, while all his contact with literature must be through
the ear, gives such an opportunity for training his senses and his taste

for literary form as cannot be offered later, when his eye, by the very
aid which it gives in grasping the thought, serves to focus the attention

upon that thought, thus weakening Irs grasp of form. Now the dis-

tinguish'ng charm of great Literature lies in its style, the form in which
its high thoughts are presented. Even in silent reading we mentally
hear the words, but this sort of mental hearing is never quite so strong

as true physical hearing, and in little children it can hardly be said

to exist at all.
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Thus, preparatory work in Literature, which is so closely co-
related with the language work that it is as difficult as unnecessary
to discuss them separately, consists largely in training the ear and
eye; in developing this mental ear and inward eye; in awakening
the senses to rhythm, form and color.

Generally speaking, the child should begin this study of literature

as the world began, with poetry. Its rhythm and harmonies are at
once simpler and more attractive than those of prose. The first liter-

ature lessons (these are at the same time language lessons) will be minutes
spent in listening to the teacher sing a very simple song. The simpler
the better, one might almost say. And no one need hesitate to under-
take this part of the work because he or she is unable to sing. The
simple alternation of two tones, at regular intervals is quite sufficient

for our purpose here. After one or two repetitions the teacher should
beat time with the hand as she sings. Then the class may imitate
her, beating time, at first with the hand or foot and then with the
whole body moved back and forth with the rhythm of the song. "Now
the Day is Over" is a song common in our schools which does very well.

Its beat is marked and regular. The children's hymns and cradle

songs are nearly all so. Or the teacher may easily make a little tune
of her own for some rhyme that pleases her and so use that.

While this first step is being taken it is perhaps wise to sing and
to have the children sing a little song with words, and later to test

them by having them beat time or march to humming or instrumental
music. This preparatory training leads off in two directions. On
the one hand, it is continued in the more elaborate musical games and
folk plays, while on the other, the ears and eyes thus trained are ready
to begin the study of the music of speech, which is literature. It is

but a short step from the song with its rhythm clearly marked by
the music to the same song with the memory of the music in its metre.

The transition is easily made by having the children recite and beat
(really scan) the verse without the music. Then a bit of verse not
set to music may be learned and recited till the children feel the same-
ness of the heart which beats in both the song and verse. Thus the

ear which is already true is trained, and the false one is helped towards
accuracy of interpretation.

Most valuable for these purposes are the nursery rhymes. The
wise teacher will make a collection of these for her own use. They are

to be had from many sources, but a personal collection which has been
tested and tried is especially valuable to any teacher. The "Book
of Nursery Rhymes," by Charles Welsh, from D. C. Heath & Co.,

of Boston, will be found useful and fairly complete.

Many of these rhymes are bits of literature of the highest type.

Most of them are exceedingly rhythmic, polished and smoothed into

grace and ease by the tongues of many generations.

"I saw a ship a-sailing, a-sailing on the sea,

And it was full of pretty things for Baby and for me."

"Curly Locks, Curly Locks, wilt thou be mine?
Thou shalt not wash dishes nor yet feed the swine,

But sit on a cushion and sew a fine seam,
And feast upon strawberries, sugar and cream."

Suppose we take the latter as the subject for a type memory les-

son. The children should be seated comfortably, a picture sketched

on the blackboard or shown from a book will make the name Curly
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Locks concrete. As an introduction the teacher may recite the rhyme
to the class, making her rendering as smooth and as pleasing as possible.

The lesson proper will begin with a very few questions about Curly
Locks, the swine and the seam.

What is she not to do? Wash dishes, feed swine. What is she to

do? Eat strawberries, sit on a cushion, sew a fine seam.

What kind of things are these? Nice things. Why do you like

her name? It is pretty, etc., etc. The teacher should repeat the
rhyme often enough so that the children will know the answers to
these questions. Now the class are ready to learn it themselves. Re-
peating any one or two or three lines at a time, as suits the sense, have
the children repeat after you in concert. A few times will suffice.

This is followed by the repetition of more lines at a time, and then the
whole rhyme. As a drill for the lesson, the class may dramatize the
story with a Curly Locks and a Prince, or individual members of the
class may be asked to repeat parts or the whole of the rhyme. Concert
work in memorization and recitation, while having many values of

its own should always be carefully checked up by plentiful calls upon
the individual.

Many of these bits of rhyme, too, may be dramatized with a
minimum of trouble. A heap of coats, a cup and a pencil will serve

Miss Muffett beautifully. The same pile of coats with a scribbler for

a pie will make Jack Horner real. Little Bo-peep, Jack be Nimble,
Little Polly Flanders. A little thought and a very little preparation
on the part of the teacher will make these a joy forever to the child.

Miss Muffett was dramatized recently by a certain class of very
small children. The class had been taught the rhyme on a previous
occasion and they recited it in concert as an introduction to the "play."
Miss Muffett was chosen and provided with a bowl and spoon from
which to eat her " curds and whey." Since the spider was a play one,

made of a bit of chalk marked with inky strips and spots, it was decided
to introduce a fairy who should put the spider near Miss Muffett. She
took her seat on a little stool, with her bowl and spoon and began
gravely to eat her curds and whey, while a child stood forth and recited

the rhyme slowly. At the words " there came a spider and. sat down
beside her," the Fairy, who wore a golden paper crown, carried a
wand and was understood to be invisible, placed the spider near her
skirt, whereupon little Miss Muffett put down her bowl and spoon
with a great clatter and hurried off with every evidence of fear. The
bowl, which was folded from a sheet of paper, the spoon, the spider,

the golden crown of the fairy, her wand, the stool, all of these together
with many other small utensils have gradually been collected, and form
a supply from which the teacher is able to furnish forth the actors
for almost any part, at a moment's notice.

"Mary, Mary, quite contrary," "Little Boy Blue," "Bo-peep,"
"Tom, Tom, the piper's son," and many others lend themselves very
well to simple dramatization. The childish ear cannot be tuned to

these without all unconsciously acquiring a standard of harmony
which will serve him always, both for prose and verse. Moreover,
the language training of such work as has just been suggested is most
important. In the first place the children learn to speak simply and
without awkward consciousness, before others. Then, too, many
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of these old fashioned rhymes have about them qualities of thought
and diction which make them valuable in other ways. "Boy Blue"
and " Bo-peep" are full of country sights and sounds. "Little Jack
Horner," "Miss Muffett," "Jack and Jill," present situations of the
greatest interest to the child. His stock of words is, by them, enlarged
and begins to have a true literary savour. Silver Bells, Cockle Shells,

Curly Locks, a fine seam, Curtsey, merry, meadow, tuffet, cinders,

—

they may be multiplied endlessly,—words that move in the best literary

society and which the child will hardly get, for years, in any other way.

In short, a thoughtful consideration will in may cases set the
nursery rhymes, apart from and above even the best of our modern
poems for children, which are too often about children rather than
for them and treat childish things in a grown-up way. We have the
Eugene Field Book (Chas. Scribner's Sons, Winnipeg), and Riley's

Rhymes of Childhood (Bobbs, Merrill Co., Indianapolis), and above
all, Stevenson, in the Child's Garden of Verse (Rand, McNally Co.,
New York).

"How I do like to go up on a swing,
Up in the air so blue."

With eyes and ears open to catch the gleam of color and the lilt

of sound, how blue, blue is that childish sky and when they repeat it

gayly all together, when the rock comes all unbidden into the baby
voices and the little bodies move to the metre, what an ear is being
given them for the music of speech. All formal work will, of course,

be left for later years," but at least we may let them in, now, to the
sunfilled, singing world that waits behind the printed page.

These early years when the memory is keen and the imagination
fluid is also the time for filling in the background of childish minds
with that rich heritage of our race, the literature of legend and fairy.

These ancient tales of Silver Locks and Cinderella (Perralt Collection),

Mother Goose Stories (Ginn & Co., Boston), the Fairy Stories of Ander-
sen and Grimm; the Legends of Greece and the North; Days of

the Giants, Abbie F. Brown; Norse Stories, W. H. Mabie; Days of

Arthur and his Knights; these provide material that will carry the

child well up into the middle grades, and they have their best place

in the early school years since only in association with the wide-eyed
faith of childhood are they richest in those suggestive results which
in later life will mean keen literary appreciation or the lack of it.

The well told story at once enlarges the child's vocabulary and pro-

vides him with forms of expression for his hourly expanding interests

and sympathies. This is one of the chief values of wide reading to an
adult, and it ought to be one of the most important results of a plentiful

acquaintance with stories and memory verse to the child. This con-

tact with literature has its disciplinal value also. Here he selects and
arranges, sees order brought out of a chaos of incidents and gains his

first sense for construction. A good story for the primary grades should
emphasize this basis of arrangement, as it is the steady progression

of incident which makes it possible for the child mind to hold the thread

of the story. Hence we have the accumulation stories like the "House
that Jack built"; the beloved repetition of "Henny Penny," and the

"Three Little Pigs," where the arrangement is emphasized by plain

re-statement, and even so, the good primary story is not too long;

it has a well worked "point" or climax and it proceeds to that point

with the utmost despatch and then finishes. The telling of it, too, is

an important matter. Above all must the story-teller know her story.
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know it and enjoy it. It may well happen that the teacher is weary
of the " Three Little Pigs," of the " Little Red Hen," but at least

she must feign enjoyment for that hour. Fortunately, pleasure so

assumed becomes real and the teacher telling wearily for the fiftieth

time, realizes suddenly that she, too, is really enjoying it. Knowing
it and her class and entering into it so, one or two preparatory tellings

will make the story her own, so that she will always tell it with effect.

Children, too, often need a little help to catch the point of a new
story. Having told it once or twice the teacher should know where
a smile, or a gesture, or a brief word of explanation are necessary.

In this connection, the teacher's own manner and language are of supreme
importance; a habit of speech, at once within the child's general com-
prehension and exhibiting sincere simplicities and elegancies which
will of themselves lure him to imitation; a manner which, without
being condescending, draws near to the child; which lifts him at every
phrase to the teacher's level; these things are priceless to any teacher.

They have their source in character and in the inner life. They are

not of those qualities which may be assumed for an occasion and laid

off again like a garment. They are truly acquired only by the patient

practice of sincere and thoughtful living.

All these things being done, what return may be expected from
the child? The results of the work in Literature as well as the lessons

deliberately directed toward language training should alike manifest
themselves in an increasing power to think and to speak clearly and
pleasantly.

In times past it would seem, however, that this return has been
too exclusively a written one. The growing tendency is to materially

lessen the demand for a written return in Grades I and II, and to in-

crease the effort to precede this with careful training in oral language.

Plenty of things to think and speak about
;
plenty of exercise in think-

ing and speaking about them, these are the important points. Nature
Study and Geography are subjects fruitful from the Language point
of view. Stories are reproduced, paraphrased, reset, dramatized;
memory verses supply new phrases for his eager use; songs introduce
new words and like the verse increase and improve his sense for smooth-
ness and grace in expression.

The time soon comes when he will be interested in seeing his story

or verse set forth upon the blackboard. At first he will tell it in his

best style and the teacher will place it on the blackboard for him.
Here it will serve as an easy supplementary reading lesson. Next,

he may cut out of paper the story of the Three Bears, Red Hen, Red
Riding Hood, etc., and presently make sketches of the story. It will

be crude indeed, but such exercises vary the monotony of continual

oral reproduction; give him a wider ideal of expression and lead him
to the time when he is able himself to write simple sentences on the

blackboard, sentences which when arranged in good order and copied

upon his book or slate will make, by and by, his first composition.

The story of the Three Bears cut out in white paper, as seen in

the illustration was done by an adult student. The work of the chil-

dren would be much less deft, but the picture will show the teacher

how to go about such work.
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The Language Game is a useful part of the equipment of the modern
teacher.

"Guess what is in my box? There are two leaves in your box. There are

two pegs in your box, etc."

As a drill on the use of " there are."

"I went to the circus and: I saw. I saw a white horse; I saw a tall clown
etc., etc."

To correct the common tendency to say "I seen," the resourceful

teacher will invent such games and exercises as she needs them, and
a very useful collection will soon be acquired. The game is based on
the fact that only by constant repetition of the correct form, by the

formation of a new habit, will the child reform his speech.

There is at present much insistence upon the comparative im-
portance of the matter as against the form of written composition
work in the early grades, and without doubt the former is the more
important. Nevertheless, the form has its place, and it would seem
to be a useless waste of time to allow the child to grow into habits

which sooner or later will require a great deal of patience to eradicate,

while a very few directions and some preparatory training in transcrip-

tion from book and blackboard would enable him to write his sentence
with capital and period, and to indent his paragraph from the beginning.

The right habit is, at first, as easily formed as the wrong one. Thus
by the time he reaches this dignity of a reader and " scribbler" he has
alreadjr made long strides in knowledge; in thinking his knowledge
into shape and finally, in presenting his thought to others. So that

the months that would otherwise have been barren, save for the ac-

quirement of the mechanical arts of reading and writing have been
filled with great things. "These things ought ye to have done and
not to have left the other undone."

The language work in Grade II will, in many respects, be but a
continuation and enlargement of that in grade I. More will daily be
demanded of the children in the way of oral return and several new
steps may be taken in the written work. Conversation lessons should
be characterized by increasing freedom of thought and ease of expression,

yet there should be no great haste to look for results. In the direction

of thought and expression, results are so intangible that the teacher
is often too hasty in thinking her work unsatisfactory and without
adequate reward. She wants something that she can see and judge;
something to show the inspector and the parent. It is to be remem-
bered that increased thinking power and a growing love for and delight

in books and nature, are far more important than neat note books,
delighted as we are to find these.

These ends are materially more advanced by the daily reproduction
of stories. Only a little of this can be done in the primary grade, but
the children should now be able to tell accurately and effectively any
simple story and to reproduce the thought of the reading lesson in

their own words. Listening to the teacher read a paragraph which
they thereupon reproduce is an advanced exercise of the same type.

It is to be held in mind here that the child is being trained grad-
ually towards the expression of his own thought in his own way. At
first he is able only to return what the teacher gave, reproducing the
thought as she gave it to him and copying even her expression. If
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he is to advance in power, however, he must be encouraged more and
more to "turn it into his own words." It will help him to do this

if he is not asked to tell the story over for a few days after hearing it.

It is a good plan, too, to tell several stories of the same general type
before asking for the reproduction of one. He has, then, a general

background, a supply of material out of which to make a story that
is much more truly his own than had he given it back to you word for

word as soon as you told it to him. It has now passed through the
machinery of his mind and is somewhat transfused with his own per-

sonality. Encourage each child to have a favorite story which he
calls his and tells to the class frequently. Practice in telling effectively

is given in this way.

Simple dialogue will be found a useful device in Grade II ; that
is, turning their lesson stories into dialogue, taking parts together

with the real dramatization where the speeches have been memorized
and which is possible in a more elaborate scale than in Grade I. All

these vary the means while the desired end is being attained.

Transcription is the first formal step in written composition. It

is a type of composition work which is in some disrepute, owing to

much misuse by careless teachers ; but it has in itself the highest values
as a beginning exercise. A simple and short paragraph should be
chosen from the reader and written on the blackboard by the teacher.

Strict supervision must be exercised while the work is being trans-

scribed. It may be objected that the busy rural teacher has no time
for supervision, but this is the fault of her method. It is very generally

admitted that the worst fault of the modern teacher is her desire to

teach too much. One hour out of the five might most profitably be
given to carefully planned and strictly supervised seat work. The
results will amaze any teacher who has never tried it. The class is

taught how to work, how to study,—for such work does not necessarily

mean written work. Mistakes are corrected at the best time for cor-

rection; namely, just when they are made. The class is taught to

take a pride in fine and careful work and the teacher comes into close

personal touch with each. She learns to know individual weaknesses
and how best to offer help. Moreover, for a few minutes silence reigns

in the room while the teacher herself may relax the tension of the teach-

ing hour and enjoy the moments of personal intercourse.

These points are especially important in connection with written

composition. Indeed, satisfactory composition work will hardly be
accomplished in any other way. The proportion of composition

supervised thus, and corrected as it is being done, as compared with

the amount done by the child alone and corrected later, should vary
directly as the child's grade. Little children need continual super-

vision and help. Till Grade V, the supervised work should be greater

in amount.

Transcription teaches paragraph indentation, capitals, periods

and spelling, fixes thought and enlarges the vocabulary; all this, when
supervised. The first simple exercises are given from the blackboard;

then prose and finally verse, may be assigned from the reader or other

printed matter.

Simple paraphrasing may be begun also in Grade II. If good
results are to be obtained quickly it should be a familiar oral exercise
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before it is attempted in writing. The story reproduction work will

make paraphrasing easily intelligible to the pupil and it has the values

of transcription with the added one of forcing the child to think actively.

Very simply written dialogues on dramatization can also be used
in Grade II with good results. The one just following was prepared
b}r a Grade II class in one lesson period, with a writing space later for

the purpose of copying. It is based on the lesson about the boy and
the wolf in the First Reader. The children had read and talked about
the lesson. They had also had exercises in transcribing dialogues.

One day, actors were chosen and they " played" the piece. A second
and then a third set of actors performed. When the last had gone
to their seats all were asked to write down the play. The following

is one of the best passed in. It stands without correction exactly as

received.

THE BOY WHO CRIED "WOLF."

Characters

—

Billy Smith The men
Mr. Smith The wolf

The Sheep

Scene I

Mr. Smith : Billv, Billy.

Billy: Yes, Father. What is it?

Mr. Smith: I wish you to go out and take care of the sheep this week. If

a wolf comes to the pasture you must cry, "Wolf, Wolf." Then the men will

run to help you.
Billy: All right, Father.

Scene II.

Billy: What a fine joke it would be to fool the men. I'll make them believe

there's a wolf here. Wolf, Wolf!
The Men: Where? Where?
Billy: Ha, ha, there is no wolf. I called to you only for fun.

The Men: That was quite a joke you played on us.

Scene III.

Billy: I get so tired sitting out here. What shall I do? O, I know, I'll fool

the men again. Wolf! Wolf!
The Men : Where is he?
Billy: It was only a joke. There is no wolf here.

The Men: You'll not play such a trick on us again. This is the second time
you have called us from our work this week. You had better not call us again.

Billy: Ha, ha.

Scene IV
Billy: I wonder whose dog that is bounding towards us? Oh, it's a wolf,

Help, help. A wolf, A wolf, Help.

The selections used for literature and as the source of language
work in this grade may now be somewhat longer. The rhythm of the
poetry is still the dominant feature of the literature work which is

still largely memorization, but some thought may now be given to
the order and arrangement of events in the story; to the goodness
or badness of the hero; to the poetic justice of the end. A little care
in choosing both the prose and verse used for literature and language
will richly repay the teacher. A point is always so much better made,
a series of lessons so much more effective, when they are consciously
directed towards a definite end.

Keeping in mind the general aim of teaching Literature, the teacher
will select her lesson and her memory verse with an eye to its rhythm,
smoothness and pleasant diction; its fresh color; its suggestive arrange-
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ment; its simple and sincere thought. Affectation of thought is nearly
always mirrored in affectation of speech. Even the skilled artist

can scarcely hide his insincerity here. Much of the so-called moral
verses found here and there in periodicals and collections have this

weakness. It is well to remember that if the workmanship of the piece

is good, it will not be necessary to tag the moral to the end, or to name
it in so many words throughout. Great literature is obviously moral
in its every line. It is a proof of literary failure if the writer must
state his precepts didactically.

The stories used should be characterized as far as possible by the

same qualities. It takes a little extra time, it is true, but it is time
well spent both for teacher and pupil, if the former will first write

down the story which she purposes to tell, making the language as fine,

the construction as careful as she can. Even though she has little

time to prepare it after it is written, the very writing of it influences

her speech towards dignity and accuracy.

Andersen is, it seems to me, the story teller for the teacher. His
stories are perhaps better left till the children are able to read them
for themselves, because the most careful study will hardly produce
the effect of his wonderful style. Each bit of thought is enshrined
in language so rarely fine that nothing short of memorization will

reproduce it. And memorization is a method condemned of all story-

telling authorities. It makes the story stiff and the story-teller stiffer,

they say. But as a subject for study by the amateur story-teller,

Andersen is without a peer. Over and over and over again read his

stories. Let their beauty soak into you, then go on still hunts for his

methods. It will be well worth the trouble to you personally if for

nothing further than its effect on your own thinking and speaking.

Parents and even teachers are sometimes found who object to

fairy stories; people who, fixing their attention on the literal, legal

truth, forget the higher moral truth. It is possible for a thing to be
as true in fancy as anything may be in fact. That is to say, a state-

ment made up of parts, each true in itself, may yet be literally

false, since those parts have never actually occurred together in fact

—and yet that statement is, thus, an embodiment of general truth.

For example,—perhaps no such person as Cinderella ever lived to be
abused by her people and finally to marry a Prince, but "they that

mourn shall be comforted," and virtue is, in the end, rewarded; these

are general truths which few will care to question. But you say many
of these tales do not embody general truths in this manner. Then they

are not good examples of their kind, that is all. It is hardly fair to

condemn a whole class of literature because some of its examples are

bad. A fairy story or indeed any piece of imaginative literature has

only one raison d'etre, and that is to embody general truth; to teach

moral lessons, not didactically and in so many words, but by raising

the mind to the contemplation of what is true; by training the taste

to be satisfied only with what is fine; by elevating the whole nature

in accordance with ever developing ideals.

A list is appended of supplementary material for literature and
language work which has been found useful, with the hope that it,

as well as the foregoing thoughts, may be of service to the teacher of

little children.
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SUPPLEMENTARY LITERATURE
FIRST HALF YEAR

Grade I.

NURSERY RHYMES:
Little Miss Muffett.

Jack and Jill.

Little Jack Horner.
Hey, Diddle, Diddle.
Ride a Cock Horse.
Dickory, dickory dock.
Jack be nimble.
Mary, Mary, quite contrary.

Boy Blue.

Pussy cat, pussy cat.

One, two, button my shoe.

This little pig went to market.
The North wind doth blow.
Old King Cole.

Tom, Tom, the piper's son.

The Queen of Hearts.
Lady Bird, Lady Bird.

Sing a song of sixpence.

Old Mother Hubbard.
Little Bo-peep.
Mary had a little lamb.
Where are you going, my pretty maid?

ROSSETTI (Christine)—

"Eight o'clock;

The Postman's knock;
Five letters for Papa;
One for Lou,
And none for you,

And three for dear Mamma."

"There's snow on the fields

And cold in the cottage,

While I sit in the chimney nook
Supping hot pottage.

My clothes are soft and warm,
Fold upon fold,

But I'm sorry for the poor,

Out in the cold."

"Dead in the cold, a song singing thrush,
Dead at the foot of a snowberry bush,

—

Twine him a coffin of rush,

Dig him a grave where the soft mosses grow,
Raise him a tombstone of snow."

"O Wind, why do you never rest,

Wandering, whistling to and fro,

Bringing rain out of the west,
From the dim north, bringing snow?"

"Growing in the Vale,

By the uplands hilly,

Growing straight and frail

Lady Daffdowndilly,
In a golden crown,
And a scant green gown,

While the spring flows chilly

Lady Daffadown, Lady Daffdowndilly."

"If all were rain and never sun,

No bow could span the hill;

If all were sun and never rain,

There'd be no rainbow still."
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"O Wind, where have you been,
That you blow so sweet

Among the violets

Which blossom at your feet?

The Honeysuckle waits
For summer and for heat;

But violets in the chilly spring
Make the turf so sweet."

"Brownie, Brownie, let down your milk,

White as swansdown, smooth as silk,

Fresh as dew and pure as snow;
For I know where the cowslips blow,
And you shall have a cowslip wreath
No sweeter scented than your breath."

"If I were Queen,
What would I do?

I'd make you King
And I'd wait on you.

If I were King,
What would I do?

I'd make you Queen
For I'd marry you."

"The days are clear,

Day after day
When April's here
That leads to May

And June
Must follow soon;

Stay, June, stay,

If only we could stop the moon
And June."

"Mother shake the cherry-tree,

Susan catch a cherry;

Oh, how funny that will be,

Let's be merry.
One for brother, one for sister,

Two for mother, more,
Six for father, hot and tired,

Knocking at the door."

"Where innocent bright-eyed daisies are,

With blades of grass between,
Each daisy stands up like a star

Out of a sky of green."

"Three plum buns
To eat here at the stile,

In the clover meadow,
For we have walked a mile.

One for you, and one for me,
And one left over

—

Give it to the boy who shouts
To scare sheep from the clover."

"The lily has an air,

And the snow-drop a grace,

And the sweet pea a way,
And the heartease a face,

—

Yet there's nothing like the rose

When she blows."

"Mix a pan cake,

Stir a pan cake,

Pop it in the pan;
Fry the pan cake,

Toss the pan cake,

Catch it if you can.
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"A white hen setting

On white eggs three,

Next, three speckled chickens
As plump as plump can be.

An owl and a hawk
And a bat came to see,

But chicks beneath their mother's wing
Squat safe as safe can be."

"Hurry me across the water,
Do, boatman, do."

"If you've a penny in your purse
I'll ferry you."

"I have a penny in my purse,

And my eyes are blue;

So ferry me across the water,
Do, boatman, do."

" Step into my ferry boat,
Be they black or blue,

And for the penny in your purse
I'll ferry you."

" Who has seen the wind?
Neither I nor you,

But when the leaves hang trembling
The wind is passing thro.

Who has seen the wind?
Neither you nor I,

But when the trees bow down their heads,
The wind is passing by."

HIAWATHA
SECOND HALF YEAR

Grade I.

The story learned, parts of it used for supplementary reading, still other part,5

memorized.

For memory

—

1. "By the shores of Gitchee Gunwell."
2. "Hush," she said, "My Hiawatha."
3. "There the wrinkled old Nokomis

Nursed the little Hiawatha."
4. "The owlet sang."
5. "Many things Nokomis taught him."
6. "At the door on summer evenings."
7. "The Firefly song."
8. "Saw the moon rise from the water."
9. "The Cradle song."

10. "Saw the rainbow in the heaven."
"When he heard the owls at midnight."
"Then the little Hiawatha."
"Then Iagoo, the great boaster."
"But he heeded not nor heard them."
"Then upon one knee uprising."
"But the heart of Hiawatha."

—The Hiawatha Primer: Houghton, Mifflin,

New York.
Stories-

Silver Locks.
Red Riding Hood.
Cinderella.

The Three Pigs.

The little Red Hen.
—From "Tales of Mother Goose":

(Perrault Collection, D. C. Heath & Co., Boston).
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The Wind's work.
Mrs. Tabby Gray.
The Little Girl with the Light.
The Little Grav Pony.
The Little Traveller.

—From "Mother Stories," by Maud Lindsay
(Milton Bradley, Springfield, Mass.)

Raggybug.
Little Ta.
Big Brother.
The Pied Piper of Hamelin.
—From "How to Tell Stories to Children," by Sara Cone

Bryant (Houghton, Mifflin Co.)

Christ and the Wise Men.
The Baby Moses.
Little Samuel.
Crossing the Red Sea.

—The Bible.

The Water Baby.
Mrs. Chinchilla.

Moufflow.
Piccola.

—From "The Story Hour," Kate Douglas Wiggin
(Houghton, Mifflin Co.)

SUPPLEMENTARY LITERATURE
Grade II.

Verse—for memorization

:

Bed in summer.
At the Seaside.

Whole Duty of Children.
Foreign Lands.
A Good Play.
Where go the Boats?
Auntie's Skirts.

The Land of Counterpane.
System.
My Shadow.
Marching Song.
The Cow.
The Wind.
My Bed is like a Boat.
The Swing.
Fairy Bread.
The Hay Loft.

Farewell to the Farm.
Armies in the Fire.

Autumn Fires.

—From "A Child's Garden of Verse," R. L. Stevenson
(Scribner's Sons, Winnipeg.)

The Sugar-plum Tree.
The Gingham Day.

—From "The Eugene Field Book," by Eugene Field

(Scribner's Sons.)

Nine Little Goblins.
The Lugubrious Wing Wang.
The Man in the Moon.

—Nonsense Verse, from the "Rhymes of Childhood,"
by Whitcomb Riley (Bobbs, Merrill Co., Indianapolis)

Stories

:

The Cat and the Parrot.
The Frog and the Ox.
Burning the Rice Fields.

—"How to Tell Stories to Children.'
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The Gingerbread Man.
The Country Mouse and the City Mouse.
The Little Half Chick.
The Elves and the Shoemaker.
—From "Stories to Tell to Children/' by Sara Cone

Bryant (Houghton, Mifflin Co.)

The Sleeping Beauty.
Puss in Boots.
Tom Thumb.
Request of the Tuft.

—From "Tales of Mother Goose."

The Golden Touch.
The Golden Apples.—"Hawthorne's Wonder Book"

(Houghton, Mifflin, New York.)

Little Beta and the Lame Giant.
Little Gray Grandmother.
The Loving Cup.

—From "Story Land," Harrison
(Central Pub. Co., Wabash Avenue, Chicago.)

The Snow Man.
The Darning Needle.
The Tin Soldier.

The Ugly Duckling.
The Princess and the Pea.—"Andersen's Fairy Tales"

(Chas. E. Merrill Co., New York.)

King Solomon and the Ants.
The Monkey and the Moon.
How Fire came to the Indians.
The Faithful Chipmunks.
The Emperor's Bird's Nest.

—From "Stories to Tell," Cowles
(A. Flanagan Co., Chicago.)

The Porcelain Stove.
The First Thanksgiving Game.
Bengy in Beastland.
The Water Baby.
The Story Hour.—"For the Children's Hour," Bailey and Lewis

(Milton, Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass.)

Also embraces many stories that will be useful in both grades I and II.
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PRIMARY READING

THIS is the primary teacher's work—to gather together the frag-

ments of knowledge each child possesses, to use these fragments
as a foundation, to build thereon, thus gradually making him in-

dependent, and then—"to watch the rose-bud unfold." Her first

thought is, "How shall I accomplish this? Where shall I begin?"
And this treatise aims to show how this may be done.

Everywhere we turn for methods and everywhere we find the
Primary Reading is one of the most frequently discussed problems
of the school life in the present day. Why? Because it is realized

that so much depends in these early stages upon what impressions
are made on the child mind, what instincts are aroused and directed

into the right channel, what capacities are developed and what habits

are formed.

Most important is the teacher's attitude towards her work and
towards her class. Now, it is the child that is studied and watched
and observed in the school-room. The teacher who is sympathetic
and interested in the advancement of her children will, even with an
inferior method, make much more progress than the teacher who is not
enthusiastic, because, in the primary grades, the teacher has to supply
so much of the interest and animation that the children may follow.

Then, the first thing is that the teacher should study her class.

Now the child is the focus, around him the interest centres, his impulses

often decide the material for the reading lesson, his disposition gives

us a clue as to what method is best suited to him. The most of us
apply psychological principles continually though we may not realize

it. But no thoughtful teacher who is alive to the needs of her class

is long in finding out what interests each individual has, and how each
can be appealed to.

Every class is so different, every teacher is so different, every
school-room is not like the last, and every locality gives to the child

certain needs and interests that the teacher has to find out among
the multiplicity of methods, something perhaps from many, which
is her method, suited to her particular environment. What meets
her needs might not satisfy the teacher in the adjoining district.

The beginning stage is what causes the most anxiety. How to

gather together the fragments of knowledge possessed by so many
minds and get a starting point in which every one is interested is the

problem. There is no dogmatic statement than anyone can make
regarding the commencement. Perhaps the first step will be just a

little conversation, to give the children that "at home" feeling, to

get them interested in the workings of the school-room and to see

that it is not such an ogre of a place after all. Then there may be
assignment of some occupation which busies them while you are work-
ing with other classes. But to the beginning proper.
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Teachers working on this problem from term to term find that

the most advantageous way of beginning is to tell a story such as

"Silverlocks," or even a Nursery Rhyme such as "Jack and Jill."

There are many reasons for this—it engages the attention of the pupils;

it forms a connection between home and school, for the majority of

children get some kind of stories at home; it takes away so much
formality; it satisfies the natural craving which children have for

stories; it gives a complete whole which may later be resolved into

parts; and it supplies that " personal interest and personal hunger"
of which Prof. Dewey speaks.

The principal thing these first days is to instil in the mind of the

child the " desire" for reading. They become intensely interested

in the process, and doubly so when they see a reason for their reading.

Kipling's "Baa, baa, Black Sheep," is a lesson for teachers along this

line. Punch, the little hero of the story, could not understand why
he should learn such combinations of letters, when one day he dis-

covered an old magazine with a wonderful picture of a Griffin, and
a story alongside it. If somebody would only tell him about it, and
when no one was found, he stumbled through it himself. He awoke
to the realization that he could read, and accordingly sent a message
to his father in India to send him "all the books in all the world,"
for now he was ready to read them.

Opinions differ at this last point—whether at first it will be a
word or a sentence which is taught. Each is advantageous, and as

"any method," says Tilly, "is advantageous in the hands of the right

teacher," it does not matter which is used as a starting point. Arguing
for the "Thought and Sentence method," we know that the expression

obtained is very good, for thought getting is the purpose of the reading.

For the Word method, we know it is quick at first, full of interest, and
meaningful to the child. It is our fault if the reading is poor, from
its teaching, for we are stressing words and not, as we should, ideas.

One thing we do need to observe in this beginning stage is that each
has its place. Words are learned quickly by the Word method, but
there are certain prepositions and verbs that are absolutely without
meaning unless taken in context, i.e., using the Sentence method.

The first words taught must be in the child's experience, and
therefore, we may commence with the objects about the classroom.

These are near at hand, and the name is associated with the thing,

making the power to remember it so much greater when aided by the

association.

We know from teaching little ones that a word is one sound to

them, one whole, and a single word can be learned as easily as a single

letter. Letters or sounds are foreign elements at first. The power
of analysis comes later; they are parts, and we must present wholes
first. The word has a meaning for the child, it calls up a number of

associations in his mind and his remembrance of it will be much better

than that of a sound or letter.

Children are quicker to notice likenesses than differences, and
therefore the first words presented should be very different in form.

We want the first impressions to be clear and definite—each word
distinctly itself, so that there is no suggestion of a puzzle to the child's

mind. After a while it is well to bring in words which resemble others,

so that the child's attention can be called to the likeness and difference,
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to the consideration of parts, so that he may be on the alert afterwards
for such things. Three of the first words in the Alexandra Primer
bring this out admirably —leaf, flower, apple.

A METHOD OF WORD RECOGNITION BY THE WORD METHOD.

Words to be taught: Flower, leaf.

Material: The objects themselves.

They get the attention of the children, and "we attend to those things in which
we are interested." A drawing may be made on the board, too—this is exceedingly
helpful. The object of the lesson—to teach the child to recognize quickly the
words "flower" and "leaf" so that he may know them later in sentences and be
able to get the thought.

Child's aim: To learn some new words so that he can soon read "stories"
for himself.

Introduction: The spoken names of the objects—familiar to the child.

Presentation: Show the object "flower" to the class. What is it? Answer:
a flower. "Now let us see how the word 'flower' looks when it is written on the
board. Watch me write it." The teacher writes it in different places on the board,
large writing and small writing, and the class pronounce it for her as she writes it.

When this has been done several times with the word "flower," so that the form
is well impressed, then introduce the word "leaf" and treat it similarly.

Comparison and Drill: When each word by itself has been sufficiently dwelt
upon, then let the teacher write them down in any order quickly, giving an instant

for recognition, and then erasing. Or let them point out "flower" every place

it is seen on the board. The words that say "leaf" too, the teacher may use cards

on which the word is written, presenting them for a moment and then have the word
given.

Application: As the ultimate aim in all word recognition is reading—some
might be introduced here. Let the pupils tell you something which you thereupon
write on the board and they read. Then let them pick out the words taught. The
sentences might be after this fashion:

The leaf is green.

The flower is red.

The names of the colors are taught very easily when the colored

chalk is used; otherwise, let some object be used which has the color

the name of which you wish to teach.

It is significant to notice, too, that the length of the word has

nothing to do with the choice. We have gone beyond the stage where
we think a child's ability cannot exceed three-letter words. Each
word has a distinctive total appearance, which individuality the child

grasps, and the length is not taken into consideration.

Another thing to observe in this choice is that the words are those

of the child's experience, for his learning to read is not increasing his

vocabulary, but it is learning to recognize in visible form that which
he already understands in spoken form. Therefore, in case of foreign

children, oral comes first—the known, and afterwards the symbol.

For example : In many schools the teaching of the proper name "Helen,"
in the Alexandra Primer, would not be suitable nor advisable. Many
children have never heard it. That is merely a suggestion. Teach
them to recognize their own names.

For the sake of the child's activity, so dominant at this period,

I should make a plea for the so-called "Action Method." The play

activity which is so evident a characteristic of childhood can find

admirable scope in this method. Children love words when they can

perform the action. Take words such as run, skip, hop, words which
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describe children's activities, and let them actually do what the word
says. The added association of " doing" the thing, helps to make
the impression more vivid, for it is acknowledged generally that the
muscular association aids in retaining the idea.

Repetition is a needful process in the primary room. A child

must come to the place in learning that when the word "run" appears,

he will be able to distinguish it at once from all other such words of

action; this word recognition needs to become automatic as soon
as possible, and it is necessary to repeat this frequently. The difficulty

here is to avoid monotonous repetition which kills the interest, and
to use it in such a way that interest is still kept up and the children

are becoming stronger in their word recognition. I shall suggest a
few devices which have proved helpful in reviewing words.

1. The use of "perception" cards. Stiff paper, 8" x 5", have
words written on them. These are shown to the class for a moment,
and then some one gives the word.

2. Draw bells, flowers, leaves, apples on the board. Words are

written on these. Let the child see how many flowers he can gather,

etc.

3. Let the words be mice. The eraser is the cat catching them,
and some one gives the word as it is rubbed out.

4. Draw a brook with stepping stones across it. On each stone

is a word. Each child tries to get across without missing a word, or

he "falls in" and some one takes his place. These devices should
be conducted with as much of the play element as possible, the teacher

herself aiding, not inhibiting, the children's enthusiasm.

During the early lessons, not more than one or two words should
be attempted. Before new ones are taken there is a recall of the old

ones. Gradually children can learn three or four words in one lesson.

When these are taken, it is best to aim at a connection being between
the words—a connecting link—farm, field, house, barn, are examples
of this—the thread of association helping the child.

This method of recognizing words should not be used alone, as

any one method may grow tiresome to both teacher and pupils. The
Sentence method supplies a desirable change. We wish to have the
children read short sentences as soon as possible, for they delight in

solving the problems there presented. They are eager to exercise

this power which is becoming theirs. The law of self-activity must
not be disregarded. Children must be given sentences to actually

work out by themselves, so that they may apply what knowledge
they have gained. To present some sentences for them to read it is

necessary that the children know a few phrases, prepositions, verbs,

and the like. Some of these are decidedly abstract and uninteresting

unless learned in context. As the vocabulary is so limited, the

groups should appear very frequently at first and by the frequent

appearing are learned. Such expressions are: I see, It is, Here is,

There is, Here are, There are, Do you see? Has, have, Will you?
and with, and such groups as may be found at the beginning of

the Alexandra Primer. These are learned from the children's

own statements; the statements are placed on the board, and
the expression to be taught is used very frequently throughout the

lesson.
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Suppose we want to teach the expression, "Here is," we might attempt it in

some such fashion as this (the teacher's aim and that of the class will be the same
as previously given in the Word Method).

Known words used in Presentation—fan, ball, apple. Hide these objects
in some place easily discovered before the lesson begins. Then when the class

comes up, tell them that you have hidden the fan, and the ball and the apple, and
want to see who can find them for you. Away they go on the hunt and suddenly
some one exclaims, "I have the fan," or "I've found the apple." Then telling

them to remain at those places, you may ask the question, "Where is the apple?
Where is the fan?" Some one will answer, "Here it is." Then you will question
again to get the statements.

Here is the fan.

Here is the apple.

Here is the ball.

These sentences are written on the board one at a time, different pupils telling

what each sentence says. In each sentence the known word may be picked out,

the beginning of each sentence will be observed as to the likeness, and the words
"Here is" are separated from the whole.

Then an application can be made where other name words may be used
to make more definite the impression.

Below is a list of words which may be found helpful in deciding

what words to teach:

1. Names of pupils in the class.

2. Names of actions—run, skip, etc.

3. Names of objects in the school-room—desk,

chair.

4. Names of objects handled—apple, ball, tree,

stone (Following Nature Study.)

5. Names of things seen outside—house, barn.

6. Some sentence forms—I see, I have, I like,

It is, Do you see, Here is, Here are, There
is, There are.

7. Names of colors.

8. Names of numbers, 1—10.

9. Some connecting words—and, in, on, with.

The words "the" and "a" or "an" sometimes are difficult for

children to read. These are always used in connection with words,

and should be taught with them, therefore,—not as isolated parts.

The method of teaching word recognition by the Word and Sen-
tence method goes on for some time. Usually we say the child requires

about forty or fifty words before he takes phonics.

The children should know the most of the words in the first of

the primer before the book itself is given to them. Their progress is

much better. Just how many words are known before phonics are

introduced is a question for the teacher to decide, guided by the obser-

vations of her children's abilities. The Word and the Sentence Method
are both inadequate when the pupil has to recognize new words for

himself. He soon comes to demand some sort of key which will unlock
for him the door to independent recognition of words. This key is

the sound of the letters.
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A word has not only a " distinctive total appearance" to the
child, but to him it is only one sound. Before he is able to grasp phonics
properly, he must be brought to the realization that a word can be
broken up into parts—sounds. This is done by a system of Oral
Phonics.

As soon as the child comes to school, Oral Phonics may be taken.

At first, it is rather a puzzle to the child to hear a word broken up,

but he soon becomes accustomed to blending the sounds together.

When he comes to problems in phonics proper, the coalescing of sounds
is much easier, if he has had a training in Oral Phonics.

This oral work helps the teacher to find out those sounds with
which the children have difficulty. It aids in obtaining purity of speech
and sound, proper enunciation and articulation, and after the class

is ready to associate sound with symbol, exercises along this line should
still be taken, coming under the head of drill in articulation and pro-

nunciation—phonetics or the science of speech sounds. First, it

is better to take words which are easily broken up, are small, and can
be used afterwards for phonics proper. "It is a guessing game," the
children trying to guess what you are saying. Mat is first broken
up into—m-at. Then when it and like words are used, the three

sounds are given—m-a-t. To vary the monotony which comes from
only one method, these below may be found helpful:

1. "Children, I'm going to tell you what I saw coming to school this morning.
I saw a tr-ee. On it were gr-ee-n 1-eaves. Among the leaves was a 1-ittle n-est.

In the n-est was a pretty b-ir-d." At the end of each sentence, the teacher has some
one tell what was said.

2. Give me words to rhyme with m-an, f-at, c-ap, r-un.

3. Sound out for the class the names of things around the room. Instead
of asking them what the word is, say "touch it, run to it," etc.

4. Tell me these little stories:

R-un a-w-ay.
C-ome an-d pl-ay.

It is a r-ai-n-y d-ay.

Do n-ot s-t-ay.

I f-ee-1 g-ay.

Below are found some groups of words suggestive for Oral Work:

M—mat, map, milk, Sam, some, man, Mary, Tom, lamb,
stamp, must, mug.

A—apple, actor, attic, cat, tap, ran, Andrew, Alice, Annie.
S—sand, seed, silk, grass, sweet, Sunday, sing, sound, soup, stick.

T—mat, feet, neat, letter, late, tiny.

P—map, tap, sheep, pitch, pen.
H—hen, hand, hot, hop, hate, hall, hill, hunt.
Sh—shot, shop, sheep, shun, shrink.

Th—This, that, them, there, these.

Th—thin, thick, think, thing, through.
Wh—where, while, when, which.
V—van, valley, voice, visitor.

Z—zone, crazy, dizzy, buzz,
ight—bright, night, sight,

oi—oil, noisy, avoid,
ch—chair, cheek, chin, chain,

ed—painted, seated,

ing—drawing, singing, ringing, bringing, sewing.

When the children can grasp the oral work easily and have taken
quite a number of words as sight words, the association between sound
and symbol may be commenced. Imitation is such an essential feature
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in the formation of the habit of correct speech sounds that, as the teacher

is the only model, she should have a knowledge of the proper sounds
of the English consonants and vowels. The sounds of the consonants
are best obtained from oral work, and care should be taken that there

is not explosion into a vowel where certain consonants are being sounded
such as b, d, p, t. The correct sounds of the vowels are gained from
the use of the Standard Dictionary, where the Standard system of

Phonetics is used.

The teacher, being the model, should watch her speech carefully,

not only in phonic lessons, but in all work with the children. Purity
and freedom of tone are essentials in good vo^el formation, and we
should try to cultivate the correct vowel sounds, as the children are

such imitators and unconsciously we are giving them our habit of

speech sounds. "He is the best speaker who least betrays
/

his locality."

To aid the teacher in getting the correct sounds, the following table of con-
sonants and vowels is given.

Sounds may be divided in several ways—Two divisions will be mentioned here:

A 1. Breath sounds.
2. Voiced sounds.
3. Nasal sounds.

(B) On Physiological basis:

1. Labials—made with lips.

2. Linguals—made with tongue.
3. Sibilants—so called from hissing sound they make.

The consonants will be taken in the order in which they are made in the
mouth.

I.—Lip sounds or Labials:

1. Wh is a breath sound and is equivalent almost to hoo—where, when, whip,
without being voiced. W is voiced and is equivalent to oo—as in wall, wet.

2. F—voiceless

—

fade, puff—fade is a very good word from which to teach
the sound.

V—voiced

—

vim—viper.

3. B—voiced

—

rub—scrub—bub. Beware of the "bu"—as it is frequently
given. It is best to take this sound from a word where it appears at the end.

P—voiceless

—

rap—wipe

.

4. Th—voiced

—

there—this—that.

Th—voiceless

—

thin—thick.

5. M—If "b" is not allowed to come out through the mouth and the sound
goes out through the nose, the sound made is "m"

—

mat—man.

II.—Linguals

—

1. t, d, n,

t may be taken from mat.
d from sad, bad.

n from no.

2. 1—liquid sound comes running out.

Notice two positions for "1"—coming from meaning:
1. Ugly.

2. Lovely, lily.

3. r

—

run is a good word from which to get this sound—it is often exaggerated
in sound to imitate the dog's growl

—

river, ripple, are other good words.

"R" coming from consonants gives difficulty in blending occasionally. These
are better not touched at first. Watch carefully for the correct sound as in brook,

creek.

4. g—k—c—q or (qu).
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These are guttural in sound—being made back in the throat,
g—may be taken from dog, dig.

k—may be taken from kite.

c—from cap, cat.

q—or (qu as it is usually taken) from queer.

Ill—Sibilants—

1. S—the sound of "s" in not a hiss—only in some words. Its real sound
is obtained from sleep, slumber. It has the sound of "z" at the end

—

hands, fans,
cones, etc.

"z"—as in zero, buzz.

2. "g"—as in giant. (The "g" sound in vigor.)

"j"—as in judge.

Notice the difference in Jack, Jill—softer.

3. "x"—as in box.

-as in city.

gz—in example, examine.

Under sibilants we have a group of two letter combinations:
sh—the hushing sound-—taken from ship.

ch— (tsh) from church, chin.

h—is merely a breath sound—from hop, half, home.

"ng"—is a sound to be carefully watched—the sound of "n" is often sub-
stituted for "ng"—giving us singin instead of singing. This is a nasal sound

—

made in the throat. Notice that sometimes there are two sounds n-g

—

single,

longer, younger, when a syllable is added. This may always be taught in connection
with the vowel, thus ing, ang, ung.

"nk" needs to be watched also. Ink is a very good word from which to take it.

"Y" is sometimes a vowel and sometimes a consonant. As a vowel it has
the sound of "I" as in my, cry. As a consonant the sound may be taken from
you, yes, yet, yellow.

The Vowels—

The vowels differ from the consonants in always being voiced. Good tone
production in reading depends much on the vowel sounds, and vowels are conse-
quently very important.

The variety of vowel sound with which we are especially concerned in the
primary room, is:

1. Short vowels.

"a"

—

and or at.

"e"

—

end.

"i"

—

it.

"o"—not.

"u"

—

up.

2. Long vowels:
"a"

—

mate.

"e"—ee

—

mete, seed.

"i"

—

mite.

"o"—old.
"u"—tune.

"A"—as in wall, which has the same sound as "aw" in

caw, as "au" Maud.
"ai" and "ay"—have the sound of a

—

chair, day.

"oy" and "oi"—glides—gliding from one definite

position to another boy—coil.

"ow" has two sounds

—

ow as in slow and ow as in crowd.

"ou"

—

our.

"ea"

—

ear, fear,

"ie"—field.
"oa"

—

road.

Where there are two sounds for a certain phonogram, do not teach them near
each other.
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The peculiar sounds of some of the vowels coming before "r," are best gained
from teaching the combination:

"ar"

—

far, car.

"ir"

—

sir.

"or"

—

for.

"er"—her.

"ur"

—

fur.

Teachers are often puzzled to know what sounds to take first.

"H" has been a favorite, but it is really more difficult to get the proper
sound of "h" than of "m."

The order which is given in the back of the Alexandra Primer
is very good, but it is well to take the long sounds of the vowels before
they are given there—say, after "g" and "k. " The long sounds
of the vowels are taught very easily from words containing short sounds.
Previously the children may be given the names of the vowels. Then
a list of words such as mat, rat, hat, may be put on the board, the chil-

dren giving the names. To each vowel silent "e" is added. The
children are told that it says nothing but makes the other little letter

" a" say its own name. Then the words are easily sounded. Each
long vowel may be taken up in the same way.

PHONIC LESSON.

To teach the sound "d"

Known sounds—short vowels and the most of the consonants. Place on the
board the following words, some of which may be developed:

red
bed
dress

The words are pronounced and the sounds are then lengthened out to get "d".
Be sure that each child has the correct sound—the two first are the best from which
to get it.

Then begin the application, buiding up the word from the phonogram com-
bination of vowel and consonant, thus:

ad ed od
bad fed rod
had led cod
mad red
sad

Illustrate, by action or "story," the meaning of the words, for

the childrenare interested in words which have a meaning to them.
Merely giving words for the purpose of blending sounds has no distinct

advantage. The child wants to know about them. The ultimate aim of

all this teaching of words, sentences and sounds is that the child will

recognize words, that he will get the thought contained therein. The test

in the lower grades is the oral expression. Careful attention should
be given to this phase of the wrork from the first sentence a child reads.

At first he will be tempted to look at each word. Either at this lesson

or at the following one give the application of words in sentences for him
to read. Review of words will be necessary, and to make this interest-

ing use some device in going over the words where application has been
made. Lead him to see that a thought lies hidden in the words. If

he reads it merely naming the words, stop him, and say "Tell me that,"

or in the case of a question "Ask me that." Thus the expression of

the thought is natural, and the child realizes that it resembles speech.

Devices for review of phonics will be found necessary. Those given
under word recognition may be used here also, as well as others which
they may suggest to the teacher's mind.
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The primer should not be given to the children until a number
of words, sentence forms and sounds are known. The blackboard
reading in the beginning lessons furnishes enough material. Script

is found more satisfactory than print, and the transition can be made
in a couple of lessons. With most children, observation of the lesson

in script and the same below in print as seen in the Primer is sufficient

to make the step, with a few remarks here and there by the teacher

regarding the likenesses and differences in the two forms. In some
cases it may be necessary to write one line at a time in script, and
the same below in print. Also a column may be made on the board,

giving the script form and the print form of each letter, side by side,

The letters presenting the most difficulty are: a, b, d, f, g, 1, r, s, q, z.

Coming to the lessons in the Primer we should try to have them
"mean things" to the child. When it does, his expression will be
genuine. There are so many pictures in the book before the lesson

comes, that one can depend on them for interest, if on nothing else.

Once a child is interested, then he is eager to find out what it says.

Before any child is asked to read, the teacher should be sure that he
knows the words. Then the first thing is a rapid drill in words

—

old and new. After this is done, go to each sentence, and insist on
the children reading it silently. Many of the faults in reading are

traced to the omission of silent reading, and good oral expression depends
for one thing on good silent reading during which the child has the
opportunity of making the thought his own.

The teacher should be cautious not to attempt too much in a
reading lesson. Better five lines well done than ten lines merely
"skimmed" through. The interest will not be taken away if the

teacher keeps up the idea of the story by her enthusiasm.

The following plan of a reading lesson may be found helpful:

1. Introduction—something to get interest.

2. Word recognition.

3. Silent reading—one sentence at a time.

4. Review of the lesson taken.

Questions may be needed for the correction of individual pupils,

but it is generally agreed that formal questioning of the class in the

first grade of school life is too advanced.

VOICE

The aim of all the work that comes under the head of Primary Read-
ing in the first grade is primarily to cultivate power and accuracy
in word recognition; secondly, it is to have the children read in a
natural, direct, conversational style, the lessons in the Primer and certain

short stories from other sources. This gives freedom of voice, so that

the thought will come out without interference. Just here, I should

make a plea that teachers try to have these little ones retain the purity

and sweetness of their tones. So often coming to school the voice

takes on a harsher note, whereas merely a direction from the teacher,

"Let us have sweet voices to-day, children," will find a quick response.

The work in the second grade will continue the work of the first.

Phonics will be applied wherever necessary in word recognition, which
by this time will have become much easier. In reading, attention

will still be directed to freedom and naturalness of voice. In this
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Reader, opportunity is given for the musical rendering of lines such
as Stevenson's "The Wind," where the sound of the wind may be
imitated.

The aim throughout is to develop independent power in the pupil,

and make his oral expression free, easy and natural.

For application of work in Phonics:

1. A "rhyme" game.—Let the children write words which rhyme
with fan, hot, etc. (This is the beginning of spelling).

2. After a sound is taken, place a number of words containing

that sound on the board.—Let the class sound the word and illustrate it.

3. Let them supply a letter and thus make words:

f—

t

m—

d

1—

d

b—

t

c—

n

r—

n

4. Use of cardboard letters.

BOOKS—FOR PHONICS

"Steps in the Phonic System" A. S. Cullen (Copp, Clark Co.)

" Morang Phonic Manual " (Morang Co.)

These books are merely for suggestive words. The sentences are

best made by the teacher.

For Sentence and other Methods:

1. "Aldine Primer"—accompanying Manual "Learning to Read"
(Newson & Co.)

2. "Thought Reader and Manual" Maud Summers (Ginn & Co.)

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST.

1. "Rhyme and Story Primer," MacMahon (D. C. Heath & Co.)

2. "Folk-Lore Readers" (Ginn & Co.)

3. "Outdoor Primer" (Educational Book Co.)

4. "The Normal Child and Primary Education," Gesell (Ginn

&Co.)

5. "Special Method in Reading for the Grades," McMurray (Mac-
Millan Co.)
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NUMBER WORK
NUMBER is not the result of sense impression merely, but is

rather the result of the mind's appreciation of quantity, of limit,

and of utility. The little child gains his first number knowledge
when he appreciates the relation between objects limited in number, and
his desires. Watch him playing with blocks; these remain unmeasured
and undefined until he discovers a use for them. He begins to build a
wall or a tower. He finds, in doing this, a limit to the number of blocks;

his wall is unfinished, he re-builds; now he attempts to adjust his plan
to the materials at his disposal, and thus there is a rude process of measur-
ing going on in the child's mind. This adjustment becomes more perfect

as the child's appreciation of measuring increases, he learns to measure
or count the blocks, they become defined and measured to him. These
three factors then, seem to enter into the beginning of number: objects,

a use for these objects, and an appreciation of the limit in number of

them.

How is this measuring or counting indicated by the small child?

We notice when he is quite young that he begins to recognize a suc-

cession of things. These may be similar, or if not, they contain elements
that make them similar to him. He indicates this knowledge in dif-

ferent ways, the most common method is by touching the objects.

He has, however, no definite idea of number. At first he is able to

distinguish the One of a group of things and beyond this it remains
for him a great many. Then he learns to distinguish the Two, the

Three, and he may advance so far as to distinguish from a group, in-

dividual objects to five or six. This constitutes the beginning of his

number, and it is the child's primitive method of measuring or de-

termining the "how muchness" of the material things of the world
about him. When he enters school he has reached this stage; in

nearly every case he is able to give the number name to various objects

as he places them out in rows or touches them. The teacher must
begin with this elementary knowledge and lead the child to a definite

quantitative appreciation of number.

How then is number to be taught? The teacher very quickly
learns that the child, when counting out various objects and when
saying the number names, does not grasp the real meaning of numbers.
Test his knowledge by asking him to count out five or six books. When
he has placed these before you, ask him to show you four, five, three
or six. The child will almost invariably show you the fourth book,
the fifth, the third or the sixth. This little experiment demonstrates
our view that the child has not a full interpretation of number and
number names when he can say over the names and point out various

objects. The teacher begins then with counting. In nearly every
case the child understands the meaning of two. The teacher should
assure herself of this point, however, and if she finds the child unable
to appreciate the full quantitative value of two there should be system-
atic consideration given to it. Teach separately the numbers one
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to ten. We shall illustrate with five the fundamentals of this teaching.

Ask the child to pick out five of anything from an unmeasured group.

He picks out five as five separate ones, these he distinguishes from
the unmeasured group. But in order to appreciate the meaning of

five, he must think of them as constituting not only five separate ones,

but also as being one group, the five. To grasp, then, any number
the childs breaks up an unmeasured group into its separate parts and
he re-combines these parts to form a new group. This group is now
measured and contains a definite number for him. In arriving at a
full meaning of number the child, in counting, breaks up a group of

objects which he has conceived as forming a group or a whole into

its separate parts, he recognizes these parts as ones of the whole, he
re-combines them, bringing the first one and the second one into a
group relation, and thinks of them as forming the group two from
which he gains his thought of the number two. In similar manner
he combines the first one the second one and the third one to arrive

at group three. Thus he continues to four, five, six up to ten. Let
us recapitulate: Beginning with counting, which is the child's primi-

tive means of measuring, the teacher develops this in relation to the

various material things about the child. From it the child is led,

not only to break up a group which is unmeasured into its individual

parts, but he is led to reform groups, now measured and quantatively
thought as of two, three, four, etc.

Counting should be, then, the first teaching in the primary grades.

The teacher should relate it to the activities and interests of the child

within and without the school. Count with the children the windows,
doors, pictures, seats and desks, within the room. The trees, shrubs,

and flowers growing outside the school. Have the children come to

the window and count the houses along the street, or if you are in the

country, as you walk to school with him ask him to count the horses,

cattle, etc., along the road. Ring the bell and ask him to count the

strokes as you ring it once, twice or any number of times up to ten.

There should follow after counting a comparison of numbers.
Count the number of boys in the class, now the number of girls. We
shall suppose there are four boys and six girls. Ask the children if

there are more girls than boys. Or count out five apples and seven
nuts. Are there more nuts than apples? In this way lead the pupils

to see that five is larger than four or three or two, that seven is

larger than six, four, three, etc., and similarly with other numbers.
We are not seeking a definite appreciation of the difference between
numbers, nor are we seeking to teach subtraction in this exercise. All

that we desire is that the child should appreciate in rather an elemen-
tary way the difference in magnitude between various numbers. Fol-

lowing cqunting will come grouping. Materials easily handled should
be employed in this exercise. Every teacher should provide herself

with collections of objects than can be used in this work. Inexpensive
materials familiar in the every day life of the child are recommended.*
Each child should be provided with materials for his own use. Ask
him to count out two objects of the same kind; then of two kinds,

also of three.

* List of Materials Suitable for Primary Work: Cubes of wood, buttons,

empty spools, large beans, corn, seeds, rose hips, pebbles, leaves, flowers, squares
and circles of cardboard, splints, pegs, nuts, clothes pegs, cones, shells, beads,
marbles.
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The average child will have little difficulty with these groups.
Make sure that the child readily distinguishes the group two from the
group three. Then consider four. Count out four objects, arrange
these in various ways; use also different objects in the same group and
emphasize each time the "how many" in the group. Compare group
four with group two and group three. Continue grouping up to ten.
Do not teach a single objective group or a special arrangement of

material, as in illustration,
but use a great many arrangements of

materials as in illustration page 38.

There should be considerable time
spent in grouping as it is the founda-
tion for the combinations and addition.

Hold up four blocks, apples, nuts, for a
second. Ask him how many there are.

Now do the same with five, three, two.
Show him six splints. How many are

there? Ask the child to show you with objects, six, four, five, using
several kinds of materials in each group.

So far we have not spoken of the symbols, or, as we usually desig-

nate them, the figures. This has not been through oversight, but
we have consciously postponed the introduction of the symbols until

a later period. A real appreciation of the numbers should precede
the symbols, hence we have considered the idea and the presentation
of the idea rather than its symbolic representation. When the teacher
is satisfied that the child can count, that is, measure out objects and
determine how many; when the child is able to distinguish a group
of two or three or four, give him the written word for the group. That
is, for group four give the word four. These words now have a real

meaning and should be used in the language lessons. Require the child

to associate the name with the number group. Write the names of

number groups on the blackboard and ask him to measure out the
number with objects. Then the symbol or figure should be intro-

duced. As in the case of the word, relate the symbol to the number
group, allowing plenty of practice in measuring out quantities of which
the symbols have been given.

The order, then, of the group teaching will be, first, a recognition

of a number as applied to concrete things; second, the work repre-

senting the name of the group; and third, the symbol representing

the group or number. The teacher should convince herself that the

symbols when taught have a number interpretation in the child's

mind. For seat work write the symbols on the blackboard and ask
the pupils to pick out the number of materials they represent. Also
place before the pupils groups of objects and require them to write

down the name and symbol. The foregoing constitutes the general

method to be followed in teaching the number work of the first term
of the first year. We shall summarize: First, counting, second, grouping,

third, naming of groups and the recognition of symbols. The number
space for counting should be from one to fifty, the grouping and sym-
bolic representation should be from one to ten.

The teaching of the combinations of the numbers from two to

ten takes up the greater part of the time of the second term. This
teaching has two distinct values. First, in studying the combinations
of any number, the child gains a clearer conception of that number.
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Second, the combinations of the numbers constitute the basis for

addition. The teacher should know these two values and should make
the work in combinations relate not only to analytic work in breaking
up the various numbers, but should also relate this teaching to addi-
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tion. Of the two values the latter is more important and the lessons

on combinations should show the teacher's appreciation of this. Com-
binations may be taught analytically and synthetically. The former
method consists of breaking up a number into its parts and studying
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these in combination. The latter starts with the combinations and
from these the number is built up. We shall illustrate these two
methods with the combination of seven. The analytic method would
begin with seven and break it up into its parts, 6 and 1, 5 and 2, 4
and 3. The synthetic method would begin with 6 and by adding
1 build up 7; also with 5 and 2, and 4 and 3. It is a good thing to vary
the work by using both methods. In teaching combinations, allow
the children to do all the work of counting, grouping and discovering

results. Have a varied supply of objective materials and in this way
avoid teaching a particular relation. Do not attempt to generalize

before the pupils are ready; let the abstract relations develop out
of the pupils' work.

Outline of Lesson on Combination of 7

Materials for objective work should be given to each pupil. Ask the children
to pick out six objects from the materials before them. Now, ask them to take
1 more. How many have we? 7.

How many did we take first? 6.

How many did we take afterwards? 1.

Tell me the whole story now.
Six and one are seven.

Who can tell me the story in another way?
One and six are seven.

If the pupils do not readily grasp the second statement, show by objects from the
groups already picked out, that one and six are seven. Now write down these
facts on the blackboard, thus:

1 6
6 1

It seems preferable to use the form as given above in writing down these combina-
tions, since this is the form in which the symbols will be written for addition. Teach
also the reverse; that is, the separations.

How many objects have we before us? 7.

Ask the pupils to take one away.
How many are left? 6.

Place the seven back again. Take six away.
How many are left? 1.

Tell the story.

Seven with one taken away leaves six.

Seven with six taken away leaves one.
Write down these facts on the blackboard, thus:

7 7
1 6

6 1

Give oral drill on these combinations and separations, such as

:

There were six white chickens and one black chick in the box.
How many were there altogether?

Mary saw one little bird on the bush and six on the tree.

How many birds were there?

Continue this work including the separations. Now apply this knowledge to
columns of figures, giving oral and written work. Dictate:

etc.

2 1

and 1 and 3
and 3 and 2.

and 1,
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or, oral work, requiring the pupils to add from the blackboard,

1 1 1 1

3 1 1 1

1 2 1 2
2 2 4 3 etc,

It should be noted that these rows in addition are based upon all

preceding combinations of two, three, four, five and six and the new
combinations of seven. Drill on additions of each number before pro-
ceeding to a higher number. While we are dealing with the work
on combinations, let me draw attention to a class of work along this

line. There are some teachers who in teaching combinations with
objects insist upon full statements, such as six sticks and one stick,

make seven sticks; five nuts and two nuts, make seven nuts; four

oranges and three oranges, make seven oranges. There is a serious

defect in this as a system, the attention of the child being directed

to the incidental, the objective, rather than to the number, and there

is not sufficient emphasis placed on the real number fact. Another
serious objection to these statements is that they destroy the child's

natural expression and are apt to make his language artificial and
redundant. Use the statement as given by the child and emphasize
from this the number relation.

The combinations to ten should be taught in the first Grade, in

Grade two these are continued as far as twenty-five. We should note,

however, a decrease in the amount of time given to objective work
in Grade two, and a greater emphasis on pure number.

Some teachers emphasize elaborate table work, thinking that

this is the aid of number teaching in the lower grades; this is a formal
and non-scientific interpretation of what should be valuable number
teaching. Tables of combinations, and of endings should lead up
to addition and should not be taught distinct from addition. Like-

wise the multiplication table should be used at once by the child in

applied multiplication. The question of silent addition in written

work is one we might touch upon. It seems to be the opinion of those

who have studied this subject that silent addition has not the value

that many suppose. If the teacher uses it there is always the difficulty

of discovering whether the child is counting or adding. Another
objection is "that very often the child silently repeats an error in com-
binations and this becomes fixed in his mind. To secure efficiency

in addition there should be absolute familiarity with the combinations
and the constant use of these in addition columns, giving plenty of rapid

mental arithmetic and seat work to be done in a limited time. Drill

is very necessary.

Easy work in fractions should be undertaken during the first

year. This should develop the meaning of one-half, one-fourth, and
one-third. It should be manual work done by the pupils, consisting

of simple divisions of objects such as apples, bananas, pieces of string,

strips of paper, squares of cardboard, circles, etc., into two equal parts,

into four equal parts and into three equal parts. The teacher should

emphasize the division of the objects and the equality of the parts.

In grade two, further work in the division of objects into the half,

the quarter and the third should be taken. The relation between
the half and the quarter should be shown by practical division. The
symbols for these fractions may be postponed until a later period.
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During the second year, the teacher should endeavour to secure

efficiency in simple addition. The basis of this work is a thorough
mastery of the combinations of the numbers to 25. There should

be an enlargement of addition to include also higher numbers. Tables
of endings based upon the lower combinations are suggested. These
tables are taught successively and are the basis for special work in

addition. They are usually taught in Grades two and three. In Grade
two the teacher might emphasize the number space from 1 to 50, and
in Grade three enlarge this to include the space to 100. In Grade two
the teacher must assure herself that the combinations to 25 are thorough-
ly mastered and that the child is able to use these efficiently in additions

up to 25. The following order is suggested in dealing with tables of

endings. It presents a gradual development and deals with the simpler

relations in the beginning.

TABLES OF 10's: 111111111
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

2
10

2
20

2
30

2
40

2
50

2

60
2

70
2

80
2

90

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

3

10
3

20
3

30
3

40
3

50
3

60
3

70
3

80
3

90

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93

4
10

4
20

4
30

4
40

4
50

4

60
4

70
4

80
4
90

14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94

5
10

5

20
5

30
5

40
5

50
5

60
5

70
5

80
5

90

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95

6
10

6

20
6

30
6

40
6

50
6

60
6

70
6

80
6

90

16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

7

10
7

20
7

30
7

40
7

50
7

60
7

70
7

80
7

90

17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97

8
10

8
20

8
30

8
40

8
50

8
60

8
70

8
80

8
90

18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98

9

10
9

20
9

30
9

40
9

50
9

60
9

70
9

80
9

90

TABLES' OF l's:

19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

1111111111
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

2 12 22 32 " 42 52 62 72 82 92
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TABLES OF l's Con.
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

3 13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

TABLES OF 2's:

4 14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94

4
1

4
11

4
21

4
31

4
41

4
51

4
61

4
71

4
81

4
91

5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95

5
1

5
11

5
21

5
31

5
41

5
51

5

61
5

71
5

81
5

91

6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

6
1

6
11

6
21

6
31

6
41

6
51

6
61

6
71

6
81

6
91

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 9777777.77777
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 988888888888
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 999999999999
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

1111111111
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

3 13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 932222222222
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

4 14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94333333333 3

2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 954444444444
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 965555555555
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 976666666666
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98
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TABLES OF 2's Con.

7
2

7

12
7

22
7

32
7

42
7

52
7

62
7

72
7

82
7

92

9 19 29 39 . 49 59 69 79 89 99

8
2

8
12

8
22

8
32

8
42

8
52

8
62

8
72

8
82

8
92

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

9
2

9
12

9
22

9
32

9
42

9
52

9
62

9
72

9
82

9
92

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101

TABLES OF 3's:

1

3

1

13
1

23
1

33
1

43
1

53
1

63
1

73
1

83
1

93

4 14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94

2
3

2
13

2
23

2
33

2
43

2
53

2
63

2
73

2
83

2
93

5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95

3

3
3
13

3

23
3

33
3

43
3

53
3

63
3

73
3

83
3

93

6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

4
3

4
13

4
23

4
33

4
43

4
53

4
63

4
73

4
83

4
93

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97

5
3

5
13

5
23

5

33
5

43
5

53
5

63
5

73
5

83
5

93

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98

6
3

6
13

6
23

6
33

6
43

6
53

6
63

6
73

6
83

6
93

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

7
3

7

13

7
23

7

33
7

43
7

53
7

63
7

73
7

83
7

93

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

8
3

8
13

8
23

8
33

8
43

8
53

8
63

8
73

8
83

8
93

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101

9
3

9
13

9
23

9

33
9

43
9

53
9

63
9

73
9

83
9

93

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 102

TABLES OF 4's:

1

4
1

14
1

24
1

34
1

44
1

54
1

64
1

74
1

84
1

94

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95
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TABLES OF 4's Con.

2
4

2
14

2
24

2
34

2
44

2
54

2
64

2
74

2
84

2
94

6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

3
4

3
14

3

24
3

34
3

44
3

54
3

64
3

74
3

84
3

94

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97

4
4

4
14

4
24

4
34

4
44

4
54

4
64

4
74

4
84

4
94

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98

5
4

5
14

5

24
5

34
5

44
5

54
5

64
5

74
5

84
5

94

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

6
4

6
14

6
24

6
34

6
44

6

54
6

64
6

74
6

84
6

94

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

7
4

7
14

7

24
7

34
7

44
7

54
7

64
7

74
7

84
7

94

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101

8
4

8
14

8
24

8
34

8
44

8
54

8
64

8

74
8

84
8

94

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 102

9 9
14

9
24

9
34

9

44
9

54
9

64
9

74
9

84
9

94

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 103

TABLES OF 5's:

1

5

1

15
1

25
1

35
1

45
1

55
1

65
1

75
1

85
1

95

6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

2
5

2
15

2
25

2
35

2
45

2

55
2

65
2

75
2

85
2

95

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97

3

5
3

15
3

25
3

35
3

45
3

55
3

65
3

75
3

85
3

95

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98

4
5

4
15

4
25

4
35

4
45

4
55

4
65

4
75

4
85

4
95

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

5

5

5

15
5

25
5

35
5

45
5

55
5

65
5

75
5

85
5

95

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

6
5

6
15

6
25

6

35
6

45
6

55
6

65
6

75
6

85
6

95

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101
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TABLES OF 5's Cm.

TABLES OF 6's:

TABLES OF 7's:

7
5

7

15

7

25
7

35
7

45
7

55
7

65
7

75
7

85
7

95

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 102

8
5

8
15

8
25

8
35

8
45

8
55

8
65

8
75

8
85

8
95

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 103

9
5

9
15

9
25

9

35
9

45
9

55
9

65
9

75
9

85
9

95

14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94 104

1

6

1

16
1

26
1

36
1

46
1

56
1

66
1

76
1

86
1

96

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97

2
6

2
16

2
26

2
36

2
46

2
56

2
66

2
76

2
86

2
96

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98

3

6
3

16
3

26
3

36
3

46
3

56
3

66
3

76
3

86
3

96

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

4
6

4
16

4
26

4
36

4
46

4
56

4

66
4

76
4

86
4

96

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

55 5 5555555
6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

101

6
96

102

7

96

103

96

14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94 1049999999999
6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

6
6

6

16

6
26

6

36
6

46
6

56
6

66
6

76
6

86

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

7

6
7

16
7

26
7

36
7

46
7

56
7

66
7

76
7

86

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93

8
6

8
16

8
26

8
36

8
46

8
56

8
66

8
76

8
86

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105

1

7

1

17

1

27
1

37
1

47
1

57
1

67
1

77
1

87
1

97

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98

2
7

2
17

2
27

2
37

2
47

2
57

2
67

2
77

2
87

2
97

19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99
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TABLES OF 7's Con.

3
7

3

17
3

27
3

37
3

47
3

57
3

67
3

77
3

87
3

97

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

4
7

4
17

4
27

4
37

4
47

4
57

4
67

4
77

4
87

4
97

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101

5
7

5
17

5
27

5
37

5

47
5

57
5

67
5

77
5

87
5

97

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 102

6
7

6
17

6
27

6
37

6
47

6
57

6
67

6
77

6
87

6
97

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 103

7
7

7
17

7
27

7
37

7
47

7
57

7
67

7

77
7

87
7

97

14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94 104

8
7

8
17

8
27

8
37

8
47

8
57

8
67

8
77

8
87

8
97

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105

9
7

9
17

9
27

9
37

9
47

9
57

9
67

9
77

9
87

9
97

16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106

TABLES OF 8's:

1

8
1

18
1

28
1

38
1

48
1

58
1

68
1

78
1

88
1

98

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

2
8

2
18

2
28

2
38

2
48

2
58

2
68

2
78

2
88

2
98

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

3
8

3
18

3
28

3

38
3

48
3

58
3

68
3

78
3

88
3

98

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101

4
8

4
18

4
28

4
38

4
48

4
58

4
68

4
78

4
88

4
98

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 102

5
8

5
18

5
28

5
38

5
48

5
58

5
68

5
78

5
88

5

98

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 103

6
8

6
18

6
28

6
38

6
48

6
58

6
68

6
78

6
88

6
98

14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94 104

7
8

7
18

7
28

7
38

7
48

7
58

7
68

7

78
7

88
7

98

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105
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TABLES OF 8's Con.

8
8

8
18

8
28

8
38

8
48

8
58

8
68

8
78

8
88

8
98

16 26 36 . 46 56 66 76 86 96 106

9
8

9
18

9
28

9
38

9
48

9
58

9
68

9
78

9
88

9
98

17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 107

TABLES OF 9's:

1

9
1

19
1

29
1

39
1

49
1

59
1

69
1

79
1

89
1

99

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

2
9

2
19

2
29

2
39

2
49

2
59

2
69

2
79

2
•89

2
99

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101

3

9
3

19
3

29
3

39
3

49
3

59
3

69
3

79
3

89
3

99

12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 102

4
9

4
19

4
29

4
39

4
49

4
59

4
69

4
79

4
89

4
99

13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 103

5

9
5
19

5

29
5

39
5

49
5

59
5

69
5

79
5

89
5

99

14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94 104

6
9

6
19

6
29

6
39

6
49

6
59

6
69

6
79

6
89

6
99

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105

7
9

7

19
7

29
7

39
7

49
7

59
7

69
7

79
7

89
7

99

16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106

8
9

8
19

8
29

8
39

8
49

8
59

8
69

8
79

8
89

8
99

17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 107

9
9

9
19

9

29
9

39
9

49
9

59
9

69
9

79
9

89
9

99

18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98 108

A lesson on the tables should always be followed by the applica-

tion of the table in addition columns, these columns to include the

number relations taught in the table along with those combinations
and table previously studied. Emphasize the endings. For example:

3 3 3 3

3 23 43 53

6 26 46 56 etc.
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Draw attention to the fact that the endings three and three always
give a result ending in six.

The following lesson illustrates the use of these tables in column
additions

:

ADDITION LESSON BASED UPON THE TABLES ENDING
IN 6 AND 7.

Review with the class the combinations 6 and 7; write down the combination
on the blackboard:

7

13

Now ask for the result if you have 16 and 7. Pupils will give the answer 23. Write
this down on the blackboard beside the other combination. We now have on
the blackboard:

7 7
6 16

13 23

Ask the pupils what they notice about the unit figure in each case. They will

tell you it is a three. Now ask them what 26 and 7 will give us. If the pupils

have difficulty in arriving at this result, let them use objects, counting out 26, then
7 more and finding the sum. The class should be sufficiently advanced, however,
in the knowledge of the higher numbers to give the result without the use of objects.

Write down this result on the blackboard beside the others. Again direct their

attention to the similarity of ending in each case. Proceed with 36 and 7, 46 and 7,

placing the results on the blackboard and drawing attention to the endings. Give
oral drill on the table, dictating the combinations studied in various sequences.
Ask the pupils if they can tell you anything they notice about each combination
that is the same. Ask for a statement giving this. The teacher should obtain a
statement something like the following: A number ending in 6 with the number
7, gives us a number ending in 3. Apply this table to simple addition columns.
The following will serve as examples:

7 7 3 5 7

2 3 7 7 3

2 7 6 4 7

6 3 5 6 1

6 7 2 3 5

6 7 7 7— 6 2 7— 9
5

3
8— 5 etc.

These columns should increase in difficulty and should involve

the table just studied, tables previously studied and any combinations
up to 25. Require the pupils to add directly from the blackboard.

Do not point out the separate figures. If the pupil fails to grasp a

combination, send him to his seat to find out with objects. Give
plenty of practice in rapid oral addition. These columns may be
left on the blackboard and used for rapid seat work.

In Grade two the pupils should be taught to count and to read

the numbers to 1,000. In this counting draw their attention to the

succession of 10's within the space 100, from 100 to 1,000. The basis

should be the group 100, which is repeated. Group counting by tens,

fives and twos should also be taken. This work leads up to multipli-

cation by 10, 5 and 2. Teach them as real grouping. Do not allow
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a monotonous and purposeless repetition of ten, twenty, thirty, forty,

etc., but insist rather upon a realization of tens in 20, in 30, in 60,

in 70, etc., of the number of fives in 15, 10, 30, 20, 35, etc., of the number
of twos in 4, 16, 20, 32, etc. Give also exercises in the reverse relation,

that is: find the value of five 10's, of six 5's, of three 2's, of four 5's,

etc. Most of this work should be oral and should be related to con-

crete problems. The following will serve as an example:

Oranges cost 3 for 10c. How many can I buy for 50c?

Pencils are sold for 2 for 5c. How many can I buy for 25c?

Simple subtraction without borrowing should be taught in Grade
two. It should not be necessary to give much tine to this if the work
in addition is well taught. Limit your examples to the simpler examples
and require that a large number of these be worked by the pupils.

Simple measures should also be taught. The teacher should
emphasize the various measures and teach them as actual units to

be used in measuring, in this way bringing out their real values. This
work should be practical, involving the use of the measures, and it

may be followed by oral problems and practical measuring exercises

based upon the measures and the relations between them. The fol-

lowing notes will illustrate the view point in teaching measures:

LESSON ON THE FOOT AS A UNIT OF MEASUREMENT.
Aims: First, to develop in the child's thought the need for a unit to measure

distance; Second, to give the idea of the foot as a unit of distance.

Method: I wish to know how far it is from my desk to the door, how can
I find out? Some of the pupils will suggest walking to the door and counting their

steps. Ask them to do this. Obtain the results and put them on the blackboard:

Nora took 8 steps.

Willie took 11 steps.

Mary took 10 steps.

John took 8 steps.

Dan took 9 steps.

Margaret took 12 steps.

The teacher took 7 steps.

Ask your pupils how far it is from the desk to the door, they will tell you that we
don't know. Why did we not all take the same number of steps? Some of us
take a longer step. Is there any one who can tell me another way to find how far

it is? A pupil suggests measuring with a string or a strip of paper. Distribute
to the class strips of cardboard of different lengths. Some of these strips might be
two feet long, one foot, others 8 inches, 10 inches, 16 inches. Prepare these so
that they are of different lengths. Now ask the pupils to measure the distance
to the door. Put these results on the blackboard. What do we find again? How
could we all have the same results? Someone will say if we all measured with a
piece of paper the same length. Distribute now strips of cardboard one foot long.

Ask the pupils to measure the distance with these. Put these results on the black-
board. What do we find? The results are the same. Why are they all the same?
Because each child measured with the same length. Now tell your class that in

order to know how far it is from one place to another all people living in a
country decide to use the same length for measuring. In this country all the people
use the foot. Ask them to hold up strips of cardboard they have used last. Tell

them that this strip is one foot long. Now ask them to tell you how far it is to the
door. They will tell you it is 15 of these strips. Who can give the name? Some-
one suggests 15 feet. Follow the lesson by exercises in measuring the lengths of

different things in the room and outside the school. For example: Ask several

of them to measure the length of the room, others to measure the width of the room.
Some will tell you the length of the desk. Have others measure the distance from
the school to the gate. Let this measuring relate to real distances. Avoid con-
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fining your teaching to measuring lines on the blackboard or on the floor. Ask
the pupils to cut off one foot of string, allowing him to judge the distance, and then
asking him to verify the result by measuring. Ask them to put their hands apart
one foot and have one of the pupils measure with the foot rule to see if the distance
is correct.

In the same way introduce the inch. The first work in this should
bring out the need for a shorter unit to measure short distances, such
as the length of a book, of a pencil, of a box, and so on. Give the
children pieces of cardboard one inch long and follow the lesson by
exercises in measuring short distances with the inch measure.

The relation between the foot and the inch should then be taught

;

using the blank cardboard strips, require each child to measure accur-

ately the foot with the inch as the unit measurement. In this way
they will discover the relation that there are 12 inches in the foot.

This can now be followed by simple oral problems, such as: How many
inches are there in three feet? A box is two feet long, how many inches

are there in it? A garden is 48 inches wide, how many feet wide is it?
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NATURE STUDY
INTRODUCTION

THE object of Nature Study is to put the child into an intimate,

sympathetic and intelligent attitude towards the things of the ex-

ternal world. Professor Bailey states ' 'that the final result of

its teaching is the development of a keen personal interest in every
natural object and phenomenon." "It is studying things and the

reason of things; not about things."

Children are interested in their surroundings, and it is the purpose
of Nature Study to direct and stimulate that interest. They should
be encouraged to observe the common objects about their homes and
on the way to and from school, and from the things which interest

them, to provide material for the class Nature Study lessons.

We have heard the excuse that there was no time for such "extra
subjects" as this; that there was scarcely enough time to teach the

usual subjects. But if this matter be anything like properly arranged
there should, in a well taught school, be no such loss but rather a gain.

This work should greatly assist in the work of other subjects, and time
would be gained in properly correlating them. For example, pupils

would more rapidly gain a mastery and appreciation of the lesson

on the Squirrel if they had done some first hand observation work on
squirrels outside (and in cages, too, if possible); a conversation or

oral composition on this subject would have much more in it for them.
Similarly if the lesson on the Brook were preceded by a trip to a brook
and conversation, observation and investigation concerning it and
what is in it were made there, the reading and literature of this selec-

tion could surely be handled much better and more expeditiously.

Then, too, the most important foundations for such a subject as Geo-
graphy are found in this observation and investigation concerning
life and things about them—the soil, streams, etc., and this is Nature
Study.

Another common stumbling block is the notion that the subject

cannot be managed successfully without considerable technical training

in Science. As Nature Study consists essentially in being the chief

means of training children to efficiently investigate their own environ-

ment and experiences, so that they may have a more intelligent and
sympathetic attitude to these, it follows that the chief duty of the

teacher is to exert a directive influence upon the child's doings and
upon his conversation in the class concerning these doings. Hence,
pedagogical training is needed by the teacher rather than a "scientific"

training, useful though the latter may be made. Consider briefly

one of the many cases that will likely be met with: a child has found
a bird's nest in the grass and comes to the teacher eager to find out

what bird it is. Although one's first impulse is to give this inform-

ation (if one knows it) this would be a mistake from the Nature Study
point of view. Far better to go out with the child then, or at intervals,

and with him make investigations such as anyone could make. Watch
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for the bird's re-appearance; note the kind of bird it is; its habits^of
leaving and approaching the nest ; its care of the young when hatched

;

its song; how we may encourage friendly relations with it, and so on.

If anyone happens to find out the name of it, or looks it up in a bird
book, so much the better, but this is a secondary point. One need
not have taken a course in technical science to manage such work
as this efficiently.

Although work outside is the more important, considerable work
can be done in the classroom even with living things. Making a mere
object lesson of the creature should be avoided as a rule. If a study
of the cat is the subject, the teacher may hold a cat before them and
point out, or have them point out its main characteristics. This would
be an object lesson. Far better would it be to let the cat go about
the room for the day (or longer if desired). It would soon be at home
there. The children's attention could then be better directed to its

natural habits, to its response to kindly treatment, to its fear of the
opposite, or to its timidity under strange surroundings or treatment.
Their talks on it could be directed the better to its other habits they
have noted and to our relationship to cats at home.

It is a mistake to give pupils too much information; just enough
to keep their interest alive and to encourage their enquiries. Avoid
giving information which the pupils can obtain for themselves, and
never dictate notes which are merely informational. It is a mistake
to use material concerning which pupils cannot to a large extent, get

their own information, for there is an abundance of material every-
where which is suitable for study by the method of simple well-directed

observation. If the pupils cannot discover by their own observation
what is wanted, the teacher may by a few judicious questions put them
on the right track, or may even direct them a little more definitely.

Good judgment in directing or suggesting is highly important, for the
giving of too much information destroys effort and removes the incen-

tive which is so valuable a part of Nature Study.

In selecting material, it is wise to commence with very simple
things, which are closely related to the lives of the pupils; and choose
as far as possible that in which activity is the dominant feature. Hence
animals are better subjects for beginners than plants, and plants are

better than_ inanimate objects. What a thing does is of more im-
portance from a Nature Study point of view than its structure. Struc-

ture, of course, should not be entirely neglected but should be studied
in relation to function or use. When the teacher selects a subject for

study she should give it sufficient thought to have some definite purpose
in view in making the selection.

An important feature of the work in the lower grades is to develop
an attitude of interest in Nature and a sympathy for animals and
flowers. The beautiful should receive considerable attention. The
subject should be treated in a somewhat informal manner. The study
of occupation and primitive life among peoples as a basis of future

work in Geography and History, is valuable and can be made interest-

ing. General discussion on out-door observations and investigations,

made by the pupils, on plant and animal life in general, the locality

and on phenomena characteristic of the seasons, or affecting the lives

and interests of the children, should be encouraged. This work should

serve to round out the outline course herein indicated. Then general
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topics should be dealt with, for the most part incidentally, and as

occasion and the needs of the class prompt. This work should serve

to foster spontaneity, freedom in treatment and individual work out
of school. Problems or studies of a Nature Study character will often
arise incidentally and may be of such a character that the pupils can
be led to solve them. The following are examples:

(1) A School-Room Study of Plant Life.

Occasion: Pupils have trouble with their school bouquets or garden plants
wilting; or one finds the bouquet she was proudly bringing to school has sadly
wilted by the time she gets there.

The teacher may show the pupils that leaves give off moisture, by fitting

the leaf of a shrub or other plant through a stopper (rubber preferred) and inserting
the stopper in the mouth of a bottle of water, so that the freshly cut end of the
twig dips into the water. Insert a clean dry glass jar over the bottle containing
the twig and set in a sun-lit window.

Put one similarly arranged in a duller part of the room; after a time have
the pupils examine the inside of each jar. They will notice that the jar in the win-
dow is covered on the inside with moisture. Where then does this come from?
Could it get through the glass bottle? etc. By such questions get them to arrive
at the conclusion that the leaves give off most moisture when in the brightest light

and least in the dark; and also take in water at the root or base of the stem. Ask
also when they have noticed the garden or other plants most wilted (hot sunny
days) and when freshest (mornings, etc.) Lead them to see that the bouquets
keep fresh longest when arranged so that little moisture is given off by the leaves
(do not put them in strong light) and so that the stem can take in enough water.
Keep the stems in fresh water, now and then cutting off a little of the end. Also
lead them to see how they will manage to keep the stems moist and the leaves fresh

when bringing bouquets, etc., to school—by wrapping the cut ends in moist paper
and then wrapping the whole bouquet in paper to keep off the light.

(2) An Outside Lesson on Animal Life.

Occasion: A hen and her brood have wandered into the yard. It is desirable

to have the class observe and discuss their habits and to have a more sympathetic
and helpful attitude towards such creatures, engendered in pupils.

Class may be taken out to observe them if circumstances permit, or, if just

before recess, they may be given instructions as to what they should do. It is

important to have them conduct themselves in a quiet orderly manner, so as not
to disturb the fowls too much. Crumbs, etc., may be given to prevent the latter

from running away.

By questions and other means have the pupils' attention directed to the char-

acteristics of the mother—how she frequently looks about for enemies, as hawks

—

how she calls up her chicks and keeps her flock together—how she bustles about
and keeps watch over all—how she scratches and picks to discover food, etc.

Also, appearance of the chicks, soft beauty, covering, etc., how they obey
the call of the mother—how they are on the alert to get what she finds for them

—

their entertaining and amusing ways, their trustfulness when anyone attends to them
especially if quite young, etc.

Encourage the pupils to point out such characteristics, to quietly ask ques-
tions and foster the silent watchfulness needed in out-door studies. Other points,

such as the care of the mother when it is wet or chilly, by covering them, may be
discussed later in the lesson, if not already seen, as well as egg laying, etc., and how
best results can be obtained by taking good care of them.

The subject must not be limited to any fixed body of material,

but whatever the things studied may be we must keep in mind the

ends which we expect to be attained, which may be briefly stated

as follows:

(1) To create in the child a love for and an interest in natural

objects.
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(2) To train the child in accurate observation, and to help him
to give reasons for the things he sees.

(3) To help the child to gather from his own observation an accur-

ate knowledge of his environment (1) for the sake of this knowledge
itself, and (2) because of its value in aiding him to interpret and correlate

his other studies.

Professor Bailey states that " There are three important factors in

Nature Study."

(1) " The Fact."

(2) "The Reason for the Fact."

(3) "The Interrogation left in the mind of the
pupil."

This is a valuable lesson plan for the Nature Study teacher to

bear in mind. The fact may be the hooked beak and sharp claws of

the hawk. The reason for the fact may be discovered by the pupils

seeing the hawk catch a bird or gopher and satisfy his hunger from it.

The question in the child's mind might be "What other birds have
sharp claws and hooked beaks? '

' Or perhaps : '

' Do all birds with hooked
beaks and sharp claws eat flesh?" Again, the fact may be that the

leaves of the geranium plant in the school window have turned towards
the glass. The reason may be discovered by studying a geranium
which has been grown or is growing in a green house. The question

in the child's mind might be: "Will plants thrive without light?" Or,

"Why do plants require light?"

The lessons outlined in this Manual are not exhaustive; they are

intended to be typical and suggestive and to suitably exemplify the

Nature Study idea.

SUGGESTED COURSE IN NATURE STUDY AND
GEOGRAPHY.

Grade I.

Studies such as :

—

Fall (1) The changes in color of leaves. Collecting leaves of different color.

(2) Collecting bouquets of Asters, Sweet-peas, Golden Rod, or other
' Autumn flowers.

(3) Gathering Flower Seeds: Sweet-peas, Nasturtiums, etc.

(4) Disappearance of Robins, Blackbirds, Swallows and Sparrows.

(5) How do we know it is Fall?

(a) Preparing for Winter.

(6) Making our houses warm.
(c) Putting on warmer clothing.

(d) Digging potatoes and bringing in the cabbage, turnips,

carrots, etc.

(e) Filling our sheds with coal and wood.

Winter (1) Jack Frost.

(a) Nipping off the flowers.

(b) Tinting the leaves.

(c) Silvering the walks.

(d) Biting little fingers.

(e) The flowers he makes on the windows.

(/) Making ice on the ponds.

(g) Freezing the ground.
(h) Making the snow in the sky. Correlate with language work

by using such stories as "The Story of the Old Woman Picking
her Geese," and stories and songs about Jack Frost.
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Grade I.

—

Continued.

(2) (a) How the horses and cattle keep warm in Winter.
(b) How we help them to keep warm.

(3) Winter inhabitants of the fields and woods.
Have we any birds in Winter? Watch for them and find out the
names of some of them (Chickadee, Hairy Wood-pecker, Downy
Wood-pecker, English Sparrows, Magpie, Snow-Bunting).

Where have the others gone and why do they not stay with us?
When did they go away?

(4) Encourage the pupils to tell or write what they have found out
from their own observation about several of the following : Rabbit,

Weasel, Covote, Gopher, Fox, Moose, Muskrat, Mouse and
Timber Wolf.

(5) The following may be used as material for correlation with language
work

:

What time does it get dark in Winter? Is it dark when you get
home from school?

Is it dark when you get up on the Winter mornings?
How can you see to get supper?
What did people use long ago to give light in their homes?
How do city people light their homes?
How do country children spend their evenings?
What games do they play?
What games do city children play?
What do your fathers and mothers do in the long Winter evenings?

Spring (1) Signs of Spring.

The days getting longer and warmer.
The snow and ice melting.

The pussy willows coming out.

The grass commencing to get green.

The piping of the frogs.

(2) Find the first spots of green grass around the school.

Why do these spots get green before the other places?

(3) What are the farmers doing during these Spring days?
About how many hours do they work each day?

(4) Watch for the birds as they come back and try to learn the names
and some of the habits of several of them (Robin, Song-sparrow,
Meadow-lark, Blackbird and Crow).

(5) Find the following flowers and tell their colors: prairie anemone or
pasque flower, buttercup, shepherd's purse, violet, golden cory-
dalis and buffalo-bean.

(6) When you stroke the horses and cows in Spring, what do you get
on your hands? Do the horses and cows like to be stroked
and patted? Do you like to pat and stroke them? Do you
like to talk to the horses? How do the horses show that they
like to be petted?

(7) What little animals are around the farm yards these Spring mornings?
Tell short stories about them. What are the birds doing? How
do they show that they are happy? How do they make you feel

happy?

Questions under the headings 6 and 7 are merely suggestive.
Teachers are supposed to add many more along the same line.

(8) Plant a given number of each of the following seeds (about 20) in

a window box: beans, grains of wheat, grains of oats and flax

seeds and keep them moist. How many of each kind grow?
How many little leaves does each seed send up through the
soil?

Study the color of each little plant as it comes up, also its roots

and root hairs.

Seeds of other both useful and injurious plants should be dealt

with in the same way.
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Grade I.

—

Continued.

Summer (1) Gather and find the names of five pretty garden flowers and five

wild flowers; find a white one, a yellow, a golden, a pink and
a blue; find which of them have nice smells.

(2) What are the birds doing in the long Summer days? Tell some
short stories about what you see them doing. Where are

the little birdies? What do they look like? What do they
do when their mothers come home? Do they get their meals
often?

(3) How have the trees and garden shrubs changed since Spring?
Are there any birds' nests in them? Why do the birds build

their nests in the trees? Tell a story about one of the nests

which you have found. Are all nests built in the trees?

(4) What have the horses, cattle and sheep done with their warm last

Winter's coats? What are their new ones like?

Note: The above questions are merely suggestive. Use many others.

(5) Collect six young garden vegetables and learn how each is used:
a green onion, a radish, lettuce, asparagus, spinach and rhubarb.

Which are the two earliest of our Spring vegetables?

(6) Study the vegetables and other plants which you have in your
school gardens or window boxes.

DIRECTION AND TIME.

Use of the terms "day and night, morning and evening, forenoon and after-

noon, midday, and midnight." Direction as ascertained from the position of the
sun at noon, in the morning and evening.

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.

A calendar ruled on the board and a record on it of observations made by the
children, such as : Kind of day, whether it is hot, cold, clear, sunny, cloudy, windy,
snowy, misty, etc.

Grade II

Fall (1) How do the flowers and seeds of the following plants differ: Sun-
flower, dandelion, radish, shepherd's purse, nasturtium and
poppy? Only very evident differences are expected to be
noticed.

(2) Watch a grasshopper moving from one place to another. How
does he do it? Try to catch him. Can he see? Can he
hear? Can you find his eyes and ears? Where do the grass-

hoppers stay during the cold fall nights? Is the grasshopper
of any use to us? Does he do any harm? Name some animals
which eat him. What does he eat? Where do the little grass-

hoppers come from in Spring? How many legs has he? How
do the legs differ? How many wings?

(3) In what two ways does a house fly move from place to place?

How do his movements differ from those of the grasshopper?
What do flies eat? Put some sugar on the table and watch
what the flies do with it. Why does your mother not like

flies in her kitchen or dining room? How does she try to

keep them out? What kind of food do they like? Find out
some very bad things which flies do to people. In what kind
of places do flies like to live? Look for them around the stables

and where dish-water and garbage are thrown. What do
toads and frogs live oh? Why should we protect the toads

and frogs? Find out for yourselves a number of animals
which eat flies.
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Grade II.

—

Continued.

The Wild Duck.

(4) Where do we often see the wild ducks? Why do they like to stay
in these places? How do they move about? How do they
travel long distances? What are their feet for, and why are
they made as they are?

How do the ducks keep their skins dry? Why has the duck
its oddly made bill? Tell how it uses it. Where do the ducks
build their nests? Find one and tell what the nests and eggs
are like. How does the mother duck take care of her young?
Tell some stories of how she pretends her wings are broken
when boys come near her young ones. Of what use is the
wild duck? Where do the wild ducks go in Winter? What
other birds go with them? How do they travel? Watch for

a big flock of large noisy birds flying south about the end of

October. What is the shape of the flock? What are these
birds? Make a noise like the noise they make. How do
ducks feed in water? Where are their legs placed with refer-

ence to their bodies and why?

Study of the Cat.

Winter (1) Its soft coat; sharp claws; soft feel; its whiskers; its teeth. Why
has it these things?

What does the cat eat? How does it catch mice, birds and
gophers?

How does it find things? What does it do when you stroke it?

What are some of the bad things which the cat may often do?
(Steals and kills birds.)

Tell short stories about the little kittens, how they play with
each other; with the dog; with the children.

How does kitty play with a spool, with a string?

Tell why you think the kittens like you. Why do you like the
kittens? Do you think she has a kind nature?

Stories and rhymes about pussy may be used to correlate with
language work. These questions are merely suggestive. Ask
many others.

Study of the Dog.

(2) What are some of the things your dog can do? How does he follow

the rabbit's track? How does he catch gophers?
Tell about the dog bringing the cows and helping to drive the

sheep. Which kind of dog is best for this work? Which
kind of dog is best for hunting partridge? For hunting rabbits
and deer? For hunting ducks? Tell about the dog drawing
the boys' sleighs and about the dog trains in the north. Which
kind of dog is best for this work? What kinds of dogs do we
find in town? Which kind is best suited to town life? Why
do dogs wear tags? Tell stories about the dog's care of little

children and about its faithfulness to its master.
Why do you like a dog? Why does the dog like you?
Tell a story about your dog's politeness.

Study of the Cow.

(3) Her use to us. The different foods we make from her milk. Dif-

ferent ways in which milk is used in preparing foods. Care
of the cow in order to have clean milk; e.g., keeping flies from
it; (a clean stable, a good bed, good food, plenty of good
water.)

The cow's flesh; her fat; her skin; h,er horns.
The cow's food; chewing the cud.
Her manner of lying down, getting up, biting off the grass.

Where are her teeth? Of what use is her tail?

What her tongue is like. Why can she walk better on soft ground
than a horse?

(Read John Burrough's story of the cow for correlating with
composition.)
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Grade II.

—

Continued.

The Study of the Horse.

(4) Tell about the horses at home, their names, etc.

What do the horses eat and drink? Try whether they will eat
sugar, bread or apples. Does a horse like to drink out of a
dirty pail? Try him.

Talk about the care the horses should have: The stable; bed;
food; water; watering when warm; standing in a cold wind;
the "bit" on a cold winter morning; regular feeding and water-
ing; jerking the reins; keeping him shod when driving on
hard roads.

How the horse acts under kind treatment.
The horse as a pet. Stories from the children about the little

colts. (Read ' Black Beauty " to them.)
The uses of the horse. Kind of horse suitable for drawing heavy

loads; for ordinary farm work; for driving; for riding.

Study of the Prairie Chicken.

(5) Where does it stay in Winter? What does it feed on?
How can it stand so much? How do heavy snow and severe

weather affect it and its food getting? How may you aid it

at such times? What wild animals kill the prairie chickens?
Where do they build their nests? Tell how they care for the
young ones. Try to catch a young one and tell about its

covering. Why is it so hard to find the young ones on the
prairie?

Of what use is the prairie chicken? The partridge may be sub-
stituted for the prairie chicken. Also other similar questions.

Study of the English Sparrow.

(6) Where do the English sparrows stay in Winter in the cities and
towns? What do they live on? Do you find them in the
grain fields? How are they able to stand so much cold?

Where do they nest? Why do your parents dislike them?
Find out whether the sparrows quarrel with any of the other

birds. Do they eat insects?

How do you know an English sparrow when you see it? How
are they colored? Are they all colored alike? What are their

eggs like? Try to learn their notes.

Study of the Chickadee.

(7) Where does the chickadee stay? How can you tell where he is

without seeing him?
What is his song like? What does he live on? What colors

has he? What are the eggs like? Find a nest if you can and
tell what it is made of. What animals and birds kill the chick-

adee? Why should we be good to him?
And many similar questions.

(8) Pin some good sized pieces of fat to the trees about your homes
or in the school yard in the early Winter, and watch them from
day to day.

Spring (1) Put some balm of gilead and willow branches into jars of water,

and keep them in the schoolroom for some time. (Also lilac

branches if available.) Tell what happens.

(2) Plant some tulip bulbs in a window box and study them as they
grow and bloom.

Plant some pumpkin seeds, corn and peas also in a window box.

Watch the little plants as they come through the ground and
tell how they differ.
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Grade II.

—

Continued.

(3) Talk with the children about the hatching of a brood, of chickens.
A description of the nest. The number of eggs. How long
the hen needs to sit on the eggs. What the chicken is like

when just hatched. What it feeds on in the egg. What it

eats after hatching. The care the mother takes of the little

chickens. How she keeps them warm. What do the little

chickens do when they see a hawk? How do the little chickens
differ from little ducks?

;4) Watch for the coming of the birds and keep a record of the arrivals

in a book which is kept by the teacher and belongs to the school.

Some of the birds which you should find are: The junco, the
meadow lark, pine siskin, Nelson's thrush, or the veery, the
rose-breasted grosbeak, red-winged blackbird, night hawk,
besides those named for Grade I.

Study especially the nest and young of the Robin: Where does
it nest? What is its nest built of? What are the eggs like?

How many of them are there? What are the young ones like?

On what and how does the mother feed them? Does the same
robin hatch in the same place every year? How long after

they are hatched before they can fly? When do they go away?
Clean some empty salmon cans and fasten them on their sides

in the crotches of the trees about the school or yqur homes.
Empty chalk boxes would answer the same purpose.

Study of the Mosquito.

Summer (1) Collect some wrigglers from the rain barrel, or slough, and put
them in a glass jar covered with cheese cloth. Watch their

development into mosquitos. What harm do mosquitos do?
Where do mosquitos breed? How can we get rid of a great
many of them?

Study of the Frog.

(2) Collect some frogs' eggs from the slough and keep them in large

jars in the schoolroom. Watch the changes which take place
in them.

What do you call the little things which come out of them? (tad-

poles or polliwogs.)

Put some "wrigglers" into the water among the polliwogs. What
are some of the changes which take place in the polliwogs

before they become frogs?

Direction and Time.

(3) Finding the direction of places in relation to the school.

Teaching the semi-cardinal points with local applications. Di
tion of roads, streets, rivers, streams, or other local featm

Time—general idea of measurement of time from the positioi

of the sun at noon. Clock reading.

Weather—continuation of observations of weather daily; also

direction of winds and storms. Continuation of records on
the calendar by the teacher. The prevailing winds in the

different seasons.

The seasons and seasonal activities.

Winds.

Calm, breeze, gale, hurricane, storm.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

"The Nature Study Idea," by L. H. Bailey. Doubleday & Co. $1.00.

This book is' intended to interpret the Nature Study movement to put the

child in sympathy with Nature. (Excellent).
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$1.50. Treats of the subject generally; the idea, its educational value,

suggested courses and methods of teaching. (An excellent book).

"Practical Nature Study," by Coultes and Patterson. Appleton & Co., New York.
$1.35 net. Treats the subject fully; the aims, principles, spirit and
method of teaching the subject, and properly graded courses. (One of the
best books on the subject).

"First Studies of Plant Life," by Atkinson. Copp, Clark Co., Toronto. 75c.

(An excellent little book on Plant Life,—well illustrated).

"Beginnings in Agriculture," by Mann. Macmillan Co., Toronto. $1.00. A
general treatise of the subject along modern lines. (A good book).

"The High School Agriculture," by Mayne & Hatch. American Book Co. $1.00.

(A good book).

"Handbook of Nature Study," by Anna Botsford Comstock. Comstock Publishing
Co. $2.50. A modern treatment of the subject; largely informational.

(A good book).

"Botany," by Bailey. Macmillan Co. $1.00. An elementary text book. A modern
elementary book, well illustrated. (An excellent book).

"Bird Life," by Frank H. Chapman. Appleton & Co., New York. $2.00. An
excellent book for beginners. Contains an elementary key.

"Color Key to North American Birds," by Frank H. Chapman. Appleton & Co.,
New York. $2.75.

"Spotton's Botany." The Manitoba Edition. Copp, Clark Co., Toronto. Is a
very useful book for diagnosing. It is easy to handle and contains a great

many (but not all) of our Western species.

" Gray's Manual of Western Botany." American Book Co., New York. $2.50.

It is probably the best key to Western flora which has been published, but
it is more difficult to use than Spotton.

"Elements of Zoology," by Davenport. Macmillan Co. $1.50. A good elemen-
tary book on Zoology, containing much information suitable for one who
has not had an extensive course on the subject.

"Fresh Water Aquaria," by Bateman. Wm. Briggs, Toronto. $1.50.

"Land Birds East of the Rockies," by Chester A. Reed. Musson Book Co. About
75c. (A valuable little book).

"Wild Flowers East of the Rockies," by Chester A. Reed. Musson Co., Toronto.
About 75c. (A very helpful little book).

Books of a Juvenile Character.

"In the Children's World," by Paulson. Milton Bradley Co.

"A Child's Garden of Verse," by Robert Louis Stevenson. Rand, McNally Co.

"Longman's Nature Stories for Children." Wm. Briggs, Toronto.

Thompson Seton's and Burrough's Nature Stories are good, but should be used
with caution with young children.

"Plant Life and Plant Uses," by Coulter. American Book Co., Chicago. $1.25.

This is one of the best elementary books published on Plant Life generally.

Note: Teachers should keep in touch with publishers by getting their cata-

logues containing names of up-to-date books. The following are suggested: Mac-
millan & Co., Toronto; The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto; The Wm. Briggs Publish-
ing Co., Toronto; J. M. Dent & Sons, Toronto; The MacDougall Publishing Co.,
Toronto; Doubleday, Page & Co., New York; The American Book Co., New
York; Ginn & Co., Boston, New York and Chicago; Educational Book Co., Tor-
onto; Musson & Co., Toronto.
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WRITING

THE teacher's aim in this subject should be directed to the
formation of correct habits in the fundamental principles of

writing.

Authorities on the subject recognize three essential features upon
which all good writing is based: first, a correct hygienic position;

second, a controlled muscular movement; third, characters showing
simplicity of outline.

These requirements may seem easy of achievement to any but
an expert primary teacher. The teachers of Grades I and II frequently
have cause to be discouraged, when, after earnest efforts, the results

are often below the ideal. But the teacher's ability is not shown
correctly in this subject during the time the class is under her care,

as in many cases the results become manifest in the higher grades; there-

fore the primary teacher should not look for results in advance of her
class in the subject of penmanship. Let her train, enthuse and instruct

the pupils in the three essential features whilst they remain in the
Primary Grade, and she will have done her duty.

Correct Position.

The following suggestions are applicable in schools where indi-

vidual desks are in use. Difficulties arising on account of desks being
too narrow from back to front will have to be dealt with by the teacher
in charge of the school.

In some cases teachers have used smaller pieces of writing paper
and have allowed the pupils to turn a little to the left instead of sitting

squarely in front of the desk.

The instructions referring to the position of the feet and the hands
are applicable in both cases.

The Position of the Body: Pupils should be taught to sit firmly

on the seat, not on the edge, with the body straight and placed squarely
in front of the desk.

The Position of the Feet: These should be placed flat on the floor.

One foot may be advanced a little if a more comfortable position is

thus secured, but do not allow the heels to leave the floor. See page 2,

Primer, New Barnes Writing Book.

Position of the Arms : These should rest on the muscles of the fore-

arm with the elbows just over the edge of the desk. See pages 2 and
3, Primer, New Barnes Writing Book.

Position of the Hands: These should be held naturally, and the

pen or pencil held lightly about one and a half inches from the point.

The hand should glide on the nails of the third and fourth fingers.

The duty of the left hand is to hold and control the paper upon which
the pupil is writing. See pages 2 and 3, Primer, New Barnes Writing
Book.
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Muscular Movement : This term has given rise to much discussion,

since all movement calls into action some muscles of the body. The
idea one wishes to convey when speaking of muscular movement in

penmanship is, that the power of motion should come from the large

muscles of the arm rather than from the fingers.

Finger movement is cramped in style and is a hindrance to rapid,

legible and graceful writing. Finger movement is acquired easily but
is wrong in principle, and should therefore be discouraged.

Arm movement is right in principle but requires more time and
energy to acquire. In the long run it pays to strive for muscular
movement in all written work. When the pupils show that they
have control over the muscular movement, demand that all written

work be executed by the muscular method.

Characters should be taught that have a simple, graceful outline.

Modern conditions demand that all written matter should be legible

and rapidly executed. Complicated characters are therefore out of

the question. The teacher's standard should be a simple, graceful

character which cannot be mistaken for any other letter. The standard
alphabets in the authorized text for the Province have this aim in view.

Materials Required in the Primary Grades.

In the first two grades the materials required are paper, crayons,

charcoal and soft lead pencils.

A good quality of paper, similar to that used in newspapers, is

satisfactory whilst writing with pencil and crayon. If the pen is

introduced at the end of the second grade, the paper should be changed
for one of more firm and even texture.

The best results, judging from the standpoint of freedom of move-
ment, are secured by using blank paper. When children are asked

to write within certain limits, such as between lines, there is a tendency

to resort to the finger movement in order to secure outlines within the

prescribed boundaries.

If lead pencil is used, care should be taken to see that each pupil

is supplied with a pencil that is fairly large. Small pencils restrict

freedom of movement and encourage the finger movement. In sharpen-

ing pencils for this work cut away the wood, leaving the lead exposed,

making no attempt to point it.

Little children frequently grip the pencil too near the point. By
means of a piece of string tied about one and one-half inches from the

pencil point this difficulty may be checked.

Time of Lesson.

The length of a lesson in formal penmanship for Grades I and II

is usually limited to fifteen minutes daily. It would be well to suggest

that the whole school (in rural districts) take the penmanship lesson

at the same time, so that this amount of time may be given.
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Size of Writing.

The best results are obtained when a large unit letter is demanded.
Small characters have a tendency to make the pupils resort to the

finger movement. With this feature in view, the standard size of a
letter for this grade is one half inch, capitals usually one inch high.

These may be taken as the minimum requirements of the grade.

In many cases the teacher is called upon to judge the best require-

ments for individual cases. Frequently at the end of the second grade
a pupil is sufficiently advanced to be required to write smaller char-

acters. On the other hand, it is often advisable to increase the size

of the character to check finger movement.

Blackboard Writing for the Pupil.

The blackboard may be used with advantage in all the grades
of a school, but particularly in the Primary Grades. Whenever possible

allow the pupils to work at the blackboard, using the same rate of speed
as the other members of the class working in their seats.

The correct position at the blackboard must be taught. The pupils

should stand firmly at arm's length from the board. The size of the

characters should be about four inches high. These may be reduced
to one-half the size at the end of the first year.

If conditions allow, the first twelve lessons might be profitably

used by the class working half the time at the blackboard, the rest

of the lesson being spent at the desks learning the correct position.

Blackboard Writing for the Teacher.

By means of good blackboard writing the teacher can frequently

arouse the enthusiasm and interest of her class. She is also able to

explain skilfully the difficulties in the formation of any particular

character. This should be sufficient incentive for the teacher to prac-

tise blackboard writing.

Characters for blackboard illustration should always be well

placed in order that the pupils can easily read them from every position

in the class room. A suitable size for the small letters is about two
inches, the other letters being constructed in proportion.

Form and Movement.

Some teachers meet with difficulties on these two points, and
sacrifice one or the other. Endeavour to teach both form and move-
ment at the same time. Instruct the pupil as to what is a good
shaped letter. Then allow him to try to make that character to the

best of his ability, using the muscular movement. By placing this

ideal character as his aim, his efforts will be of a higher quality than
where there is no standard character at all, and if written by means
of the muscular movement there will be no incorrect finger movement
to check in the higher grades. Movement is considered more important
than form in these grades, so that if anything is to be sacrificed, let it

be the form of the letter.
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General Lesson Plan.

The method of giving instruction generally amounts to the fol-

lowing: Suitable materials are secured by each pupil. The letter,

word or sentence to be taken is then explained. The ideal letter, word
or sentence is pictured by the teacher to the class either by means
of blackboard writing or reference to the text book. Peculiarities of

shape and form are explained.

The executive part of the lesson is then opened by a correct posi-

tion being assumed, followed by a movement exercise leading up to

the character to be taught. When sufficient freedom is obtained the
letter may be written, traced and re-traced until the movement becomes
easy. The character is then written, rapidly criticised and another
written. It is a good policy to train the pupils to criticise a letter

and then endeavour to correct errors in form observed in the subse-

quent attempts. Vary the work by practising words and sentences

which contain the letters under consideration. Should any pupils

resort to finger movement give a free arm exercise and then continue
lesson.

The Slope of Writing

The slope of writing is usually approximately between twenty-
five and thirty-five degrees from the vertical.

Counting as a means to easy movement is often abused. If the

teacher is able to count evenly it will be of advantage, but unrhythmic
counting is of no value whatever. See page 13, Barnes Manual.
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MANUAL ARTS
Table of Illustrations.

(

Plate I.—Designs for booklet covers, using various mediums.
Plate II.—The Two Mothers, by E. Debat Ponson.
Plate III.—Rhyme illustration in paper cutting, "Boy Blue."
Plate IV.—Farm scene on the sand table.

Plate V.— Crayon drawings in mass, made by first grade children.

Plate VI.—Crayon drawings in mass, made by first grade children.

Plate VII.—Line action drawings.

Plate VIII.—Blob method of handling water color.

Plate IX.—Line method of handling water color or ink.

Plate X.—Beginnings of water color landscape, by second grade chil-

dren.

Plate XL—Some paper cutting, done by first and second grade chil-

dren.

Plate XIL—Paper folding.

Plate XIII.—Paper construction,—Doll furniture.

Plate XIV.—Paper construction,—Doll furniture.

Plate XV.—Paper construction,—Buildings to be used on the sand
table.

Plate XVI.—Simple patterns for beginning mat weaving.
Plate XVII.—Method of making models, using the lock weave.
Plate XVIII.—Method of weaving mat, wristlet, and toque.

Plate XIX.—Articles woven on cardboard looms.

Plate XX.—Raffia work for grades one and two.

Plate XXI.—Beginning representation work in plasticine.

Plate XXII.—Simple designs, using plasticine.

Plate XXIII.—Illustrative modelling in plasticine.

INTRODUCTION.

In early childhood the tendency to be active, to handle, manipu-

late, change and experiment with material things is dominant. The
imagination of the child and his interest in anything which helps him
to see more clearly the pictorial imagery upon which he delights to dwell

are quite prominent. The school work in the manual arts in the

Primary Grades aims to foster and give direction to these dominant
tendencies in such a way as to result on the one hand, in a gradual

emergence of a feeling for the beautiful, a sense of proportion and the

elements of good taste, and, on the other in a gradually increasing

refinement in control and adjustment of hand and eye as they work
under the direction of the mind for the accomplishment of purposes

of interest and value to the child himself and to others.

Associated with these results we have the gradual mastery on

the part of the child of the graphic language as a medium for receiving

and giving expression to thought and feeling.
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It adds interest to the work in manual arts and re-inforces the work
in other subjects if the teacher takes advantage of the many oppor-
tunities to correlate. The representation of flowers, vegetables, grasses,

trees, birds and animals can with advantage be related to the work
in Nature Study. In the work in English, stories and nursery rhymes
may well be chosen, which portray definite scenes that can be illustrated

in crayon, plasticine or cut paper. Pictures and patterns can be made,
such as the representation of toys, pets, landscapes, etc., which will

furnish suitable material for conversation lessons. The work in stick

printing may quite frequently be related to number work, as it fur-

nishes units for counting singly or in groups. Much of the prepar-
ation of material for the work in manual arts, and much of the actual

work of completing the problems, after a period of instruction by the

teacher, may be carried on without constant supervision and therefore

becomes an excellent form of seat work.

The general plan of this section of the Manual is (1) To give as

briefly as possible a few words of explanation which will help mater-
ially in enabling the untrained teacher to make full use of the material

presented in the Manual on this subject. (2) To consider the mediums
suitable for use in the Primary Grades, giving their characteristics,

telling where they may be obtained, and suggesting some suitable

substitutes. (3) To explain the methods of handling each medium,
with some suggestive problems showing how to begin the work in each
case. (4) To present, in outline, parallel courses in the art and manual
training phases of the work. It should be kept in mind, however,
that these courses are merely suggestive, and the teacher should feel

free to modify the course so as to meet the conditions and needs of

his particular school.

Representation.

Representation is the art of representing objects as they appear
to the eye. In so far as it is used in the Primary Grades the aim should
be to have the child acquire the elements of the graphic language which
may be used to express ideas. The small child is not inclined naturally

to do this. If left to his own intuition, he will give symbolic forms
strikingly similar to those of primitive man. He draws his idea of

the object, attempts to represent his mental image in which appear
a few elements which his imagination readily enables him to clothe

with form and body. He tries to draw what he knows about the

object rather than what he sees at the time of making the drawing.

The first problem, then, is gradually to strengthen and make more
exact the child's ability to see. To accomplish this, much work must
be done in representing common objects based preferably on the sphere,

hemisphere and cylinder. Such mediums as cut paper, crayon, plas-

ticine or water color may be used for this purpose in the Primary Grades.
A suitable selection of objects for this work is suggested under the

discussion of the use of each of these mediums.

The study of the principles of perspective which govern the repre-

sentation of objects should be left to the higher grades.

Design.

" Design is the selection and arrangement of lines, tones and masses
in suitable materials for purposes of use and beauty." Accepting this

definition of design, we have to consider the extent to which it can
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be made a part of the work of the Primary Grades in such a way as to

not only give the children pleasure, but also lay a foundation for effec-

tive work in the upper grades.

It is very hard and really unnecessary to draw a definite line be-
tween the design and the representation in these grades. In fact,

very little of the work can be called pure design.
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Designs for Booklet Covers Using Various Mediums

The course of study calls for border and surface patterns made
by the repetition of geometric figures. This may be worked out best

through the medium of stick printing. In beginning this, the teacher
will find it necessary to work out a simple problem which the child

can copy and thereby secure training in observation, imitation and
skill of hand. The design value lies in the selection and arrangement
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of these shapes into a beautiful border or pattern. Gradually the
children may be led to select and arrange for themselves and to ex-

perience more and more the genuine pleasure of creating something
beautiful as a result of one's own effort. The teacher should con-
tinually have this thought in mind and should therefore avoid making
the work too mechanical or merely a matter of copying. The use
of stick printing will be found very valuable in working out decora-
tions for the furnishing of a doll's house.

Design enters into nearly all of the manual training problems. In
the making of a booklet, for instance, the design problem is to secure

the most suitable proportions between length and width, and then
to make a pleasing and appropriate decoration for the cover. The
cover design should be very simple and in harmony with the shape,
size, color and content of the book, as will be found suggested in Plate
I. The same idea of simplicity, harmony, appropriateness and pleasing

effects should play their part in the making of the valentine or Christ-

mas card, story illustration in either cut paper or water color and in

fact in all of the work of the manual arts.

A few fundamental principles will probably be of assistance to

teachers in their efforts to plan and carry out the work.

First: There should be some important or predominant idea

expressed by a large or otherwise attractive mass or group of masses.
Associated with this there should be smaller masses adding variety

in size, shape, and color in order to avoid monotony.

Second: These large and small masses must be harmoniously
related to each other in shape and color in such a way that each fills its

part and all fit together and form one larger unity.

Third: There should appear in the design the element of rhythm
or related movement. This may be secured by having lines so related

to each other that they will lead the eye into the design rather than
out of it.

Fourth: There should also appear the element of balance between
the various parts of the design.

Fifth: The design should be planned to fit or suit the definite

purpose for which it is to be used.

As lettering is mentioned in the course of study under design,

it will be considered here. Before leaving the first grade the children

learn to recognize the capital and lower letters, and the course of study
requires simple lettering in the second grade. A good method of

beginning this work is by drawing the letters on squared paper. A
simple alphabet of this kind is shown in Graphic Drawing Book 4,

page 30. If inconvenient to secure the prepared paper the teacher

or older pupils may rule squares on sheets of ordinary drawing paper
to be used as liners under thin paper, such as onion skin or Japanese
rice paper. (Paper ruled in 34 in. squares may be secured from the

Prang Co., Chicago.)

These squares aid in getting the letters the same size, keeping them
in a straight row and keeping the horizontal and vertical lines correct.

After the lines have been drawn with pencil they may be traced over

with the brush. In doing so it is better to hold the brush in a vertical

position. After thus using the squared paper to get the proportions
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and shapes of the letters the pupils should be led to make them with-

out the use of the squares or other guide lines. It will then be possible

to make use of lettering in the decorations of booklets, folders or cards.

The design element in such work consists in the arrangement, spacing,

and proportion of the lettering. When the size of the space is laid

out for the word or words the letters should be counted and arranged
in the space. One good method is to work each way from the centre.

Color.

The subject of color is so closely related to both Representation
and Design that it must necessarily be studied in connection with them.
According to the course of study the children of the primary grades
must become familiar with the standard colors and be able to make
simple flat washes. The primary—red, blue and yellow—should be
studied first, and then the secondary or binary colors—green, orange
and violet. In Grade I, the children learn to recognize and name
these colors. They may also learn to use the different colors in crayon,

water color, cut paper, and stick printing. It should be remembered,
of course, that no color mixing should be required in this grade, at

least until toward the end of the year. In the second grade the chil-

dren must learn to mix their colors in a simple way in order to make
the simple flat washes and landscapes asked for in the course of study.

It is easy to obtain a flat wash with yellow, as it is nearest the value
of the paper. Then the children may be asked to make a flat wash
in blue or red. To secure a flat wash in green, have them prepare a
yellow and blue mixture in the pan and when the desired shade of green

is secured, make the flat wash of green. To secure a flat wash in orange
mix the red and the yellow in a similar way, and to secure one in violet,

mix blue and red. After the children are able to make the flat washes,

use can be made of them in the representation of fruits, leaves, flowers,

landscapes, etc., as illustrated in Graphic Drawing Books 1 and 2.

(See also Plate X).

Picture Study.

Aim: Among the aims of picture study in the Primary Grades
the more important are : 1st, to enable the children to recognize and appre-
ciate the beautiful whether it be a beautiful thought, a beautiful action,

a beautiful relationship, or a beautiful scene. 2nd, to cultivate a taste

for the beautiful and to develop the power to choose between that

which is and that which is not beautiful. 3rd, to acquaint the children

with the best pictures (those which successive generations of people

of good taste have agreed upon as beautiful).

In the Primary Grades much can be done to increase the children's

power of oral expression through the conversational aspect of the

picture study lesson. But the teacher must keep in mind that it is

a picture study lesson rather than a language lesson.

Selection: In selecting pictures suitable for the Primary Grades
we must ever keep in mind the child's range of interests and his ability

to understand. In this, as in other subjects, we must pass from the

known to the unknown. When the child first comes to school his

known world is that of the home and family life, and especially of the

child's life therein. He is interested in the life of action, especially

that of children and of human beings. He is interested in familiar

pets, animals and birds, and in simple nature scenes.
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Plate II—THE TWO MOTHERS by E. Debat Ponson
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If our aims in picture study are to be attained the pictures must
not only deal with such subjects as suggested above, but they must
be beautiful in conception and in execution.

Method: In the Primary Grades the method of picture study is

to discover the story which the picture tells by looking at the picture

and asking questions to aid the observation. This involves finding

what the picture shows plus what the picture suggests. It may neces-

sitate a few statements on the part of the teacher regarding the life

of the people represented and a word or two regarding the artist who
painted the picture. The accepted method in the study of a picture

from the standpoint of art is different from that of using a picture as

a basis for a composition lesson. This method is better illustrated

by the lesson given below than by that presented in Graphic Draw-
ing Book 2, page 22.

The teacher should guard against letting the suggested ideas

border on the fanciful or take the form of a highly imaginary story

of which the picture may be considered as an illustration. Care should
be taken in the choice of words and facts in order that material beyond
the range of the child's knowledge or appreciation may not be intro-

duced.

The study of the biography of the artist or a consideration of

the technical composition of the picture is entirely beyond the scope
of this work in the Primary Grades. The teacher might, however,
with profit, when the nature of the particular picture gives an oppor-
tunity, point out in a very simple way wherein the beauty lies, suggest

the centre of interest, and call attention to the grouping of the figures.

For the purpose of suggestion, the following plan of a picture study
lesson is submitted.

A Picture Lesson.—Grade I.

The Picture.—The Two Mothers (Ponson). Shown in Plate II.

(N.B. This lesson presupposes a lesson in Sunlight and Shadow, which enables
the children to judge the time of day by the light and shade in the picture.)

Arrangement of the Class.—The best plan is for the teacher to have a large

picture, and each child a small one. When this is impossible the large picture will

do, if the children are grouped within good seeing distance.

Aim of Lesson.—1. To teach the children to appreciate the beauty in the
picture.

2. To help them to understand the central feeling of the picture.

The Method.—First the picture is shown and the children are given a short

time to look at it. Then the questions are asked by the teacher, and information
given about the habits of the people whose life is depicted in the picture.

The Lesson Outline.—Show the picture. What do you see in the picture?

Notice how the mother is dressed. What is the difference between her manner
of dressing and your mother's?

This picture was drawn by a French artist, who lives in a country called France,

which is miles and miles from here,—far away across the sea. It shows how a

woman in his country dresses. She wears a short full skirt and goes with her feet

bare.

How is the baby dressed? This jacket is made in the color the mother likes

best. Don't you think the baby would look pretty in its white dress and bonnet,

and a jacket of red and blue or pink? What time of year is it? How does the

picture tell you?
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What time of day is it?

Where are they walking?
Where is the mother taking her cow and calf?

Where have the cow and calf been all day?
What have they been doing?
When they reach home, what will the mother do with

the cow?
Who will get some of the milk?
Who can tell me a name which might suit this picture?

The real name is "The Two Mothers". Who will come and point out the
two mothers? Who will come and point out the two babies? Does the mother
love her baby? Does the cow love her calf? What is the mother doing which
shows that she loves her baby? What is the cow doing which shows that she loves

her calf? Who would like to hold the picture and tell about it?

Review.—When the lesson is finished the picture may be put into the "Picture
Gallery" (a place at the back of the room, where all the pictures are kept), and on
review day each child can select the one he likes best and tell its story.

Collection of Pictures.—Pictures for the Primary Grades should
apply to things which pertain to child life. In addition to pictures

found in Books 1 and 2 of the Graphic Drawing Books, the follow-

ing is a list of those containing this element and which can be
treated similarly:

Can't you talk—Holmes.
Kiss Me—Holmes.
London Bridge—Elsley.

Family Cares—Barnes.
The Shepherdess—La Rolle.

The Shepherd—Farquahson.
Divided Affections—Elsley.

A Madonna—Raphael.
Want to see the Wheels go round—Goodman.
The Clock Makers—Ronner.
The Dog in the Manger—Douglas.
The Farmyard—Roll.

The Girl with the Cat—Hoecker.
Boys' School in France—Geoffroy.

Girls' School in France—Geoffroy.

Which do you Like—Holmes.
The Little Scholar—Bougnereau.
Ring-a-round a rosy—Dvorak.
Friends or Foes—Barber.
In Disgrace—Barber.
A Mute Appeal—Barber.
An Interesting Family—Carter.

Sailing their Boat—Israels.

The Two Kittens—Munier.
The Sheep—Jacque.
Playful Kittens—Ronner.
A Fascinating Tale—Ronner.
Swallows—Laux.
Cradle Song—Lauenstien.
Finishing Touches—Meyer Von Bremen.
For the Pretty Resting Place—Herland.
The Little Nurse—Meyer Von Bremen.
The Dandelions—Carpenter.
Little Bo-Peep—Artz.

Robin Redbreast—Munier.

Illustrative Work.

For the purposes of this Manual, illustrative work may be con-

sidered from two points of view.

First: The illustrative work of the teacher.
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For the teacher it is a means of re-inforcing and making more
clear many lessons not only in the art course, but also in many other

subjects. It consists largely of blackboard drawings and large charts.

Second: The illustrative work of the pupils.

In the Manual Arts course, illustration plays a large part in the

paper cutting, modelling, and drawing, of the children. The aim
should be to make the child's mental image clearer and more per-

manent, rather than simply to make a correct drawing and a beautiful

picture.

It is a mistake to expect children to illustrate stories without giving

them some help in gaining command over the technique, in this method
of expressing themselves. Without such assistance the results are very
unsatisfactory, with the possible exception of a talented few. The teacher

should follow some definite plan or method which will result in general

good work from the class and progressive control over technical diffi-

culties. For the work with the children of the Primary Grades the

following suggestions will be found helpful:

First: Have children copy or make with the teacher, simple but
very definite shapes representing objects which when completed can
be mounted or put together into a picture illustrating some story.

Second: By discussing with the children some story which they
may have just been taught. They and the teacher may agree upon
some definite scene which they can make to illustrate some part of

the story. The teacher can then draw or sketch most of this on the
board, leaving some feature for the children to fill out from their own
imagination. Before the problem has reached this stage the teacher
may very well plan to have drawings and pictures on the walls of the
room which will aid the children in determining how to do their part
in completing the illustration. Sometimes it is better to have one
of the children pose, especially if the representation of action is required.

Third: The third step would be the making of an illustration

of some story which has been told or dramatized. In this case the
children should do all the work under the guidance and suggestion

of the teacher who supplies for them the setting or background and
suggests the elements entering into the illustration. For example,
supposing the children have previously studied line action (see Plate
IX), the teacher might suggest a landscape upon which to illustrate

plays and games or other activities of childhood, such as sliding down
hill, skating on a pond or boating on a lake.

Fourth: A still more advanced stage would be that in which the
children would be asked to find their own setting for the illustration

and determine the elements entering into it. In doing so their pre-

vious illustrative work will naturally be a controlling influence. At
the same time the child is left free to use his developed technique to

express his own ideas rather than those of the teacher. After a pre-

liminary working out of the illustration, suggestion and criticism by
the teacher find their place. The child may then re-draw and improve
upon his first effort. In making such suggestions and criticisms the
teacher should not forget that good features should be pointed out
and emphasized rather than poor ones, as this encourages the pupils

and fixes their minds on the better qualities to be striven for.
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It may be well to mention a few good subjects for illustrative

work such as nursery rhymes, stories, harvest, thanksgiving, Hallowe'en,
Christmas, winter sports, spring, wind and rain, home life, community
life, primitive life, and summer camp life.

To show more definitely how this work may be carried out in the
class room the following plan and suggestions are given:

Illustrative Story and Nursery Rhyme Work.

Illustrating by free-hand paper-cutting the rhyme "Boy Blue."

(This occupied four 30-minute periods.)

I.—Preparation of Class: Class have been told in story form the thought
throughout this rhyme.

(a) A farm scene on a summer's day.

(6) The father and men busy with the hay.

(c) The mother busy in the home preparing food.

(d) Boy Blue entrusted with the care of herding the sheep ana
cows and keeping them from certain fields which were later

to be cut for winter feed.

(e) A hot day, fell asleep beside the hay-cock, found, and no doubt
scolded. "What, is this the way you mind your sheep under

the hay-cock fast asleep?"

Class have been taught rhyme and have also previously dramatized it.

II.—Preparation of teacher:

1. Material organized and ready for cutting lesson; scissors, white
paper and blue for the boy, or all white paper used then colored

with crayons (Pastels or Crayograph).

2. Whole rhyme cut out by teacher the night before lesson and mounted
on cardboard in story form.

III.—Introduction: A talk about the rhyme. Have several pupils say it.

(a) Who is to mind the sheep?

(6) How is he dressed?

(c) Why a large straw hat on his head?

(d) What is in his hand? Why the horn?

(e) Where found asleep? By whom? Why is sunbonnet on
mother's head?

(/) What was he told to do? Where did sheep and cows wander?

How many must we have to play the story?

What shapes shall we cut to tell the story?

1. Boy Blue with horn in hand.

2. Mother coming in search of him.

3. Sheep: one with head down as if eating meadow grass;

another with head raised as if hearing sound of horn.

4. Cow eating grass.

5. Hay-cock.

] V .—Presentation

:

Teacher's illustration of rhyme shown to class.

Comments drawn from class as to size of sheep compared with cow,
shape and how all should be placed in story form. Paper and
scissors distributed individually.

Boy Blue:

Children take their blue piece of paper and scissors.

No drawings of figures by pencil allowed.

Questions asked as to size, shape of hat, position of hand if blowing horn.

Child brought to front of room, poses as Boy Blue, horn in hand, feet in

action.

Class cut curve of arm, etc., from the living object.
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Teacher can make it more clear if while class are cutting free hand, the different

parts are sketched on blackboard, as big straw hat; hand up to horn, feet in action.

Mother: Sunbonnet on head, feet as if walking in search of Boy Blue. Dress
and sunbonnet may be colored with crayon.

This, too, may be sketched from the living form by girl posing as mother.

Sheep: One with head down, eating; another sheep's head raised, having
heard the blast of the horn.

Cow: Eating the corn. Corn cut out and colored.

Hay-cock: Strips of paper cut and pasted in shape of stack, with ends left

representing ends of straw.

V.—Drill: Class place their cuttings on their desks in form of the story.

Teacher and children choose the best and mount them on cardboard, thus
the story Boy Blue is complete. (See Plate III.)

Suggestion for lesson with colored crayons " Red Riding Hood."

This fairy tale has been told, reproduced and dramatized beforehand.

Scene, parts and figures talked about with class. Discussion as to the things
required in this picture : trees, foliage, path, woodland floor, girl, wolf.

Discussion of color scheme for (a) girl: hood and cloak, red; stockings, dark
blue; basket, yellow; napkin in basket, white. (6) wolf: muddy yellow; eyes and
tongue, red. (c) foliage and grass: first yellow, then green over. (d) path: pale
brown, (e) woodland floor: dark brown.

Suggested outline for lesson on " Little Genila's Desert Home."

1. Oasis in Desert.

2. Date Palms.

3. Black tent pitched under the palms.

4. Mill stones, water bag in front.

5. Camels resting.

The Christmas Story furnishes excellent material for paper cutting. A series

of lessons may be given beginning with the town of Bethlehem.

1. Cutting of houses for the town of Bethlehem.

2. Cutting of the star, rays made with strips of paper coming from it.

3. Mary on donkey.

4. Joseph.

5. Shepherds of Judea and sheep.

6. Three wise men on camels. Mount on a long black card and the Christmas
story is complete.

Such stories as the following may be illustrated in this way by free hand

cutting, crayon, or plasticine:

Little Boy Blue The Mouse and the Lion

Jack and Jill Gingerbread Man
Ba-a, Ba-a, Black Sheep Red Riding Hood
Little Jack Horner The Three Bears

Hey, Diddle, Diddle Little Red Hen
Hickory, Dickory Dock I saw an Old Woman
Little Bo-Peep Henny-Penny

Little Miss Muffett Rainbow

Humpty, Dumpty Moon and Stars

House that Jack built Pied Piper of Hamelin

Sing a Song of Sixpence The Fox and the Geese

The Crow and the Pitcher
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Sand Table.

Another form of illustrative work which is interesting to the
children and very helpful in the work of the Primary Grades
is that of the sand table. It serves as a foundation for many interest-

ing scenes which include, in addition to the sand, paper cutting and
construction, modelling, and often many other mediums.

In most localities sand can be easily secured, which should be well

sifted and placed in a shallow box on a table. In some places indi-

vidual work has been attempted by placing oilcloth or cardboard on
the pupils' desks, but it will be found much more satisfactory to have
the sand table for the class as a whole. The sand should be several

inches deep, so that the variations in land surface can be represented.
Twigs, especially those from the evergreens, or large sponges colored with
green dye may be used for trees. Animals modelled in clay, also toy
animals, wagons, dolls, etc., and houses made of paper suggested under
paper construction, Series III, may be used in developing many illus-

trations, A basin of water buried in the sand may represent a lake,

or a piece of tin or glass will suggest the bed of a river. The activities

of home and farm life are common subjects for sand table illustrations.

The following description of a sand table problem will be found helpful.

(See Plate IV).

A Sand Table Project.—Grade I.

Preparation: Language talks on signs of Spring, the farmer, water, trees,

birds, etc.

Being questioned, the children told how their fathers had come to Alberta,
taken up land and owned it after three years. In Arithmetic they had been taught
%. A diagram was divided in

one of these quarter sections.

The farm was pictured in early Springtime, after having been occupied for

some time.

The following order was thought out by the children and accepted:

First: Barn,—size of paper used was 20 inches by 20 inches.

Second: House (after having lived in a log house for a short time). Size of

paper used was 18 inches by 18 inches.

Third: Place for drinking—a pump made from plasticine or cardboard. Some
farms had creeks running through them, so we also had a creek.

Fourth: Horses, cows, chickens, sheep, dog, pigs, cats. The animals were
made either from plasticine or cardboard.

Fifth: Hen houses and coops. The hen house may be made from sixteen

square fold. Hen coop was made from cardboard 7 inches by 3 inches. Place
with narrow edge near you. Fold front edge to back edge. Again new front edge
to back edge. Repeat twice. Cut little slits on the folded edge about one-fourth
of an inch from the ends of paper. When the cardboard is opened, place in these

slits narrow strips of cardboard to form front and back entrance to coop.

Sixth: Fences. These can be made of stiff strips of paper and sticks, or small

tender twigs from willows or local shrubs.

Seventh: Dog kennel. Pig and pigeon houses. These can be made on the

sixteen square plan from smaller pieces of paper.

Eighth: Man and plough. Cut freehand by simple instructions given for

each step.

Ninth: Evergreen branches are the best to use for trees. The willow or others

may be used.

Tenth: Bridges across the creek. A piece of stiff cardboard covered with
dry sand. The instructions for fences serve for sides of bridges.
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Eleventh: Sites were chosen for ploughed land, flower garden, orchard (com-
posed of currant, raspberry bushes, rhubarb and such like), pasture land and these
were fenced in.

Many smaller things thought of by the children were added, as hoe, rake,

clothes line with clothes on it, buckets, milkpails, hay-rack, democrat, pig-trough,

ha}'stack, birds in the trees, birds' nests, etc.

Study of Industries.

The study of home life and of primitive peoples offers opportunity

to introduce in a very simple way something in regard to the de-

velopment of the industries related to the production and pre-

paration of food, clothing and shelter. In this connection the course of

study suggests the introduction of the study of the textiles in the

second grade.

Weaving was the first industrial art practised by primitive peoples.

The Egyptians are said to be the first to use the loom. Naturally
it was very crude. Stories may be told of weavers of many lands

and the nature of various materials studied in connection with the

project.

An illustration of the way in which the . study of the develop-

ment of an industry may be associated with the class project which
the children may be undertaking will be found in the following plan
and suggestions. This problem, given in the second grade would
require about three hours to complete the work, including the weaving
of the mat.

Preparatory to the work in weaving a series of lessons on the

sheep was given. One on "The Covering of Sheep" was presented
when the weaving was commenced.

Aim: To teach our dependence on the sheep for clothing.

To lead the children to trace the manufactured article back to the raw material.

Preparation: Had pupils bring to school pictures of sheep, wool, fleece, yarn,
pair of cards, spinning wheel (these two being the property of grandmothers of two
of the children), shears, and various knitted and woven articles made of wool.

Presentation

:

1.

—

Covering of Sheep.

(a) Wool—What is the covering of the sheep called? (Wool).
How does it look? (The hairs are curly and of different lengths.)

Of what use is this covering to the sheep? (Protects it from
cold and rain).

What is there in the wool to prevent its absorbing rain? (Oil).

Of what use is the wool to birds? (Furnishes material to aid in

building nests).

Of what use to man? (Used in making clothing).

2.

—

Preparation of Wool for Use to Man.

(a) Washing—What is the first step taken to change this wool
into clothing? (The sheep are washed).

Why are they washed? (To remove substances that may be
in the wool).

At what season of the year are the sheep washed? (Early
summer).

How is this done?

(b) Shearing. What is then done? (The wool is then cut).

With what is the wool cut? (The wool is cut with shears).

What are shears? (Shears are very large scissors).
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How old are lambs before they are first sheared? (About a
year old).

How does this wool compare in value with wool clipped later?

(It is of a much better quality).

Are the hairs all the same length? (Some are longer than
others; sorted according to length).

(c) Combing.—How are the hairs straightened? (One pupil
brought a pair of cards, and several children were given
the privilege of demonstrating before the class how this

was done).

(d) Spinning.—What is now done to this carded wool? (The
carded wool was then spun into yarn of a very inferior

quality. The children were given to understand that
these were the primitive methods of combing and spinning,

while they were shown pictures of such machines as are
now used in factories).

(e) Weaving.—Of what use is this yarn? (A stocking in course
of knitting was shown, and coarse cloth was ravelled to

show the process of weaving).

What do you call the threads extending the length of the cloth?

(These are called the warp).

What are the threads crossing these from side to side called?

(These are called the woof).

Wliat do you call the weaving machine? (The weaving machine
is called a loom).

Reference: "Talks on Common Things," 25c, by MacLeod. Published by
J. S. Latta, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

The Weaving of the Mat.

Aim.—To train the hand and eye in accuracy, and to develop in the child

such traits as perseverance, self-reliance and economy in the use of materials.

Preparation.—Looms eight inches by seven inches were made of cardboard,
and notched at the ends, the spaces between the notches being one-quarter inch,

and a margin on each side of one-half inch. Knitting needles were inserted one
at each side to keep the edges of the weaving even.

Cotton carpet warp was cut into lengths of ten feet, one length for each loom.
For the wool, colored rug yarn was used.

Presentation.—The class now began to string the loom by passing the cotton
warp from top to bottom through the notches at the ends (See Plate XVIII). For
this mat it was necessary that only one side of the loom be strung. (For a bag,
toque, or mitten, both sides must be strung). The warp ends were then fastened
securely before the weaving was commenced. Care was taken to place the first and
last strings of the warp directly over the knitting needles, and in weaving to pass the
woof threads entirely around the needles to insure straight edges. The weaving
then continued -back and forth, under one and over one, with as long a woof thread
as possible. The school ruler was used to raise one set of warp threads, while a
tape needle or a needle made of cardboard carried the woof thread across. A plain

color was chosen for the body of the mat, and a short distance from each end were
woven strips of a contrasting color. The teacher assisted in the choosing of the
colors and the spacing of this stripe, in order to produce a pleasing result. When
the weaving was done, the mats were lifted from the looms.

MEDIUMS

The following are the mediums which may be used to advantage
in manual training and art instruction in the Primary Grades:

I.

—

Colored Crayons (Pastel and wax).

Little children are naturally attracted by bright colors—they
see an object in the mass and should therefore represent it in mass.
The crayons are easily manipulated and present one of the simplest
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and most direct ways of doing this and at the same time of securing

bright colors. After becoming familiar with the various shapes through
the work of representing it in mass they may be led to representation

in outline. The most suitable colored crayons for school use are:

1. The Pastel Crayons. These are similar in texture to ordinary
black board chalk, but somewhat finer and harder. They are easily

handled by children and very bright colors may be obtained by their

use. The one objection is that they are easily rubbed off. The
Reeves Grayhound Pastels which come in a tin box containing ten

crayons (8 colors with black and white) may be obtained from local

dealers of larger towns and cities of Alberta, or directly from Reeves
Co., London, England. Another suitable crayon of this kind is the

Pastello, Box 41, which can be obtained from the American Crayon
Co., Sandusky, Ohio. In this box the six standard colors seem to

be of a deeper color, but brown is not included.

The ordinary colored crayon for blackboard use may be used
as a substitute for the above, but will be found to be too soft for

satisfactory work.

The Prang tinted construction papers and the Reeves book of

Pastel paper are very satisfactory for this work, having a slightly

rough surface. Gray papers will be found more suitable than white
or bright colors. Care should be taken not to overload the paper
with the crayon, as it will give a polished appearance.

The circular form as found in the ball or orange is the simplest

shape to represent and can be taken as the basis for representing many
objects having a similar shape. After discussing the characteristics

and color of the object to be represented it is well to have the children

begin with a dot as a centre, then using a rotary motion increase the

mass until it is the size of the object to be represented. The children

will readily imitate the teacher if the method is illustrated on the
blackboard, or on a large sheet of paper before the class. The repre-

sentation of the orange might well be followed by that of the fruits

which vary somewhat from the circular form, such as that of the apple,

pear, and similar fruits, and it may be some animals such as the rabbit,

or cat. (See Plate V.) As the children increase in power the cir-

cular movement should be replaced by strokes characteristic of the shape
of the object. The next step is that of representing spherical objects

which have variations in color. This is done by blending one color

with the other. For example, the onion (represented in plates V
and VI) has the main mass brown becoming yellow toward the top
with a suggestion of a green sprout springing therefrom. Touches
of red added toward the bottom suggest the roots.

Variation in color is then followed by variation in both color and
shape as representing a carrot or banana, by filling in the mass with
a cross or lengthwise stroke. Examples of similar work are shown
on pages 20 and 28 of Graphic Drawing Book 2.

Having proceeded thus far, the children may pass readily to the
representation of leaves or flowers in mass and later again in line.

2. Hard Wax Crayons. The most common of these available
for school use are Crayolas, Crayograph, Crayonex, or Munsell. These
hard wax crayons must not be confused with the wax crayons referred
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to in the course of study as being unsuitable. While they are a little

more difficult to handle and therefore more suitable for Grade II, the
results obtained are much more permanent. While much the same
method may be used as in the case of the pastels, more satisfactory

results can be obtained with a short firm stroke, taking care not to
rub the crayon over the work too much. A paper with a rather rough
texture is preferable. It is more effective in the representation of

slender stems and pointed petals. It may be used with effect in the
working out of problems in design, such as the spacing of colors in

the design for a weaving problem, as a doll rug (See Graphic Drawing
Book 3, page 30), or in developing the simple decorations for paper
or cardboard work. (See Graphic Drawing Book 1, page 30.)

II.

—

Charcoal.

Some advise the use of charcoal in the primary grades for drawing
as well as for writing—it can be obtained in sticks about the size of

a lead pencil. Many cheap grades are on the market so a careful

selection should be made. A soft French charcoal such as the Roget
No. 3 will be found satisfactory.

The drawings may be " fixed" by the teacher if the work is desired

for exhibition purposes. A good fixatif may be made by mixing white
shellac varnish with alcohol, shaking the mixture well and then letting

it settle. Pour off the clear brown liquid into a separate bottle and
you then have a supply ready for use at any time. The method of

using is that of spraying some of this liquid with a japanned tin atomizer.

These atomizers can be obtained from Blain & Co., Edmonton South.

Charcoal is suitable for all the drawing work of the primary grades

when color is not used, and particularly good for line action drawing.

(See Plate VII.) It can easily be erased with a piece of chamois or

soft cloth. If one wishes to add color to the drawing one does so

by the use of the pastel crayons.

III.

—

Stick Printing

Stick printing is a simple form of block printing suitable for the

primary grades. Impressions are made by printing with the flat

ends of sticks varying in size and shape. The sticks are usually two
inches in length. The standard shapes are the square, the circular,

the triangular, and other geometric forms. Various sizes in each

of these respective forms may be obtained. In securing the necessary

dyes the three standard colors, are essential, although one can get

a considerable variety if desired. The two ounce bottle will be found
most convenient. The color caps (small shallow tin trays) in which
is placed an absorbent pad, the bottles of dye and all varieties of sticks

may be obtained from the Waldcraft Co., 1413 North Illinois St.,

Indianapolis, Ind., or from Blain & Co., Edmonton South.

However, any small stick with a flat smooth end and of uniform
texture can be used. These may be whittled into the desired shapes

by the older pupils. Instead of the regular color caps one may use

a small piece of a flat hard non-absorbent material, such as a tin lid or

small piece of glass or slate, on which may be placed a piece of felt, heavy
soft cloth or cotton. If a substitute for the dyes is found necessary, ordi-

nary writing ink, Diamond dyes, or water colors will serve the purpose
fairly well. The special advantage of the dyes is that they are per-

manent and hence suitable for use on cloth which can be washed
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without fading the color, and that they can be thinned and the pad
kept moist by the use of alcohol. Most drawing papers and many
of the cover papers are quite suitable for this work. One should be
careful, however, to avoid the use of a paper which is too absorbent
or too glossy. The Prang tinted construction papers which can be ob-

tained in assorted colors will be found quite suitable. They come
in packages of fifty sheets, assorted or one tint (9 x 12), at a cost of

about 20 cents.

The procedure in using these materials is quite simple. To moisten
the absorbent pad which lies in the bottom of the tin tray, turn the

tray over the mouth of the bottle of dye, holding it firmly in place, then
invert the bottle thus causing the dye to saturate that portion of the

pad which covers the mouth of the bottle. Place the bottle in position

and set the color cap on the desk. As the dye evaporates very rapidly the

pads should not be saturated until everything else is ready to proceed
with the problem. Having the saturated pad ready for use the child

takes the particular stick selected and presses one end of it firmly

on the wet pad and then in the desired place on the paper. Their
first exercise might very well be that of making a row of units and
rows of groups of twos and threes, etc., using the same stick. This
may be followed by the use of sticks of different shapes, securing in-

teresting groups having a variety of form. Such groups are used to

decorate some of the booklets in Plate I. A particularly pleasing

group may be used as a unit for repetition over a surface. Not only
may the shapes be varied but a variety of color combinations may be
used to secure even more interesting group effects.

Even before the first grade children are able to measure with the
ruler, they can lay off squares, by, drawing light lines the width of

the ruler apart, on which to place the units for their surface patterns.

Another good way of placing the units is to use a paper guide in the form
of a simplified ruler with only the required spacing on it. Further
illustrations of this medium will be found in Graphic Drawing Books,
numbers 2, 3 and 5.

IV.

—

Water Color.

One of the mediums which the child finds most interesting and
the teacher most effective is that of the brush and the water colors.

While it is much more difficult to handle than the crayon, with
proper instruction even the beginner can produce very good results.

The blob method of handling the water colors is the simplest and
most satisfactory method of introducing the work in the first grade.

When the children reach Grade II, the wash method may be intro-

duced with advantage.

It is necessary to secure the three primary colors, red, yellow and
blue, with the possible addition of black. Boxes containing these,

such as the Prang No. 3a box, which contains the three primary colors,

black, and a brush, or the Reeves' three-color box, which contains
the three primary colors only, will be found quite satisfactory and can
be secured at a reasonable cost through the school supply houses of the
province. The water color brushes usually supplied with the above
color boxes (No. 6 Reeves, or No. 7 Prang) will be found most satis-

factory for general purposes.
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Many teachers prefer the Japanese brush, especially for purposes
of line drawing. These may be secured from any standard art supply
house or dealer in Japanese goods. These cost about 10c each if pur-

chased singly, or less if purchased in quantity. A piece of cloth for

drying the brush and fingers, a little pan, dish or shallow wide-mouthed
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bottle for water are necessary for this work, and may be easily sup-
plied by the pupils themselves. Drawing paper of fairly good variety,

manilla or bogus paper, will prove satisfactory for water color work
in the Primary Grades.
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1 . Blob Method.—Put the brush into the water and lift a few brush
fulls into the lid of the water color box, squeezing it out with the fingers.

Using the brush again, rub some of the paint from one of the cakes,

as for instance, the black, and put it into the water in the lid. Repeat
this until the water in the lid is very black. Then fill the brush with
this black liquid and place the flat side of it on the paper, then raise
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Plate IX.—Line Method of Handling Water Color or Ink

it straight up without in any way drawing it across the surface of the
paper. It will be found that this will have left a picture of the brush,
or a "blob," which is rather round at one end and more or less pointed
at the other. (Shown in Plate VIII). A row of these blobs can be
made across the paper by placing them at equal distances from each
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other. This may be done in one of two ways: First, starting at left

edge of the paper and having decided the distance desired between
blobs proceed to the right or, second, make a blob first near the left

edge, next the same distance from the right edge. Then place a blob
half way between these two and continue to subdivide the space be-

tween the blobs until the desired number have been made. Another
arrangement might be that of grouping the blobs in twos and threes

(this might be related to development of the group idea in number).
Other arrangements of the blobs in slant, horizontal and circular rela-

tionships may be worked out and combined into various units suitable

for borders and surface decoration. The dot so frequently useful in

space filling and adding detail is made with the end of the brush, and
the dash by making a short stroke with the brush while it is held ver-

tically. (See Plate VIII, also Graphic Drawing Books 2, page 38,

and 3, page 34).

The blob method lends itself admirably to the simple conventional
rendering of natural forms, for example, if the units are combined
into a rosette or group radiating symmetrically from a centre they
suggest a daisy. Children can very easily learn to represent flowers in

this way if care be taken to keep the blobs from touching in the centre.

This will leave a space in the centre which may be colored yellow or

brown to represent the centre of the flower, after the blobs repre-

senting the petals have dried. It will be found that children are

interested in representing flowers in different characteristic positions,

as the daisy looking at you, or looking out of the window, or the lily

drooping its head.

2. Line Method.—The use of the brush line, generally with black
water color or ink, naturally follows the blob or accompanies it. The
Japanese brush is particularly adapted to this work. To make a line,

fill the brush and scrape it to a point, hold it vertically then press

the point down until the required thickness of line is secured; then
with a steady but free movement draw the brush in the direction desired.

When the end of the line is reached lift it directly upward. Any varia-

tion desired in the thickness of a line may be secured by raising or

lowering it while moving it. Simple exercises involving curves and
straight lines should be undertaken first. (See Plate IX). A good
method of getting control of the brush is that of tracing a drawing
or picture on thin paper (Japanese rice paper is most suitable), being
careful to keep the lines of even thickness throughout. Practice in

this might very well be given as busy work. In the second grade
the children may use these lines in making simple border designs, in

simple lettering, and some representation, as suggested in Plate IX.

3. Wash Method.—"Flat washes of ink and color" are called

for in the course of study in the work of Grade II. To lay a flat wash
one should prepare a color mixture (of the particular color desired)

in the lid of the box, as suggested in the discussion of the blob method.
The paper should be held at an incline somewhat greater than that
of the ordinary school desk. The brush is then filled with the pre-

pared color mixture and a full stroke made across the top of the paper
on that portion thereof upon which it is desired to place the wash.
The extra water runs down towards the lower edge of the surface covered
by this stroke. Another stroke should then be made below this, yet
over-lapping the first slightly. The roll of water will then flow down
to the bottom of the surface covered by the second stroke. Continue
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in this manner until the desired surface is covered, being careful to refill

the brush when necessary. Care should be taken not to let the brush
become dry.

Plate X.

—

Beginnings of Water Color Landscape by Second Grade Pupils

Having squeezed the water out of the brush, use the dry brush
to soak up the surplus water at the bottom of the wash. Do not go
back over the wash to patch it up. If a spot is not covered or a dark
spot occurs let it go until the whole wash is thoroughly dry. When
dry, the parts which appear too dark may be somewhat softened by
the use of a pencil eraser, or if any portion of the surface has been
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missed, or the first wash be too pale, the application of a second wash
to the whole surface will be the best method of correcting the defect.

While one wash is drying the children should be working at another.

In the first wash made by the children the primary colors should
be used after which they may proceed to the use of the secondary
colors. The washes obtained from these elementary exercises may
be used in paper cutting problems with interesting results.

Having overcome the initial difficulties in the control of the brush
and color mixture, the simple landscapes may then be attempted

—

those of Fall and Spring being the most suitable. The simplest form
is to make a flat sky wash, using blue to cover the upper part of the
paper. When this is dry, or nearly so, apply a wash of green for the
grass in the foreground. This second wash should cover the lower
edge of the first, thereby making a more or less irregular sky line.

(Plate X shows results from the first and second lessons with Second
Grade children). From this very simple beginning many varying
landscapes may be developed by representing trees or a hill-side on the
sky line, or road or tree in the foreground. (See illustrations in Graphic
Drawing Books 1 and 2).

If variation in the color of a wash is desired it can be secured
quite easily by applying the color most suitable for securing the desired

effect to the initial wash before it has become dry; e.g. sunset, or as

illustrated in Graphic Drawing Book 1, page 20.

Very interesting silhouettes may be made in a similar way by
using flat washes of ink.

To get the dappled effect suitable for representing stained glass

or Japanese lantern problems in paper construction work, the method
used is that of covering the paper with an initial wash and before the
same is dry dropping on this the different colors desired. Avoid rub-
bing after doing so or a gray or muddy effect will be the result.

This method of dropping colors into a wash may be used very
effectively in the representation of fruits, autumn leaves and flowers.

(See illustrations in Graphic Drawing Book 2, pages 5 and 7).

V.

—

Paper.

1. Paper Tearing.—One notices that, quite early in life, the child

finds pleasure in tearing paper which may come within its reach. If

well directed this tendency may be taken advantage of in aiding the
children in their first steps towards the mastery of objective form
of expression. Its advantage over paper cutting is that it requires

no special equipment—the fingers being the tools which the children

use in shaping the paper. The work should be broad and free with
no outlines to guide in making the form. The tearing should be done
slowly and carefully, and as far as possible not patched up afterwards.

Unprinted newspaper has been found very satisfactory for paper tear-

ing purposes. Very simple shapes should be made first, proceeding

step by step to more difficult ones.

Simple vegetables, fruit or leaf forms are easy to start with; it

is best to make them full size. After a little preliminary practice

on cheap wrapping or newspaper a colored paper may be used in har-

mony with the real object. Those who get the more satisfactory
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results may be permitted to further improve their representation of

the object by the use of crayon. The characteristic shapes of various
trees, either singly or in silhouette landscapes, can be easily repre-

sented in this way. The torn edges give an effect quite suitable for the
representation of such animals as the cat, rabbit, or bear. An illus-

tration of this is shown on pages 14 and 67. Simple nursery rhymes
may also be illustrated in paper tearing. For example, if the class

were undertaking the representation of a Christmas tree as a paper
tearing exercise the procedure might well be as follows : Given a rec-

tangular piece of dark green paper about six inches by nine inches, fold

the long edges together and crease slightly at centre of ends only in

order to locate the middle of the paper. Open the folded paper, begin
at centre of upper end of paper to tear the paper to represent the top
of the tree, being careful to shape the short irregular branches toward
the top and increase their length and size as the base of the tree is

approached. When near the lower edge of the paper the branching of

the tree ceases and one must tear in, almost to the centre leaving

sufficient paper to represent the trunk. The paper may then be turned
over and torn in a similar manner to represent the other side of the tree.

2. Paper Cutting.—Only the more simple problems can be worked
out in the tearing. When exactness and precision of outline is required,

cutting with the scissors must be substituted. The medium remains
the same, but the tool is different. The change in the tool makes it

possible to use the medium for a much greater variety of problems,
which may be so planned as to gradually prepare the children for the
exactness of real measurement which must come later.

The teacher must remember that in the beginning the pupil's

chief difficulty will be that of controlling the scissors. It is important
(as the child's hand is relatively smaller than is usually realized) that

scissors be not too large. Scissors having a blade with a cutting edge
from two inches to two and a half inches in length will be found very satis-

factory for Grades I and II. These are carried in stock by the school

supply houses. Although sharp pointed scissors do better cutting, it is

not advisable to use them with very small children because of the

danger of injury.

In beginning this work the teacher should do the cutting before

the class, having the children follow her step by step as she proceeds.

The following simple problems are suggested to give the teacher an
idea as to the type of work to be undertaken. To cut a simple object

which is symmetrical in form, such as a heart-shaped leaf, it is better

to fold the paper and then with the scissors at the open side of the
paper cut one-half of the outline. Then when the folded paper is

opened the desired form appears. It is well to train the children from
the first to turn the paper with the left hand while cutting, rather

than moving the scissors. This problem may be made more interest-

ing to the children by the use of colored papers, red for heart shaped,

valentines for example. Another suitable method is to use practice

paper until the desired form is secured, which when obtained may be
used as a pattern.

The Easter eggs and egg basket, or nest of eggs, is a problem which
appeals much to the children. The free cutting of fruit, vegetable
and like forms, beginning with the simpler shapes, as shown in Graphic
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Drawing Book 1, page 5, and Book 2, pages 9 and 11. Passing on to the

more varied, brings their work of paper cutting into relationship with
that of clay modelling and Nature Study. It helps in giving the child

a clear and more definite impression of form and outline. Here again
the colored paper may be used to advantage, care being exercised

to have the colors bear the proper relationships to the object repre-

sented. The cutting of fruit and vegetable forms may be followed

by that of animals, human beings and landscapes, especially in con-

nection with the illustration of stories and myths. It will be necessary

for the teacher to give considerable direction, and also to illustrate the

modes of procedure. (See Plate XI also Plate III).

Another interesting variation in the work of paper cutting is that

of folding the paper and cutting various forms at the folded edges.

When the folded paper is opened it has distributed symmetrically
over its surface, openings which frequently give an interesting pattern
or surface design. The parts cut away may of themselves be interesting

in form—squares, triangles, rectangles, ovals, heart shapes, star shapes,

etc. These forms may be arranged on a piece of mounting paper so

as to form interesting surface designs.

3. Paper Folding.—To a slight extent it will have been noticed
that paper folding has been used in connection with paper cutting.

The folding, however, has possibilities of its own, both in the train-

ing which it gives and the extent to which it paves the way for the

construction work which follows. The teacher will note how the child

is gradually being brought to an appreciation of exactness, in form
outline and measurement in all of this elementary handwork. The in-

sistence on care and accuracy should be definitely stressed in the
paper folding exercises.

The method used is that of dictation and demonstration. Suitable

paper of various colors may be secured from school supply houses, or

the ordinary poster paper from the local newspaper office will be found
quite suitable.

The following series of exercises will be found suitable for Primary
Grades: Series I, based on the diameter fold. Series II, based on the
diagonal fold, and Series III, based on the key-form fold. (See Plate
XII). In each series the exercises are arranged progressively, and
should therefore be taken in the order given.

Paper Folding.—Series 1, based on Diameter Fold.

1. Book or Screen.—Order: Lay paper on desk with one edge next you, fold

front edge to back edge.

Note.—Teach terms front and back, rr\eaning edge nearest and farthest from
you respectively.

2. Window.—Order: Fold book, open; fold right edge to left edge, open.

Note.—Call attention to window with four panes. Teach terms right edge
and left edge.

3. Table.—Order: Fold book, open; fold front edge to centre crease, fold

back edge to centre crease, open last folds far enough to form support for table.

Set table on end and we have a screen or closet with doors.

4. Stool.—Order: Fold window, open; fold front and back edges to centre;
fold right and left edges to centre; turn out last folds for feet of stool.
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5. Barn.—Order: Fold stool; open completely flat; fold back edge to front

edge. This gives on the upper half two small squares at right edge. Fold the

front one of these squares upon the one to the left of it and crease for gable.

Note.—Teach term upper. Care is needed in creasing gable, so as to have clear,

sharp peaks.

6. House.—Order: Fold for barn. Fold gable on left and also fold back to its

place the upper front square at left, keeping the gable peak tucked inside.

Plate XII.—Paper Folding

7. Shelf.—Order: Fold for house, turning in both gables as in left end of house;
fold front edge to back edge, crease.

8. Settee.—Order: Fold as for barn with both gables formed; fold front upper
squares to back edge; fold right and left edges to centre. On removal of hands,

paper will assume settee form without assistance.

9. Chair.—Order: Fold stool, open; fold right edge to centre; cut on fold or

leave folded; fold back edge to front edge and fold as for settee.
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10. Clock.—Order: Fold window; fold right and left edges to centre; turn
over, keeping short edge toward you; fold front and back edges to centre. Notice
two upper squares at back, pun inner corners of these squares out, and crease,

as in gable. (Paste circle on for face).

11. Cup and Saucer.—Order: Fold window; fold right and left edges to centre;

turn over, keeping short edge toward you; fold front and back edges to centre.

Fold out right upper square at back, as in clock; fold out right upper square at

front; turn over.

12. Twin Boats.—Order: Fold cup and saucer; fold out the upper squares
at the left as you did those at the right; fold right edge to left edge.

Paper Folding.—Series II, based on Diagonal Fold.

1. Tent.—Order: Place paper cornerwise on desk; fold front corner to back
corner.

2. Snow Plow.—Order: Fold tent; fold right corner to left.

3. Comb Case.—Order: Fold tent, open; fold right corner to left corner, open;
fold front corner to centre; fold right corner to centre; fold this new corner to

centre; paste.

4. Envelope.—Order: Fold tent, open; fold right corner to left corner, open;
fold front, back and right corners to centre, in the above-named order; cut
small piece of paper and paste over three corners at centre; fold left corner to
centre.

5. Picture Frame.—Order: Fold envelope; fold original front corner to front

edge; fold original back, right and left corners to back, right and left edges respec-

tively.

6. Drinking Cup.—Order: Fold tent; fold right corner to left edge, just back
of centre; fold left corner to new right corner; bring upper back corner toward
front edge, crease over edges of previous folds; turn over; fold remaining back
corner toward front edge.

7. Admiral's Hat.—Order: Fold tent, open; fold right corner to left corner,

open; turn over, placing edge next you; fold front edge to back edge, open; press

ends of diameter together underneath. This gives two large triangles, in front

and rear, which must be pressed flat together. Lay on desk with long edge near
you; fold left upper corner to back corner; fold right upper corner to back corner.

This gives a small square, on top; fold right and left corners of square to meet on
centre line.

8. Soldier's Cap.—Order: Fold front edge to back edge; fold right edge to

left edge. This makes a four-fold square. Turn so that centre of original square
is near you; fold back upper corner to front corner; turn over; fold remaining
three corners at back, to front corner.

9. Kite.—Order: Fold right corner to left corner, open; turn with edge near
you, making original front corner, the right front corner; lay front edge along
diagonal crease; crease; lay right edge along diagonal crease; turn over. Scissors-

Case: fold remaining corner, as for envelope flap.

10. Dunce Cap.—Order: Fold front edge to back edge; fold right edge to
left edge. This makes a four-fold square. Turn so that centre of original square
is toward you; fold kite; fold back corners as for soldier's cap.

11. Boat, No. 1.—Order: Fold for soldier's cap; bring outer corners of cap
together; crease. This forms a square. Fold upper back corner to front corner;
turn over; fold back corner to front corner. This makes triple triangle. Pull out
sides of middle triangle to form boat.

12. Boat, No. 2.—Order: Fold right edge to left edge, open; fold right edge to
centre crease, open; fold right edge to nearest crease (cut on this fold or do not open);
fold front edge to back edge; fold right edge to left edge, open last fold only; lay
right half of front edge along centre crease ; lay left half of front edge along centre
crease; fold upper back edge toward front; crease over edges; turn over; fold
remaining back edge in similar manner; open, bringing right and left corners together,
making a square; fold upper back corner to front corner; turn over; fold remaining
back corner to front corner; open, bringing right and left corners together to form
square as before; fold upper back corner to front corner; turn over; fold back
corner to front corner; pull out to form boat as in Boat No. 1.
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Paper Folding.—Series III, based on Key Form.

1. Key Form.—Order: Place paper with edge near you; fold front edge to back
edge, open; fold right edge to left edge, open; place paper cornerwise; fold front
corner to back corner, open; fold right corner to left corner, open; turn paper over;
fold corners to centre, strictly in following order: front, back, right, left; turn
paper over; fold corners to centre as in previous order; turn back these folds and
pull out the corners from beneath, till flat.

Note.—The last order must be accurately followed, or the paper may get re-

versed, and creases will not fall correctly in making exercises built upon this form.

2. Work Box.—Order: Fold key form; turn up edges around centre square, and
punch or paste corners together.

3. Table.—Order: Fold work basket; press middle point of sides down on
centre square, leaving corners standing; paste; stand on corners.

4. Windmill or Pin Wheel.—Order: Fold work basket; press middle point
of sides down on centre square, leaving corners standing; turn corners down so that
a corner extends beyond each edge.

5. House Boat or Noah's Ark.—Fold windmill; turn back corners inward to

form house; turn front corners outward to form boat.

6. Double Boat.—Order: Fold windmill, but turn points to meet in pairs; fold

on diameter of under square.

7. Cup and Saucer.—Order: Fold house boat; turn in the gable peaks by
folding them behind or tucking them inside the house part.

8. Sail Boat.—Order: Fold windmill; fold on diagonal of under square; notice

points standing out at front and back and fold them together, either right or left.

9. Work Basket.—Order: Fold key form; do not open; turn over so that the
four squares are uppermost; press the four corners of the folded form underneath
until they meet, thus raising centre of form; pull out the single squares to form
pockets; stand basket on points.

10. May Basket.—Order: Fold for work basket, but do not bring corners

together; fold corners at centre to edges; turn over; fold corners at centre back
to folded corners; place finger in corner pocket, and with the other hand press the

diagonal crease at corner only; after the four corners have been creased thus, the

basket will stand.

11. Crown.—Order: Fold for work basket, but do not bring corners together;

lay with four squares uppermost; lift inner corners of right and left squares; pull

out, and at same time fold back and front squares together. The crown almost
forms itself.

12. Duck.—Order: Fold crown; turn left edge inside out.

4. Paper Construction.—The work in paper construction is based
on the 16 square fold. It involves paper folding and paper cutting

with the difficulty of a heavier paper, and the use of paste added.

The paper most suitable for this construction work is cover paper,

which may be secured in a variety of colors. In selecting colors the
teacher should keep in mind the nature of the problems for which the
paper is to be used.

One of the difficulties in connection with this work is that of pro-

viding and using paste. Ordinary flour may be used, but its adhesive
strength is scarcely sufficient for the heavier grades of paper. The
"stick fast paste powder," which may be secured in pound packages
or in bulk form, will probably be found most suitable, and at the same
time cheapest. Other varieties of adhesives may be used, such as

Seccotine, Stixit, Mucilage, Library Paste, but they are much more
expensive. Small squares of cardboard or paper may be used for
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paste dishes, and a strip of stiff cardboard will answer the purpose
as a paste brush. If the stick-fast paste be used, these paste dishes
and brushes may be destroyed at the end of each lesson, because of

the method of preparing this paste.

The following directions for models, based on the 16 square fold,

will be found helpful. They are not intended to be used in the order
given, but as needed for illustrative work, as when furnishing a room,
to make furniture needed for the purpose. (See Plates XIII, XIV,
XV).

Construction Work.—Series I, based on Sixteen Square Fold.

1. Box.—Order: Place square with edge next you; fold front edge to back
1 square 6 in. edge, open; fold front edge to centre, open; fold back edge to centre, open; fold

right edge to left edge, open; fold right edge to centre, open; fold left edge to centre,

open. (This will be referred to as folding sixteen squares hereafter).

Note.—Count squares from front to back and from left to right.

Notice row of four squares at the right edge; cut between the first and second,
and the third and fourth; repeat at the left edge; lap the first square over the
second; paste; lap the fourth over the third; paste; repeat at left edge.

Box Cover.—Order: Fold sixteen squares; cut as for box; fold right edge to
leftjedge; do not open; fold front edge to back edge; do not open; cut small quarter
circle or triangle from right back corner; open; paste as for box.

Note.—Before pasting the cover may be decorated with stick printing.

2. Table.—Order: Make box; cut out rectangles from each side of box leaving
legs at corners (about Y± inch from folds).

Note.—Table cloth may be made by fringing a square of this paper or cheese
cloth.

3. Wash Stand.—Order: Make 16 square box; fold a new 16 square; cut on
diameter; cut one half into two squares; paste inside, sides of box to form doors;

place the other half with long edge next you; fold right edge to nearest crease; cut

on this fold; fold right edge to second crease; cut out rectangle on right edge to form
towel rack; open; paste to back of stand.

4. Bench.—Order: Fold sixteen squares; cut off the back row of four squares.

Notice row of three squares at right edge; cut between first and second; and second
and third; repeat at left edge; lap the first and third squares over the second;
paste; repeat at left edge; cut out rectangles from the long sides to form legs; if

desired cut triangle from the short sides.

5. Bureau.—Order: Make box; make two oblong boxes as for bench, before it is

cut; place in box as drawers in bureau; fold a new 16 square (8 inches) cut on diameter;
cut two squares from one end; place short edge next you; fold front edge to back
edge ; open ; fold right edge to centre, open ; fold right edge to nearest crease

;
paste

;

fold left edge to centre, open; fold left edge to nearest crease; paste; fold right edge
to left; fold front edge to centre crease; at right edge begin to cut one-quarter inch
from back edge of front upper square; cut to crease; cut on crease to within one-
quarter inch of front edge of same square; make another cut just like this, a
little back of the first part and to right of second; remove the small strip of

paper, open; and paste to back of bureau.

Note.—Rectangle of silver paper may be pasted on for mirror; use fringed scarf.

6. Cradle.—Make two oblong boxes as for bench; place the end of one inside

the other; paste to bottom. For rockers take row of four squares; fold right end
to left, do not open; fold right end to centre; fold left end to centre; open; fold

front edge to back edge, open; fold right edge to left, do not open. Now you have
a four fold with four squares uppermost; cut out the left back square; begin at right

front corner, cut on curve to middle of left edge of left front square; open to form
rocker; leave double; paste two projecting squares to bottom of cradle; make the

other rocker in similar manner from remaining row of four squares.

l square 6 in. 7. Chest.—Fold 16 squares; at right edge cut between the first and second;

the second and third; the third and fourth; repeat at left edge; lap fourth square
on to adjacent square at its left; repeat at left edge; this forms lid to chest; treat

the remaining squares as in forming box for bench.

1 square 6| in.

1 square

2 square 6 in.

1 square 6 in.

3 square 6 in.

\ square 8 in.

2 square 6 in.
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8. Cupboard.—Order: Fold 16 squares; at right edge cut between third and 2 square 8 in.

fourth; repeat at left edge; paste as for one end of box; fold a new 16 square;
cut on diameter; cut one half into two squares; paste these in for doors as in the
wash stand; take remaining half; cut on long diameter; paste end square of one
row to lowest squares of sides of cupboard; allow central squares to form shelf;

paste the other row of squares to form shelf just above.

9. Fire Place.—Order: Fold 16 squares; at front edge cut between second 2i square 8 in.

and third to centre of paper; from this point cut one square to right; one to left;

fold back these four free squares to form sides of fire box ; fold back row of squares,
back to form mantel. Fold another 16 square; cut on diameter; place one half

so that four centre squares form back of fire box; paste end squares to sides of fire

box; take remaining half; cut between squares at right end; lap and paste; place
under square at right end of mantel; paste; take another half square and form
support for left end in similar manner.

10. Library Table.—Fold 16 squares; fold front edge to nearest crease, open; * square 8 in.

repeat with remaining edges; cut out the oblongs at centre of front edge; repeat at

back; at right edge cut between second square and first oblong; second oblong
and third square; repeat at left edge; lap square under rectangle; paste; repeat
at each corner.

11. Book Case.—Fold 16 squares; fold right edge to nearest crease, open; 2 square 8 in.

repeat at left and back; open; turn over; fold front edge to nearest crease; open;
turn over; at right edge cut between first and second small squares; cut towards
back on adjacent side of second square; repeat at left edge; at back edge cut be-
tween first and second and the third and fourth small squares. At back edge lap
and paste as for box. At front lap free squares of front row on to free squares of

second row, so as to form a shelf of the second row. Fold a new 16 square; cut into
four rows of four squares each; take one row; place long edge next you; fold front
edge to back edge, open; fold right edge to nearest crease; repeat at left; at front
cut between first and second squares; also third and fourth small squares; lap first

under second; paste; fourth under third; paste; paste into position for shelf. li

12. Sectional Book Case.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut off back row of four 3 square 8 in.

squares; fold front edge to back edge, open; fold front edge to nearest crease, open;
repeat at back, right and left, open; cut on long diameter; take one half; place long
edge next you; at right edge cut between first and second; second and third
squares; repeat at left edge; paste as for oblong box.

Note.—Creasing must be well done. Make several sections in like manner.

For Base.—Take row of four squares; fold front edge to back, open; fold front
and back to centre crease, open; fold right end to nearest crease; repeat at left,

open; fold right end to nearest crease; cut on fold; repeat at left; at right end cut
between first and second; third and fourth; repeat at left; lap and paste to form
box.

Construction Work.—Series II, based on Sixteen Square Fold.

1. Cube Box.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut off right row of four squares; cut l square 6 in.

off back row of three squares; at right edge cut between first and second squares;
second and third; repeat at left edge; lap fourth and third squares over second;
paste; repeat at left edge.

2. Chair.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut and paste as for cube box, except 1 square 6 in.

folding second square on left edge up to form support for chair back. Take row
of four squares; fold right end to first crease; slip this over the supporting square
to complete back; paste; cut out rectangles; leaving legs as for table.

3. Arm Chair.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut off back row; fold right edge 1 square 6 in.

to first crease, open; at front edge cut between second and third squares; repeat
at back; at right edge cut through to middle of adjacent row between first and
second; second and third; at left edge, cut between first and second; second and
third; at left edge lap first and third over second; paste; lap fourth of front row
on second bringing back and left arm into position; paste; bring other arm into
position in similar manner; paste; lap upper square of back on to adjacent square;
paste.

4. Settee.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut off back row; at front edge cut between lh square 6 in.

first and second; third and fourth; repeat at back; at front lap first and fourth
over second and third respectively; paste; at back, fold second and third up to
form support for back. Fold a new 16 square; cut on diameter; place one half
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with long edge next you. Notice square at right back corner; fold right back corner
to left front corner of same square; paste; repeat at left back corner; paste the
four centre squares to back of settee; lap the remainder on to sides forming arms;
paste.

l square 6 in. 5. Rocking Chair.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut off back row; cut on centre
crease from front to back; take one half, cut between two squares at front; between
two back squares; lap and paste; this forms seat. Take the other half; fold and
paste arms as in settee; paste to seat to form back and arms; cut out rectangles,

leaving legs.

For Rockers, take row of four squares; cut off two squares; place long edge
next you; fold front edge to back, open; fold front and back edges to centre, open;
fold right and left edges to centre, open; fold front to back, do not open; fold right

to left, do not open. You have now a four-fold with four small rectangles upper-
most; cut between the two at back edge; cut on diagonal from centre to left back
corner thus removing triangle; cut out right half of remaining back rectangle; cut
from left back corner of left front rectangle on curve to right front corner. Now
you have double rocker; leave double for strength; paste; make another rocker;
split ends of chair legs; slip rockers into place; paste; clip off front ends of rockers
to right proportion.

2 square 8 in.

2 square 8 in.

1 square

1 square

1 square 6 in.

6. Bed No. 1.—Fold 16 squares; cut off back row; fold front edge to nearest
crease; open; repeat with back, right and left edges. Notice four small squares
at each corner; cut between each pair on front edge; repeat at back; paste to form
shallow box. Fold a second 16 square; fold front edge to third crease; cut on this

fold; place smaller piece with long edge next you; fold front edge to back, open;
fold right edge to nearest crease; paste; repeat at left edge; turn the box portion
over so that bottom will form top of bed; paste to above piece for foot board,
allowing half to extend above bed; place the remaining piece with long edge next
you. Notice rectangles formed at one edge; fold this edge to second crease, open;
fold right edge to nearest crease; paste; repeat at left edge; paste for headboard;
cut out rectangles to form legs.

7. Bed No. 2.—Fold 16 squares; cut on diameter; place one half with short
edge next you; fold front edge to nearest crease; fold back edge to nearest crease;

place the other piece with long edge next you; at front edge cut between first and
second; third and fourth; place the front edges of first and fourth squares together;

hold in position ; take up the first piece and slip one end behind these two squares down
to its first crease; lay it flat on these same two squares; paste, allowing two central

squares to extend above the bed to form foot board; fold a new 16 square; cut off

back row; cut through the front and central rows between the first and second;
third and fourth; paste in like manner for head board.

8. Piano.—Order: Fold 16 squares, open; fold front edge to third crease;

cut on this fold; take larger piece; fold right edge to nearest crease, open; repeat at

left and back. Notice two small squares on front edge at right corner; cut between
these; repeat at remaining corners; form shallow box as in bed No. 1. Notice two
small rectangles at centre of front side and two more just adjacent; cut along outer
ends of these. "This forms space for keyboard by folding first crease in opposite
way; take first strip cut off; cut on long crease; use narrow strip; fold at right end to

nearest crease, in opposite direction to what it has been folded; repeat at left end;
place these end squares under squares at ends of keyboard; paste keyboard.

For Legs.—Take remaining row of four squares; place long edge next you;
fold front to back, open; fold front and back to centre, open; cut on long and short
diameters; take one piece; fold right end to centre, open; cut between these two
small rectangles; cross these to form right angle of leg; paste; paste inside of corner
of box part. For music rack, take a small square from another 16 square fold;

fold it into four squares; paste two on top of box allowing the other two to form
rack; mark keys on keyboard.

9. Piano Bench.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut on diameter; take one piece;

place long edge next you; fold front edge to centre, open; fold back to centre, open;
at front edge cut between first and second rectangles; also third and fourth; repeat

at back; fold front of free rectangles to back of same; cut on middle crease at right

end to half length of rectangle; from this point cut towards front and back half

way to crease; fold to form square legs; paste.

10. Taboret.—Order: Fold 16 squares; at right edge cut between second and
third to centre of paper; fold right edge of these first two squares to first crease;

cut on this fold; at left edge cut between second and third; third and fourth; at
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back cut between first and second; second and third; lap the two small rectangles
at right front under two squares

;
paste ; third under second

;
place remaining piece

with rectangles under one of the two sets of two squares and with two squares
on top of the other; paste; cut out rectangle to centre creases, leaving legs; cut
small squares from centres of remaining squares of sides.

11. Music Cabinet.—Fold 16 squares; cut off back row; fold right edge to farthest 1 square 6 in.

crease, open; repeat at left edge; fold right edge to nearest crease, open; repeat at left

edge; at right edge cut between first and second; second and third; repeat at left

edge; at back, between third and fourth; fifth and sixth; seventh and eighth; lap
squares at back to form box; paste; lap rectangle, which projects at top, under;
paste; take remaining row of four squares; cut off one square; paste first square
inside box on to lower back square; paste third square outside of lower rectangles;
allowing second square to form bottom of box; take another row of four squares,
cut off one square; fold right end to left end; cut on fold; take one piece; place
with small rectangle at left edge; fold right edge to crease, open; fold right edge
to nearest crease; fold left edge to nearest crease; place in position for shelf

;
paste;

make two more shelves and paste to position; cut out rectangles to form legs.

12. Sideboard.—Fold 16 squares; cut off one row of four squares at right; 4 square 6 in.

fold back edge to centre crease and paste. (This is for back of sideboard). Fold
new 16 square; fold right edge to nearest crease; cut on this fold; cut on short
diameter; take one piece; place with small rectangles to right; cut between
these and on between the two adjacent squares; fold front edge to centre crease,

open; cut from left end of above mentioned cut, towards the front to crease only;
fold rectangle, to the right of this cut, to front edge

;
paste left squares of this piece

to the first and second squares on right side of back piece, to form right end
of sideboard; fold corresponding piece for the left end of sideboard. Fold another
16 square; cut off back row of four squares; fold front edge to back, open; fold

right edge to nearest crease, open; repeat at left; turn over; fold front edge to

first crease, open; at right side cut away the first three small squares, and
between the fourth square and the rectangle; repeat at left; lap square and rectangle
at right and paste; repeat at left, slip this shape into sideboard to form shelves
and base; paste in place. Take remaining half of 16 square; fold right edge to first

creasa; repeat at left, open; fold front and back edges to centre crease, open; cut
between first and second; third and fourth small squares at right edge; repeat at

left; lap and paste to form drawer; place in position to complete sideboard; cut
out rectangles to form legs. A rectangle of white or silver paper may be pasted
in place to represent mirror.

Fold new 16 square; cut on diameter; place long edge next you; fold right

edge to first crease; repeat at left, open; cut between two rectangles at each end;
lap these rectangles and paste; slip inside, paste to back and ends of sideboard
to form top.

Paper Construction.—Series III, based on the Sixteen Square Fold.

1. Tent.—Order: Fold 16 squares; cut between second and third on right edge;

repeat at left. Notice square at right front corner; fold right front corner of this

square to left back corner of same square; repeat with remaining corner squares;

cut on these folds; at right edge lap third square under second; paste; repeat at

left edge; cut slit in right end; fold back flaps for door.

2. Barn.—Order: Fold 16 squares; at right edge cut between first and second;
second and third; third and fourth; repeat at left edge; lap second under third;

paste; lap first under fourth; paste; repeat at opposite edge.

Note.—The expression "make barn" in following will refer to the foregoing.

Doors will be represented by cutting on front and top edges and folding on back
edge. Windows may be represented by drawing, cutting out rectangles, or pasting

rectangles of dark paper.

3. Dutch House.—Order: Make barn; fold a 16 square; cut on diameter;

cut one half into two squares; take one square, fold right edge to centre; cut on
this fold ; fold back edge to centre, open ; fold right edge to left ; begin at last crease

on left edge; cut three stair steps free hand to right back corner, open; paste

on end of house; make similar piece for other end of house.

4. Store.—Order: Make barn; fold a new 16 square; take one-fourth; fold

right edge to centre; cut on fold; fold right edge to left edge; cut symmetrical
doors and windows for front of store; paste in position (cut away enough of end
to leave doors and windows open before pasting.)
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5. Farm House.—Make barn. Roof.—Fold a new 16 square; fold front edge
to third crease; cut on fold; use larger piece; fold right edge to first crease; cut
on fold; use larger piece; fold front edge to back edge; place on house to form
roof; paste. Chimney.—Take one of remaining small squares (one of 16 square);
fold front to back; fold front to centre; cut on fold; use small piece; place short
edge towards you; fold front edge over a little (leave folded for lap during
remainder of directions); fold front edge to back, open; fold front edge to centre,

open; fold back edge to centre, open; bring back edge to front edge and paste lap;

this forms rectangular tube; make cut and fold back triangle to fit on to_ ridge;

paste; make door and windows.

6. School House.—Make barn; fold a new 16 square; fold front edge to third
crease; cut on fold; take smaller piece; cut on first fold from right end; take
larger piece; fold right end to left end, open; fold front edge to first crease, open;
fold right end to nearest crease, open ; fold right end to nearest crease ; cut on fold

;

repeat at left end (this gives row of four squares in central portion of front
edge); cut between each pair; repeat at back; lap and paste similar to house;
paste to front of house to form entrance; make door and windows; place chimney
at back end of roof.

Plate XIII.—Paper Construction—Doll furniture
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7. Church.—Make barn; fold and cut roof as for farmhouse; take larger of remain-
ing pieces; place cut edge towards you; fold left edge to third crease; cut on fold;

use larger piece; at left edge cut away back rectangle; fold right edge to nearest crease;

fold left edge to same crease, open ; fold right edge to second crease, open ; repeat
at left; fold right edge to nearest crease, open; repeat at left. Notice row of eight
long rectangles at back; cut on diagonal of second rectangle beginning at its

right back corner; do likewise with fourth, sixth and eighth rectangles; fold on
opposite diagonal of first, third, fifth and seventh; cut away portions which ex-
tend beyond diagonal cuts; lap and paste to form steeple; paste to position similar to
chimney; make doors and windows.

8. Cottage.—Fold 16 squares; fold right edge to first crease, open (mark right

front square); cut on right and left edges as for barn; paste with less slope on roof
than barn, leaving marked square unpasted; cut away triangular portion project-
ing at end. Notice square adjacent to marked square; cut on its edge between
wall and roof; fold right edge to back corner of house, open; fold right edge to nearest
crease; open; fold right edge to nearest crease in opposite direction; paste small end
rectangle to other half of end wall forming "L" for porch; make post in similar

manner to chimney; put in position; make roof as for farmhouse; cut door; draw
windows.

Plate XIV.—Paper Construction—Doll Furniture
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5. Booklet Making.—The simplest form of booklet may very easily

be make by Primary children after they have had some experience in

Paper Folding and Paper Cutting. The cover for the booklet will be

made of cover paper of a color deemed suitable by teacher and pupils.

Both the cover and the filler for the booklet are made by folding the

square or rectangular form of the size desired. The little folders may
be used as books in which the children may keep their lists of new
words. The cover of the booklet may be decorated. In a similar way
the children may make simple folders to send Christmas or Easter
greetings to parents or friends. Here again there is an opportunity

Plate XVI.—Simple patterns for beginning mat weaving
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for decoration. (See Plates XI and I). There are various ways of

fastening the filler within the cover. Probably the simplest is to punch
holes and tie with cord or ribbon.

6. Paper Mat Weaving.—Mat weaving is another form of handwork.
The simple processes of weaving which leads to the textile weaving in

the second grade are learned.

A very interesting way to begin is by using linen or felt with
strips of colored cardboard (Railroad board), or wooden splints, for

weavers. To prepare these for a class, eight inches squares should
be cut from linen, or similar cloth, then fold on diameter and cut from
this fold to within one inch of the other edges, similar to that shown
in Graphic Drawing Book 2, page 32. These cuts should be one inch

from edges and z
/i of an inch apart. Cut strips of cardboard J4 of an inch

wide and eight inches long to weave over and under to form mat. These
may be pulled out and woven into other patterns. Plate XVI shows
patterns suitable for beginners. Some good design may then be worked
out with tinted papers, using Yi inch strips, the mat being cut as men-
tioned above, or the standard mats with Yi inch strips may be used.

The next step might well be the paper mats of 34 inch strips. In
this case the paper weaving needles should be used. We do not recom-
mend the use of elaborate designs or very fine strips in paper mat
weaving. Standard mats may be obtained from Atkinson, Mentzer
Co., Chicago.

A few suggestions for interesting models may be found in Graphic
Drawing Book 1, page 38, and Book 2, pages 32 and 34.

Another form of weaving is shown in Plate XVII, that of locking

the strips together. This work can be done by very young children

if contrasting colors are used, the names of which the children know
sufficiently well to cause no confusion as to which one is meant when
directions are given.

I. 1, 2, 3, 4, show successive steps used in making four pointed
star.

II. 1, 2, 3, 4, show method of making serviette ring. In similar

manner a book mark may be made as illustrated.

III. 1, 2, shows a mat made in same manner. The projecting

ends may be cut off or slipped in as illustrated above.

IV. 1, 2, 3, 4, show method of making an eight pointed star.

V. 1, 2, 3, show steps used in weaving a May basket. The cutting

for this is done similar to that for paper mat weaving.

VI. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, show method of making handle for the basket.

VI.

—

Textiles.

The weaving of textiles forms an important part of the second
grade manual training work.

" Weaving is the art of interlacing threads, yarns, filaments, or

strips of different materials so as to form cloth or fabric." The mater-
ials most suitable for work in this grade are cotton carpet warp, jute,

rug yarn, germantown yarn, or strips of cheese cloth. For a simple

loom heavy cardboard or mill board will prove quite suitable, at least

for the first few problems. If desired, the teacher may secure a number
of Todd Adjustable Hand Looms, which will be found much more
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convenient for a greater variety of problems than the simple cardboard
looms. The materials for weaving and the looms may be secured
from the Garden City Education Co., of Chicago, or other school

supply houses.

The simple process of weaving may be taken up first with strips,

as explained under paper weaving. It is not necessary, however, to

have paper weaving precede the weaving in textiles. Satisfactory

results have been secured by having the children begin the work in

weaving directly with the textiles.

For a detailed description of the method and of the weaving pro-

cess the reader is referred to the illustrated lesson given in the section

on study of industries, page 81. The making of the mat or rug may be
followed by such a problem as the making of a holder for hot dishes.

Jute is a suitable material for this particular problem. It should be

Plate XVII.—Method of making models using the lock weave
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woven in much the same way as the mat, should be six or seven inches

square and should have the warp threads rather close together. Stripes

of color may be obtained running both ways by grouping the colors

of both the warp and the woof threads. The edges should be finished

neatly and a little loop or ring attached to one side or corner, so that

the holder may be hung up when not in use.

Another similar problem quite suitable for Grade II is that of

weaving a wash cloth of strips of cheese cloth with white twine used
for warp. The strips should be cut on the bias and should be about

J4 of an inch wide. The weaving should be done rather loosely. The
ravelling of the edges of each strip makes the wash cloth resemble a
piece of Turkish bath toweling. The cloth may be made a size suitable

for actual use if the available looms are large enough.

The doll's towel, bed spread, blanket, or coverlet may be made
of white knitting or darning cotton, or other suitable material. Spots
or bands of color may be introduced at pleasure by the proper arrange-

ment of colors in the warp or woof. Borders and fringes may also

be added by any ingenious teacher. (See Plate XIX).

The wristlet, or doll's muff, may be made of germantown yarn.

The successive steps for setting up the loom for this model is

illustrated below. (See Plate XVIII).
Put vmof threads around both ntrmdlc and ouTjida inrarp thread

Weave around cardboard

MeThod of weav/ncj

wr/sf/ef or do// muff Method of making the foyue
Plate XV111.
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A further problem in this work which appeals greatly to the children

is the making of the doll toque. The loom for this model is set up
in a way quite similar to that used for the wristlet. The shape of the

loom is however not square, but tapers towards one end. (See Plate

XVIII). String warp over the narrow end so that this end of the

toque will be closed when model is finished, but leave the other end
open as in the wristlet. Begin stringing at narrow end of loom, but
begin weaving at the wide end. When narrow end is reached, take

out the loom and draw the woof cord. Make a small tassel to har-

monize with the color or colors used in making the toque. In attaching

the tassel to the top of the toque be sure the end of the woof is made
fast so as to prevent unravelling. (Plate XIX shows a variety of

weaving models).

Plate XIX.—Articles woven on cardboard looms
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A helpful book to which the teacher might go for further sug-

gestions is " Hand Loom Weaving/' by M. P. Todd (Rand, McNally Co.)

VII.

—

Raffia.

Raffia is a tough ribbon like tissue, taken from the leaves of the
Raphia Ruffia palm tree, grown chiefly in Madagascar. It may be
secured in the natural color or in a variety of colors. At first it was
used chiefly by florists in tying up plants and parcels, but in the
past few years it has become m ore and more extensively used as a medium

Plate XX.—Raffia work for Grades I and II
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for manual work, especially in connection with basketry. Raffia can
be obtained from almost any of the school supply houses, in the natural

colors at about 25c per lb., and in other shades at about 50c per lb.

Blunt needles such as a heavy tapestry needle or the regular raffia

needle may be secured at 10c per package. Many teachers use with
fair success rye straw and some of the tougher native grasses in place

of raffia.

There are two common methods of handling the raffia in the

Primary Grades. First, we have the winding over cardboard or stiff

paper, in the making of such models as the serviette ring. If the raffia

is slightly dampened in water a short time before using, it can the more
easily be spread out into a band or ribbon without cracking or splitting.

Another model made in a similar way is a simple table mat of

circular, octagonal or oval form. First cut the foundation shape from
cardboard, leaving a hole in the centre through which to put the raffia

when winding. This centre hole may vary in size, but should not be
so small as to cause the raffia to be too bulky at the centre as com-
pared with the outer edge of the mat. If it is desired to close the

hole in the centre of the mat, cross the space with an odd number of

spokes and begin weaving at the centre.

The other method suitable for Primary Grades is that of making
a three-strand braid of raffia, using one or more colors. The thick-

ness of the braid may be increased by using several pieces of raffia

and manipulating them as if each group were one strand. When the
braid is completed it may be used as a rope for playing horse or for

skipping. In Grade II the braid may be sewed together to form
flat circular mat or a little doll's hat. Second Grade children can
learn to make four or five-strand braids as well.

The knotted bag is an interesting model. Select eight or ten

strands of each of two colors of raffia. Tie the centre of each strand
around a strip of cardboard or ruler alternating the colors, then knot
each pair of strands and continue until it is the desired length for bag.
Then bend cardboard or remove ruler and knot to form bag. (Plate

XX illustrates the above problem).

VIII.

—

Clay and Plasticine.

Clay modelling cultivates careful attention and observation, and
clarifies and makes much more definite the child's sense of form and
outline. It also gives opportunity for the exercise of his natural im-
pulse to change and manipulate materials in accordance with his fancy,

and thereby secures for him an increasing refinement in the control

of the finer muscles of the hand. The hand becomes delicately respon-
sive to the direction of the mind and eye. In this work but few tools

are necessary—the hand and the fingers are his equipment.

Potter's gray clay is the best clay for this purpose. It may be
obtained from any school supply house. Those who wish to use local

clays will find the following suggestions, regarding their preparation,

helpful. Powder the dry clay and add to it enough water to make
a thin, soft mass. Stir well, then pour into shallow pans through a
sieve such as a piece of fine window screen or one of even a finer mesh.
Let the clay dry until it is the right consistency for use. In this con-

dition it will be comparatively soft, but should not stick to the hands.
If allowed to dry out it will crumble. To keep the clay in proper con-
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dition for use from one class time to another it is therefore necessary

to keep it wrapped in a damp cloth, a piece of coarse toweling being
the most suitable.

Plasticine is much better than clay for primary children. It may
be purchased in a variety of colors, which adds interest to the modelling.

If only one color is used we recommend the gray green. It is always
ready for use and there is little, if any, waste. In the cold weather
it may become a little too hard for the primary children to work suc-

cessfully. When this occurs the best method of softening it is to warm
it,—if this is not sufficient to give it the necessary plasticity you should
thoroughly work into it a little vaseline. In doing this or indeed in

the ordinary use of the plasticine a certain amount of oil gets on the hands
and fingers. The best way to clean the hands and get rid of the oily

feeling is to use a small piece of coarse toweling. Before a supply of

fresh plasticine will have become too hard it is altogether probable it

will have collected sufficient dust and foreign material to make it un-
suitable for further use. It is therefore important that the teacher

be careful in storing it away between classes to protect it from dust.

It may be kept in a box or other receptacle in the class room, but it will

be found very satisfactory and will save time and energy if each pupil

has his own supply of plasticine and keeps it in a tin box in his desk.

In using clay or plasticine it is well to have a piece of zinc, tin,

heavy cardboard or a smooth board covered with oilcloth to protect

the desk.

Plate XXI illustrates methods of handling plasticine.

The simplest problem for the Primary Class is the making of a
small sphere which may be called a marble or little ball. Probably the

best way for the little children to make this is to place the selected

piece of plasticine between the palms of their hands and roll it about
until the general spherical shape is* secured. Many marbles may be
made and counted and arranged in groups according to the child's

knowledge of number. Many simple spherical objects may be modelled
from these balls, and following this the oval shape and such shapes as

the egg, plum, lemon, pear, etc. Some balls may be flattened into

round cakes for which the children will suggest many names. Some of

these again may be converted into buttons,dishes or other circular objects.

Another series of exercises is that based on the long cylindrical

form about the thickness of a lead pencil. The basic form is secured

by pinching out then rolling a piece of plasticine back and forth on
the modelling board with the fingers, being careful that a uniform
thickness is secured. When a number of (pencils) have been made
they may be divided into sections of equal length. This gives the

child an opportunity to use his knowledge of the fractions one-half,

one-quarter and one-third. Each of these sections may be coiled

about and its ends joined or welded to form a link. While the links

are being made they should be interlocked so that the final result of

the exercise is a chain. After the chain is complete, each of the several

links may be twisted to form a twist link chain. From three to five

long pencils from eight to twelve inches long may be made, three, four

or five of them may be taken as a group, placed side by side, their upper
ends pressed together and the strands can then be braided into a three,

four or five strand braid. The chains made in this way are of a different

type from the link chain.
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Plate XXI.
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Plate XXII.—Simple designs using plasticine
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While this series of exercises is being worked out, it is quite possible

for the teacher to have conversations with the children regarding real

chains which the children have seen in their experience outside of

school and the uses to which such chains were put. These pencil

forms may again be used for the making of letters and figures which
the children have learned in their writing and number work. They
may also be used in laying out geometric forms.

Another series of objects is based on the rectangular solids. The
basic shape here is made by flattening the sides of a spherical or oval

shape into that of the cube or rectangular prism, which may be further

flattened to desired thicknesses without changing the rectangular shape,

as that of the brick, book, or suitcase; chairs, tables, etc., are readily

made by combining these with cylindrical shapes. These flat rectangular

shapes may be made thinner by pinching to form a " slate" on which to

draw designs with a sharp pointed stick or tool. (See Plate XXII).

Hollowing is a good method of working the plasticine to form such
objects as dishes, buckets, baskets, etc. This is done by first making
the solid shape as the ball or short thick cylinder, then push one finger

into it and work the plasticine up around the finger. This may be
further pinched out into the desired shape.

From these simple forms the children can pass on to illustrative

work, the modelling of animals, people, houses, sleds, etc. (See Plate

XXIII).

Another form of interesting work with the plasticine is that of

making simple units and arranging them into border and surface pat-

terns. A small sphere may be converted into a star and more or less

elaborately decorated, and also other basic forms may be made into

fancy units for this purpose (See Plate XXII).
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OUTLINE CHARTS.

Chart I indicates in outline the course of study in Art for Grades
I and II stated from the point of view of subject matter, medium
and process.

Chart II indicates in a similar way the course of study in Manual
Training.

Chart III is a suggested series of parallel lessons in Art and Manual
Training respectively showing the teacher in detail how the courses

indicated in Charts I and II may be embodied in a series of weekly
problems in such a way as to keep in touch with the seasonal and social

interests of the children, while at the same time consistently carrying

out the courses from the standpoint of subject matter, medium, and
process.
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CHART I.

Grade I. Grade II.

Lettering Simple Line-squared
paper, on booklet or card
(Pencil, brush line.)

Designs for

Manual Training
Problems

Booklet, Valentine
Boxes
Linoleum, Wall-paper
(Stick Print, Blob)

Christmas booklet
Easter Card or Folder
Rug—Doll articles

(Cut paper, W.C. crayon)

Conventional and
Geometric Figures

Border, Surface
Flower
Use square and Circle

(S. Print, crayon, blob)

Border, Surface
Flower, leaf, tree

Simple Objects

(S. Print, paper, crayon, blob)

Composition Arrangement of drawing
on paper

Use of finders

Mount drawings

Illustrative

Drawing
Child's Experience
Story, Seasons
Home life (Plasticine,

crayon, ink or W.C.,
silhouette, paper)

Seasons
Story, rhyme
Community life

(Plasticine, paper, crayon)

Memory Drawing Common objects

Landscapes
(Crayon, W.C.)

Landscape Seasons
Tree Shapes
(Crayon, paper, tear, cut)

Simple wash
Sky Line Silhouettes

(W.C. paper, crayon)

Animal and
Figure

Animals in mass
(Crayon, cut paper)

Line action drawing
Figures

(Charcoal or crayon)

Perspective Sphere
(Crayon)

Hemisphere
Distance in landscape

(Crayon, plasticine, W.C.)

Object and
Nature Drawing

Flowers, leaves

Fruit, line and mass
(Crayon)

Common objects

Flowers, fruits, leaves

(Crayon, plasticine, paper,

W.C.)

Color Standard—colors

Use in design and rep.

(Stick print, crayon paper)

Review
Flat washes
Select mounts

(W.C. crayon, S. print

paper)

Picture Study Stories related to Child Life

and Home Pets
Pictures showing action,

animal
Special days

Note.—Mediums which may be used are indicated in parentheses. W.C. indicates
water color.
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CHART II.

Grade I. Grade II.

Industrial Work Study of home life Begin study of

and Projects Occupations textiles, wool, cotton,

Furnish a room of silk

dolVs house Simple processes of carding,

spinning and weaving
Clothing of primitive peoples
Furnish doll's house

Paper and Paper Folding Paper folding

Cardboard Construction

—

Booklets
Simple articles Suites of doll's furniture
Use adhesives Story illustrations

Cut story and rhyme Cut conventional

illustration and mount units for borders

Nursery Cut shapes of nature
Tear simple shapes as forms

vegetables, leaves, trees, etc.

Textiles Simple patterns in Use cardboard loom

fc (Weaving) colored paper mat Weave wristlet, doll's

73
' weaving articles, as toque, towels, etc.

o3
Raffia Simple models by winding Wind serviette rings, mats,

over cardboard foundations. etc, 2 colors

one color Braid and sew,—mat, hat,
Braid b strand cord basket, etc.

Clay and In relation to Model objects based
Plasticine number work, drawing and on type solids and

story telling represent nature
Model simple nature forms

Miscellaneous Stick laying

Mechanical Conventional and Borders for booklet

Drawing Nature border cover and decorate

and Design Stick Printing doll's house
Linoleum surface

Use of Yi inch
Use of inch Make and use
Rule squares for Circle maker
Stick printing, surface

pattern
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TEACHING OF ENGLISH
IN NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING SCHOOLS

Before proceeding to a definite statement of Methods particularly

valuable in teaching foreign born-children, it will be wise to consider

the general principle, or process of imitation, as applied to teaching

in a non-English school. Many writers have very strongly empha-
sized the importance of the pupils' imitative tendency in the work of

any teacher, but it is to be doubted if they have stated the matter
strongly enough in its application to the teacher in a non-English
school. Such a teacher becomes the living model of these young
foreigners, to be copied in every thought, word or deed. They try

to dress like the teacher, to walk like the teacher, they imitate her

consciously or unconsciously, in look, in gesture, in manner, in pro-

nunciation, in the very intonation of the voice; in short, whatever
his or her habits of speech may be, so will theirs tend to become. It

is this tendency that non-English children have of acquiring the lin-

guistic manners of the teacher that needs to be especially noted. The
conscientious teacher must be ever on her guard and see to it that she

speaks good idiomatic English. She must listen to her own pronun-
ciations, articulate clearly and distinctly and yet, withal, without
apparent effort or strain in doing so. She must continually practice

reading aloud, and in the absence of any English-speaking companion,
she must needs continue to read and speak to herself.

Those who have had any experience in the non-English schools of

Alberta will realize the impossibility of summoning to their assistance

any efficient helpers, particularly on the opening day. Trustees seldom
come; the Supervisor is so busy that he cannot always give aid when
it is needed; many schools have been opened where none of the chil-

dren could speak or understand one word of English, and where no
list of names of pupils was obtainable. The last is the most serious

lack, and the teacher should secure beforehand, if at all possible, a

list of the pupils who are to come on the first day. The teacher should

be early at the school on the first, as, in fact, on every morning, to see

that everything is clean, orderly, and ready for the most important
time in the whole term—the first hour. At nine o'clock she should

ring the bell and assist the children in getting seated. In this task

she must be infinitely patient and kind, yet firm and decided in her

manner. If she can sing some simple song it will greatly help in gain-

ing the confidence of her pupils, for though they will not understand

the words, they will appreciate the harmony, as music is a universal

language used and enjoyed by all peoples and all tongues alike.

The next step will be some temporary classification of the pupils. If

the teacher has succeeded in learning the names and ages of the children,

this division may be based upon the ages of the pupils, or it may be

according to size or sex, or may be even just a numerical grouping

into classes. Let us suppose that four classes, A, B, C and D are
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formed. Class A is composed of six or eight little boys; Class B of

about the same number of little girls; Class C of the larger boys, and
Class D of the larger girls. It is at once obvious that such classifi-

cation will not suffice for long, but some such division will do for a be-
ginning. Class B is given some pieces of plasticine to work with, the
teacher taking five or ten minutes to show them, with no attempt at
verbal explanation, how to make marbles, or cubes, with it. Class C
is given some of the primers and encouraged to look at the pictures.

The teacher may need to spend a few minutes with this class, pointing
to a number of pictures, or the figures in any one picture and thus
drawing the attention of the children to them. They may be depended
upon to look through the remainder of the book and so will be profit-

ably employed. Class D may be given a similar exercise, or they may
be supplied with paper and pencils and shown how to make a few
simple circles and lines as the first step toward future writing lessons.

Class A is called up to the teacher's desk, or to the blackboard, and the
first real lesson in teaching the English language begins.

Many arguments have been advanced in favor of using at the
outset the Phonic method, or the Sentence method, or the Word method
of word recognition, and there are no doubt many points in favor of

each, but teachers of experience in non-English speaking communities
find that the Word method may be used with greatest ease and advan-
tage in the beginning. The Sentence method will then be introduced
in a very few days and the Phonic method will come last. The words
"book," "pencil/' "pen," "table," "brush," and "chalk" are sug-

gested as material for the first lesson. The teacher holds up the book
before the class and says "book" as slowly and distinctly as possible.

She tries to have the pupils repeat the word after her, and if she suc-

ceeds just here her greatest difficulty is overcome. If one pupil will

attempt the word, others will follow. Each pupil is encouraged to

repeat this word and it is written upon the blackboard. Another
book is held before the class and the name "book" is again pronounced
and repeated by the class as a whole and by the different individuals,

if possible. "Book" is again written upon the blackboard and the class

is again led to say the word. A third, a fourth, and a number of books
are thus shown so that the class will understand that the sound which
they are repeating applies not to one thing but to the class of thing.

There is little doubt but that they know the thing and know its name
in their mother tongue, and they will perhaps in the one lesson learn

the English name. A second word is taught objectively in the same
manner and the word placed upon the blackboard. So will the third,

fourth, fifth and sixth words. These pupils are now sent to their

seats and are assigned some task similar to that given to the B class,

and this group is in turn assembled for their recitation. A list of

words similar to those taught before is selected, but not necessarily

the same, as it is altogether likely that they have been listening to the

work of the former class and some new words will add interest. By
the time the C and D classes have had a teaching period, it will be well

to take recess; so the school is dismissed, and if the day is at all fine,

the pupils are all sent out of doors and the teacher, after seeing to the

ventilation of the school room, should follow.

The teacher who plays outside with her pupils is likely to meet
with greater success in her work than the one who does not. This truism

is particularly applicable in a non-English school. In the free, open
relations engendered by the spirit of play, the teacher is enabled to
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break down any lingering timidity on the part of the pupil and to

establish that close, sympathetic companionship so desirable between
teacher and pupil. In the foreign school the teacher has the added
duty of teaching the boys and girls to play. This is not true of all

foreign children, as they are usually as fully imbued with the play
spirit as the English-speaking child; but the Ruthenian child does not
know how to play. He is not taught to play, but to work, and it is

no uncommon sight to see groups of these children standing around
the school grounds gravely talking with apparently no thought of

play. This may be soon overcome. Let the teacher smilingly toss

the football or baseball to some pupil near her and signal for him
to return it. It is then passed to another, and soon a number are

taking part in the game and enjoying it. At first the teacher aims
to secure the interest and enjoyment of the children, and then she
makes use of these interests to organize the games and to teach the
English words and expressions necessary to play them well and to

fully understand all instructions given while playing them. Thus,
in baseball we teach many terms: ball, base, bat, pitcher, catcher,

baseman, fields, score, run, one-out, two-out, etc., etc., and how to

use them properly in sentences. The girls must not be overlooked
or neglected, and they should be induced to engage in both out-door
and in-door games suited to their age and sex. A very useful book,
entitled "One Hundred and Fifty Gymnastic Games," is published
by the Geo. H. Ellis Co., Boston. This book would be of great value
to a busy teacher in a non-English school.

During the first few weeks it will be obviously impossible for the
children to use English on the play-ground, but the active, enthusi-

astic teacher will soon have them so interested in the games which she
will introduce that they will readily form the habit of using English
while playing them.

During the first few days in a newly-opened foreign school, as

has been indicated, the Word method may be used but must soon be
supplemented by the Sentence method. Such expressions as: / have,

he has, I see, it is, there is, there are, etc., etc., are taught by this method.
The teacher holds a book in her hand and says: "I have a book."
The book may be handed to each pupil in turn, or perhaps better,

each pupil may be provided with a book before the lesson commences.
Each boy or girl repeats, "I have a book." The sentence is placed
upon the blackboard and the pupils are asked to read it in concert,

or individually. The teacher next holds up a pencil before the class

and states, "I have a pencil." Each pupil having a pencil in hand
repeats the statement "I have a pencil. " This sentence is also written
upon the blackboard and the pupils read it. The lesson is continued
in this way until several sentences have been placed upon the black-

board and the pupils can read each of them. The statement "I have"
is separated from the rest of the sentence and is written upon the black-

board and the pupils are asked to read it. They may fail to do this

and the teacher may have to take a second lesson before the group
is apprehended and read. Care must be taken that the pupils do not
form parrot-like habits of speech and state "I have a book" when
they have no book in their possession. See to it that if the pupil makes
this statement it is literally true.

The thought stated in the last sentence of the preceding para-

graph suggests a difficulty which is met with in teaching such forms
as: It is, it was, there is, there are. These expressions can only be
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taught objectively and should not be introduced until the children
have acquired a very considerable vocabulary and have some facility

in its use.

The Phonic method is finally made use of to enable the child

to acquire the sound of new words for himself. Some word which
has already been learned by the Word method, objectively, is analysed
into its sound elements; for example, the word "cat" is chosen. It

is pronounced very slowly by the teacher and repeated by the class.

It is again sounded until the several sounds are distinguished, "c-a-t."

The pupils are asked to say the first sound, the second, the third. The
word is written as above, "C-A-T, " upon the blackboard and the pupils

are carefully drilled upon the several sounds. What does the first

letter say? What letter says " t "? What is the sound of the last letter?

etc. This is more fully treated in the chapter on Primary Reading.

In teaching the Phonic sounds of the letters to any class of children

the easiest and most natural method seems to be that of taking the
shortest sounds of the vowels first, in combination with the majority
of the consonants. The short sounds of "a, " "o," and "u," seem
to give little or no difficulty to non-English children, but "i" and "e"
are not so easy. For example,—they say "beeg" for "big"; "meet"
for "met"; "seex" for "six"; "feex" for "fix." In fact the sound
of "i" followed by "x" is very troublesome. The teacher should ask
the pupil to place his tongue well forward between the teeth and then
try and say "icks, " sharply aspirating the breath in making the last

sound.

The long sound of the vowels is easily taught, but the sound of

"a" as in "far" gives trouble. To say this sound properly, ask the

pupil to open his mouth, place the tip of his tongue just touching his

lower front teeth and try to say the name of the letter "r.

"

The sounds of many of the diphthongs are troublesome, but after

the single letters are taught all that is required is careful drill to insure

proper pronunciation.

Coming to the consonants, we find that, b, d, g, h, p, r, v, w, and
x give especial trouble. One fault in the pronunciation of the sounds
of several of these letters is that they are too fully voiced, e.g. "b" is

sounded "buh" instead of just a short sound made by simply opening
the lips. So "p" is voiced "puh," "g" becomes "guh," "v," "vuh,"
"w, " "woo," and "r" is rolled or trilled until the sound is like that

made by a small dog in anger. To distinguish "v" and "w, " note
that the former is made with the lips closed and is sounded with the

lips and teeth; "w" is sounded with the lips open and rounded.

"Sh" is sounded by slightly opening the lips, closing the teeth

and focusing the air between them. "Th" is sounded by placing

the tip of the tongue between the teeth and then drawing it backward
and downward quickly while the sound, and the air accompanying
it, are passing between the teeth; "wh," the lips are puckered up as

if about to whistle and are opened quickly in voicing the sound.

Non-English pupils can learn to say great lists of words and can
apparently read sentence after sentence and page after page in their

books when taught by the Phonic method, and yet they may not under-
stand half a dozen words in all they have read. This meaningless
saying of words must be guarded against in using this method. In-

experienced teachers are themselves deceived by the facility with
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which foreign children learn to say our English words, and they must
be continually on the alert to see that the pupils know the meaning
of the word taught and how to use it correctly in sentences. The books,

pictures and object lessons suggested in the list of equipment, will

be found useful here and the teacher should always try to present

the thing, or the picture of the thing, in connection with the word
taught. The old paradox "make haste slowly" is very definitely

applicable in this connection. We are too concerned to observe pro-

gress; we are apt to compare non-English pupils with those of English

parentage; we are prone to forget the hours, weeks and months that

we have spent in studying a foreign language and our failure to acquire

a working knowledge of it, and so we hurry the children along, forgetting

that it is not the amount of mental food taken but the amount assimi-

lated that is important.

On pages 170 to 174 inclusive, in the Authorized Public School
Grammar, may be found a list of some of the more common verbs in

daily use. In this list there are at least seventy-five verbs that readily

lend themselves to the Action method and should be taught in that
way. Regarding this method one teacher writes : "All the little Johns
and Marys that I have taught when they get to the lesson in the Primer,
'See Arthur, he can run/ etc, run and jump and play ball. When
they reach the lesson of ' Jip can play tricks, ' they jump over the stick,

they beg for a cake, and so on. I also have supplementary action

lessons with 'roll,' 'throw,' 'toss,' 'catch,' etc. These action lessons

are continued all through the Primer and First Reader. Today a
class at the story 'The Little Turkish Boy' sat on the floor with their

legs crossed and studied aloud."

Another teacher submits the following: "Many of the earlier

reading lessons can be acted out by the pupils. Many times my shoes

were whitened by a merry Cinderella who was ordered to 'come and
brush my shoes.' Not even translation into the pupils' vernacular
would impress the meaning as well as the real performance of the
actions described."

Through this Action method also, many of our more common
prepositions may be taught. The teacher may give the command,
" Wasyl, put the book on the desk. " The pupil is required to perform
the action and to state what he has done, as, "I put the book on the

desk." The lesson is continued in the same way, and the expressions

"put the book in the desk," "put the book under the desk," "put
the book beside the desk," are taught. The form of the sentence is

changed and the same prepositions are retained for further drill, the

pupil being required in each case to perform the proper action. For
example, "Get the pencil in my pocket!" "Crawl under the table!" "Sit

beside the stove!" This style of exercise admits of a great deal of

variety, and as the pupils are always required to do something, they
do not tire of it.

A teacher had a great deal of difficulty in teaching the meaning of

the expressions: "Where are you?" and "Here I am." She finally in-

vented the device of sending the pupils into the ante-room and calling

to each in turn, "Where are you, Wianko?" The pupil answers, "Here
I am." Endless drill of this kind is given and the children acquire

not only a large English vocabulary, but what is of much greater

importance, the ability to use it correctly.
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" There is," " There are," "It is," etc., may be taught in a similar

way. For example, the pupils may be asked to point to a number
of single objects and say, "There is a book," "There is a flower,"

"There is a boy," etc., and to groups of objects, "There are the boys,"
"There are the horses," etc., etc. Plenty of examples should be given
in the use of such expressions and the teacher must keep in mind the
need of constant reviews. The words taught on Monday need to be
reviewed on Wednesday and on Friday of the same week, on some
day during the following week, and on certain days during the succeed-
ing weeks and months of the term, until the correct usage has become
a habit of expression.

When a considerable number of action words—verbs—have been
taught, the teacher is in a position to introduce the simple changes
in their form to denote tense. These changes may be taught by a
modified form of the Action method:

I see now. I saw yesterday. I shall see tomorrow.
I run now. I ran yesterday. I shall run tomorrow.
I walk now. I walked yesterday. I shall walk tomorrow.
I stand now. I stood yesterday. I shall stand tomorrow.

Many verbs in common use are studied in these forms until the
pupils grasp the ideas, and as new verbs are learned they are also drilled

in the same forms. This verb study is continued as rapidly as possible,

until the pupils are familiar with the more common forms of the verb
and verb-phrases, "I see," "I saw," "I shall see," "He will see," "I
have seen," "I had seen," "I shall have seen," "I was seen," "I can
see, " " I must see, " " I could see. " This will require time and the pupils

ought not to be hurried. A boy who has mastered the above list at

the end of his second year, has made excellent progress. Teach several

of the more common verbs in the above forms and the usage of the
rest will be easily acquired.

Special lessons should also be given on the forms of the verb "to
be." In planning such lessons, it will be wise to omit the archaic, or

poetical, forms, ."thou art," "thou wast," "thou wilt," "thou shalt.

"

These forms will be met with in the nursery rhymes, and in simple
poetical selections, and may be more properly apprehended in such
a connection.

Objective teaching of many of our more common adjectives is

quite possible, and is the most advantageous way of presenting them.
For example, three strings or sticks may be provided. The statement,
"The string (or the stick) is long" may be given to the class, or ob-
tained from them, according to the measure of progress which they
have already made. The second sentence is then obtained after two
of the objects have been compared; viz. "This string is longer than
the other," or, perhaps more simply, "The string is longer." The
three strings or sticks are now compared and the sentence obtained,
"This stick is the longest of the three." The boys in the class may
now be compared and the sentences, "The boy is tall," "This boy
is the taller of the two, " " Paul is the tallest boy in the class, " obtained
and written on the blackboard. Similarly with the words "short,"
"shorter," "shortest"; "small," "smaller," "smallest"; "heavy,"
"heavier," "heaviest," etc. After the pupils are quite familiar with
these more common regular forms, some of the irregular ones in con-
stant use should be taught; for example, good, better, best; bad, worse,
worst; little, less, least, and some of the adverbial forms, much, more,
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most; far, farther, or further, farthest, or furthest, etc. This will be

difficult and may only be mastered by degrees and through endless

drill.

The most successful teachers in non-English schools have found
that Speech, Reading, Writing, and, after some weeks, Spelling, go

hand in hand. When Reading is mentioned in this early work, we mean
of course reading from the blackboard. In this connection it should

be noted that the teacher does not print, but writes upon the black-

board from the very first. When sufficient vocabulary is acquired

and when the pupil is able to read with some attempt at expression,

the Readers may be used, and few children will find any difficulty in

making the transition from the script to the print. The Alexandra
Primer, which is used in our schools, has several lessons in both script

and print, and if these pages are carefully taught the change in the

appearance of the characters will scarcely be noticed.

The authorized text will form the basis of the work in reading,

but many lessons will be taught from other Primers and Readers,

and the pupils should be encouraged to read as many books as they
can find time to read. They cannot do too much of this independent
study, and the teacher must be ever ready to assist them in any way
in which they may need aid.

The teacher must take great pains right from the beginning with
her own writing on the blackboard. Her writing should be large

enough to be easily seen and based upon the system of the muscular
movement. This system has recently been authorized in the Province
and should be taught these non-English pupils throughout their work.
The texts for the pupils are so clear, and the manuals for the teachers'

use so explicit, that further hints or suggestions are not at all needed
in this Manual.

It may be pointed out that the teaching of writing, while having
great inherent practical utility as one of the Language Arts, has also

two very considerable values in teaching the English language to

children; viz., it constitutes a means of expression and thus helps

to deepen the impression of the words apprehended and it also affords a
proper method of teaching other words, objectively. Thus,—desk,

pen, pencil, ink, paper, margin, blotter, blot, letter, line, word, book,
copy, floor, feet, body, arm, fore-arm, muscle, hand, left, right, finger,

front-finger, etc., will be taught and their proper usage mastered.

The hints given by one of the most successful teachers in non-
English schools in the Province, relative to the method of dealing

with new pupils in a school that has been in operation for some time,

are so valuable and so well written that they are quoted herewith:

"Occasionally, even in schools that have been running a few years, a child

will come in who knows scarcely any English. Of course the main thing is to help
him acquire some vocabulary as soon as possible, and this can be done only by
repeating and re-repeating the words, which have been taught objectively, in his

hearing. Rather than do this all myself, I find it a much better plan to call up,
along with the new boy, other little ones who already have some vocabulary. The
latter are always so evidently delighted, either at the opportunity to display their

knowledge to the former, or with the prospect of so simple and easy an exercise

to perform, that the new one invariably catches the spirit and undergoes no em-
barrassment whatever.

"For some time, even after he begins to study the lessons in the Readers, the
other children are always with him; because it is in the hearing of the language
as much as in his first attempts to use it, perhaps more, that he learns. I may
add here, that in the first few lessons, I never have more than the name-word given
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me in answer to the question, "What is this?" as I touch the things. Such a reply
as, 'It is a book' would be only confusing to the new-comer. He will sometimes
give the Ruthenian name for objects, but this is easily overcome by letting him know
that you are giving him the English, and by having the other children repeat dis-

tinctly. One little girl who already knew the names of most objects about the
room, when she came, and whose first lesson was one on colors, came Mp to my
desk at recess and naming the colors in Ruthenian, as she touched the objects to
which they belonged, had me repeat after her. I suppose she thought that one
good turn deserves another.

"I have never insisted that the child must understand every point given, or
implied, in a lesson, before he can pass on to the next. The reason some teachers
give for using the Ruthenian language with the children, is, that they must be
sure to understand all they read, or say. Rather, let some things pass without
being understood. The child is learning to read and full understanding will come
in time. Take, for instance, the word 'birthday' that presents itself in an early
lesson. Why bother them with it? What do they know about birthdays? They
don't have any, nor parties either. Let them understand that the table is under
the trees, and that the children will run and play and then have something to eat,

and that is about enough.

"Having older children act out a lesson while I repeat it, is one of the devices
I use in helping little ones grasp the meaning.

"Simple little motion songs are of wonderful help in getting the meaning of

English words.

"Until lately I have not had children compose sentences as seat work until they
were pretty well along in the first book. But now I am finding it a very beneficial

exercise, even for the Primer children, and those not very far along either. Perhap.s

we have had the lesson about the little chicken. As the class take their seats I

tell them to write six sentences about a chicken. They have just had 'feet' and
'bill,' and in a previous lesson, 'eyes.' I allow them to get help from older chil-

dren, if I have no time to help them myself. They need assistance in the making
of a capital letter, perhaps, or an older pupil may show them the word 'wings'

which comes in a later lesson. They will get their sentences: 'The chicken has
a bill.' 'The chicken has two feet.' This latter may be written, 'The chicken
has a two feet.' Some one may put, 'The chicken has sing.' I do not know any
work they like better. Being allowed to get help from others is appreciated very
much, but most of all, I think, they like it because, after the work is finished at

their seats, they then put it on the board, as the older children do their sentences,

and when the time comes are criticised by the whole school. Capital letters and
periods, or the want of them, are commented upon, and sentences that are too
mixed are straightened out a little. I have found this to be a very interesting

and profitable exercise."

The suggestions given by another teacher are so valuable that

even at the risk of some slight repetition and differences of opinion

they will be given in her own words:

"My aim from the first, and throughout all the grades, is to secure facility

in spoken English. Therefore, before taking up phonics, I teach the children to
read by sight the names of the domestic animals, and of common articles of house-
hold furniture, clothing and food. I illustrate these words by blackboard drawings
of the object. We also learn a few easy verbs and prepositions, so that we can
use such sentences as, 'Put the book on the desk,' or 'Give Mary the pencil.' At
first I have to do all the talking, the children simply carrying out directions. After
a time, I expect them to answer questions which I ask them. Of course they need
a great deal of help and encouragement at this time.

"When the children easily recognize about forty, or fifty words, we begin
phonics. I follow Morang's Phonic Primer, except that I do not take up the long
sounds of a, o and i, as early as that book does. At this time we spend at least

ten minutes a day, and as much more time as the other school work will permit, in

conversation.

"I have samples of cloth, of a great many different materials and colors. From
the very first, I teach them colors from these samples, and later, in the Second
Grade, I teach them materials, such as cotton, wool, silk, leather, and fur; also

the names of distinctive kinds of fabrics, as velvet, muslin, etc. We also have
colored pictures of all the ordinary garden vegetables, and a rather complete col-

lection of vegetables and grain seeds, and Grade II learns to distinguish these.
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" After the children have made considerable advance in Phonics, or possibly

at the beginning of the Second Grade, we learn the names of the letters of the alpha-

bet, and take up spelling. We have spelling twice a day, taking six words at each
lesson, of which five are familiar words, and one new. I prepare sufficient lists

to last two weeks. Then we go over the lists again until the children are familiar

with all the words, when I prepare new lists. I first write the six words on the
board, giving the children plenty of time to learn them. Then they spell a word,
turn about, with the privilege of looking at the board again if they are not sure

of the spelling. Then each child must use one of the words orally, in a sentence.

If they do not know the meaning of any word, I explain it carefully, and illustrate

by using the word in several sentences. I now draw a curtain over the words,
and the children write them to dictation. Then I correct mistakes. We have
going up and down in the class, as I find it adds interest. The children then
take their seats and write, at my dictation, simple sentences containing the words,
using each word once. Their work is naturally full of mistakes at first, and for-

merly I said little about these, thinking that their work would automatically improve
as they got older, but now I mark every mistake with a red pencil, writing the correct

forms where necessary. I then require them to re-write the work until it is correct.

The children are very much interested in oral composition, so much so that some-
times they all try to talk at once, though classes differ greatly. My present Grade
II is very talkative, while the pupils in Grade III are as chary of their words as if

they were diamonds.

"I try every means possible to enlarge the children's vocabulary, and I have
found that one of the best means of doing this is to have them read as many suitable

books as possible. We spend about $20.00 a year on the school library, and now
have complete sets of all the supplementary reading recommended in the curricu-

lum, as well as some other sets. The First Grade read five or six Primers as well

as the prescribed text book, as I find that book quite unsuited to the needs of foreign

schools, when used alone. In Grade II, in addition to the prescribed reader, they
read Arnold's Infant Story Reader, Scudder's Verse and Prose for Beginners, simple
tales like Jack and the Beanstalk, and all the prescribed supplementary readers.

In the Second Grade, too, I tell them a story every day. If I have no time to do
this in school hours, I tell the story at noon. I use Greek, Norse, German, Russian
and Indian folk tales and nature myths, as well as Bible stories. I also tell them
many stories of child life in other lands. The New Student's Reference Work,
Volume V, containing ' How and Why Stories, ' by Eleanor Atkinson, published by

,

F. E. Compton & Co., Chicago, contains many valuable stories of this character
I have a good collection of paper dolls, dressed in the costumes of the various Euro-
pean and Asiatic countries. I have also a collection of the playthings used by
Burmese, Hindoo and Japanese children, and on very rare occasions I reward con-
tinued good behaviour by letting them play with these. This year, also, the trustees
have spent $5.00 on colored pictures of wild animals and birds, both native and
foreign.

"We have a compass, a thermometer and a barometer, and I teach Grades
II and III the use of these. I also teach them time from an old watch, letting

them turn the hands to show any hour I ask for. Each morning I ask Grade II

what month, day of the month, and day of the week it is, and then let one, or more,
of the class find the day on the calendar.

"In Grades I and II we do a great deal of dramatizing, using such stories as
' The Hare and the Tortoise, '

' The Pied Piper, ' or ' The Boy who cried Wolf, ' making
the dialogue very simple. We do this every day in the Junior Grades, often at

the noon hour, and on the fourth Friday of every month the whole school takes
part in several simple plays, with rude scenery and simple costumes. Last year
I improvised the costumes, but this year we intend to have more elaborate ones
made by the older girls in the sewing class, from white cheese cloth, which we will

dye ourselves. At first I was afraid that the parents would object to this drama-
tization as waste of time, but it seems that it is used in the schools in Austria, and,
therefore, they approve.

"I teach no number work at all the first year, except to read and write figures

as far as ten, and to count as far as they wish. Every day from the first, we count
the class—so many girls, so many boys, so many pupils altogether. I have several

sets of dominoes, and teach them to recognize the number groupings on these,

and, as seat work, occasionally let them match a set. In summer we learn the
names of the wild and garden flowers, in their season, and I sometimes send the
little ones out to pick ten, fifteen, or twenty crocuses, or roses."

In the same connection another teacher writes: "In number
work during the second term we follow about the same methods as are
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used in the teaching of English children. Such terms as Hake away'
and 'divide' may take some longer to get, but the general principle

will be the same. Sticks a foot long, cut from willows and peeled off,

nice and smooth, I find the most convenient tools in the work. They
are so easily handled and passed from one to the other."

Another teacher adds: "I find the number work a splendid lan-

guage drill. In teaching the number 'four, ' you have 'pint,' 'quart,'

'peck,' 'gallon,' 'yard,' and 'feet,' all of which may be taught ob-
jectively."

A very successful lady teacher, already quoted, says in another
connection: "I find that a great deal depends on securing a good
attendance, and I try to secure attendance in two ways; first by making
school interesting and pleasant, and second, by visiting the homes
of absent pupils to see just why they are not in school."

The second hint cannot but be very helpful to teachers who will

adopt it, but there is no doubt that the former is the more important
of the two. Make the school work interesting and the pupils will be
anxious to come and will urge their parents to allow them to do so.

If the exercises be interesting, the pupils will give their undivided
attention, will thus more readily grasp the ideas taught and will retain

them with greater facility.

There are three means of securing the interest of children attend-
ing school, the values of which have not been clearly realized by teachers,

especially those who are employed in non-English schools:

First—Have a carefully arranged course in the Manual Arts.

Second—Do well defined work in local Geography and Nature
Study and in School Gardening.

Third—Teach singing in schools.

Every child, as Hinsdale says, comes to school with a certain

definite fund of knowledge and with certain language power which en-

ables him to express himself with more or less facility. The foreign-

born child has the fund of knowledge mentioned, but his linguistic

ability, while adequate to meet the needs of his home life, is absolutely

useless as a form of expression in an English school. The child finds

himself greatly handicapped by his inability to express the many in-

teresting and varied impressions which pour in upon him during his

first days at 'school. He cannot talk; the alternative which the pro-

gressive teacher will provide is obvious,—wisely direct him in the Manual
Arts.

Such a course will, as already noted, make school life interesting;

will give him an opportunity to express his ideas ; will keep him profit-

ably employed; and will give the busy teacher another avenue by
means of which his knowledge of English may be properly extended.

The new Drawing Books authorized by the Department of Education
should be procured by every teacher in a non-English school just as

soon as at all possible. The teacher will require a full set of eight

books in order to understand the plan and progression of the course,

and the pupil ought to have a copy of the book especially recommended
for the grade in which he may be placed. It is quite possible that the

pupils in non-English schools will readily do the work in drawing a

Grade or two in advance of the one in which they are placed owing
to the fact that they know so little English and are kept in a lower

grade on this account, but this will cause little difficulty in grading.
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Much profitable work may also be done in clay and plasticine

modelling; in paper cutting, in paper folding; in paper mat weaving;
in weaving with cotton, carpet warp, jute, rug yarn, or strips of cheese

cloth; in cardboard cutting and weaving, and in stick printing. Full

instructions for procuring and properly using each of the above are

given in the section on the Manual Arts to be found in this Manual.

The Ruthenian population of this Province are, and will continue

to be, mainly agriculturists. For this reason, primarily, and also on
account of the facilities that it affords in language teaching, the teacher
should early commence the study of agricultural activities in the dis-

trict in which she is engaged. Not that a scientific study of farming
will be either wise, or practicable, but rather that field excursions

should be frequently taken and a knowledge of the farm activities,

farm implements, animals, grains, common plants, trees, shrubs, flowers,

etc., be obtained and a corresponding knowledge of English be gained
so that the children will early be able to converse in English about the
common objects and operations.

This is not at all difficult, and ought to be undertaken by the

teacher just as soon as she thinks that the pupils can be controlled

and will attend to the points to be taught. Do not undertake too much
at once. It will be absolutely impossible for the children to remember
all the English names of things that may be seen in even a half-hour's

walk. Select some of the more common animals and birds for the
first lesson. For example,—horse, ox, cow, pig, dog, cat, hen, goose,

turkey, duck. The greater number of these may be seen at a con-

venient distance from any school. The teacher must be assured that
all the pupils are attending to her while she pronounces the name of

the animal or bird, several times clearly and distinctly. The pupils

repeat the word in concert and individually. On the return to the

school room, the words are written upon the blackboard, pictures of

the objects are shown, if possible, and the names again drilled upon.
A careful list of the words thus taught must be kept and upon the next
excursion, the teacher may ask the pupils for the names of the objects

already known and give them the names of others. Thus, upon the

second day, the names of wild birds and wild animals may be given
when met with,—hawk, crow, robin, blackbird, meadow-lark, sparrow,

swallow, gopher, coyote, badger, mouse, etc., may be taught. It is

not wise or necessary to multiply examples, but the teacher who will

earnestly teach the children the names of the objects met with in his

home life, will find the work very interesting and very helpful to the

pupils and will enable them to retain their grasp of English during

the long winter months when many of the schools are closed. A great

deal of this work in local geography may be done in the morning before

nine o'clock, at recess, at noon, and after four, in and about the school

grounds. The children may be taught to observe the weather con-

ditions; the direction of the wind each day; the percentage of sun-

shine and cloud; the moisture in the air, and its varied phenomena,

—

fog or mist, dew, rain, hail, snow, and to keep a record of the same.
In brief, the alert teacher will take advantage of every opportunity
offered to enlarge and clarify the child's knowledge of his environment
and to give him sufficient command of English to enable him to express

his ideas adequately.

No teacher in charge of a rural school in the Province of Alberta

can afford to be without a school garden. Many difficulties will pre-

sent themselves and many fairly reasonable excuses may be given
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for not having one, but, no difficulty is so great but that it may be
overcome, and no excuse is valid. Three reasons only will be given
to uphold this statement, although several others might be mentioned.
First—The school garden helps to establish a bond of interest between
the school and the home. Second—It has great practical value and
tends towards proper vocational training. Third—It affords a proper
opportunity for teaching the children an English vocabulary that will

be in almost constant use in his life on the farm after his school days
have passed. For example,—the different kinds of soils and some of

their properties will be learned,—clay, sand, loam, gravel, humus,
etc.; the names of many implements may be taught—plough, spade,

shovel, rake, hoe, etc.; the names of many vegetables will be learned

—onion, beet, carrot, turnip, cabbage, etc.

Have the trustees plough and thoroughly disc the part of the school

grounds required and let the teacher and her pupils do the rest. If

this cannot be done the teacher and the children can dig small plots

for vegetables and some borders for flowers, and when the trustees

see that the teacher is insistent in the matter they will usually become
interested and help. The pupils will aid in laying out the general

plot and the individual plots; in measuring these and the walks and
borders; in selecting, buying and naming the seeds; in making the

beds; in planting the seeds; in making observations of the growth;
in weeding; in thinning; in cultivating; in watering, if necessary;

in harvesting, or digging the vegetables; in selling, or dividing the

produce; in short the children are taught to do, to know and to ex-

press in nature's way, and therefore in the best way.

Teachers who have had special training in Nature Study and Manual
Arts are all the better fitted for this work among foreign children.

These branches are fully treated elsewhere in this Manual. Such
training may also be obtained at a minimum cost at the Summer School

Sessions.

The educative value of singing in schools has not been sufficiently

recognized. Teachers of the old school looked upon it as a waste of

time and energy, and even modern educators may readily be found
who look upon it as a fad, and are inclined to regard its advocates
in a half-tolerant, half-patronizing manner. Some of those who say
that singing should be taught in our schools do not look deeply enough
into the matter and regard it merely as a pleasurable exercise. It is

this, but it is more. It is a means of expression, and, moreover, one
of the highest and most adequate forms of expression. All men love

music. All were intended to sing. We ought to sing in our schools.

We ought to sing more and, if possible, sing better. All children can

sing. All children love to sing. The ears of children are finely attuned
to sounds of harmony. Their voices are adequately adapted to express

those sounds. The voice will lose its power to make sweet sounds
if it be not used. The ears will become dulled, the senses less acute.

Let us sing in school! Let every teacher in a non-English school sing.

You may not sing well, but the children will help you, and they will

sing sweetly. Sing some rote song to these foreign-born children.

Encourage them to join you. Sing as often as you can find time from
your other work. At the end of two or three weeks start some song
and listen to the melodies you have invoked. Sing lullabies; sing

folk songs; sing rote songs; sing choruses; sing glees; sing jingles

—

sing ! and the boys and girls will learn the music and the

sounds of the words, and after a time the further meaning and use of the
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words. Sing, "Rule Britannia/' "The Maple Leaf," "Oh Canada,"
"The Red, White and Blue," "God Save the King," and thus besides

giving the children the greatest enjoyment the highest cultural train-

ing, an adequate and beautiful form of expression, you will give them
as well a strong, true patriotic sentiment, which is no slight thing.

An especial argument in favor of singing in a Ruthenian school is that,

as a rule, these children have remarkably good voices; they enjoy
singing and will learn to sing well.

In close correlation with the songs taught, are the nursery rhymes
and children's poetry, which should be learned by the younger pupils,

and the more difficult memory work, which should be given the more
advanced classes. "A Book of Nursery Rhymes, " Stevenson's "Child's

Garden of Verse," and Scudder's "Poetry and Prose for Beginners"
will all be very helpful to teachers in the conduct of this part of the
work.

There is still another department of the work of teaching in a
non-English school which calls for brief mention, viz., The Physical

Training. Something has already been said regarding the importance
of aiding the chi dren in the conduct of their games, but the teacher

should go further. She should teach them an orderly and systematic

method of assembling and dismissing, and she should also follow some
definite plan of physical culture, which may be taken with the children

at definite periods in-doors or out-of-doors, as occasion permits. This
drill, as has been iterated and re-iterated in connection with other

phases of the work, has a value inherent in itself, and it can, and ought
to, be readily correlated with the study of the English language. The
system organized by and taught under the Strathcona Trust, seems
to be the best, in many respects, in present use.

HELPFUL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS.

1. Picture Books.—Old Mother Hubbard; Jack the Giant-killer; Little Goody
Two Shoes; Buster Brown; Picture Books of Animals, etc., etc.

2. Primers and Readers.—New Phonic Primer; The Art Literature Readers,
Primer and First Book; Out-door Primer; Over-all Boys' Primer; Sunbonnet
Babies' Primer; Heart of Oak Books, Books 1 and 2; New Canadian Readers,

—

two Primers. All of the above can be obtained from the Educational Book Co.,

Toronto.

The Cyr Primer; The McCloskey Primer; The Jones Reader, Book One; Nat-
ural Reading Primer; Ginn & Co., Boston, Chicago and New York.

The Holton Primer; The Child's Garden of Verse, by R. L. Stevenson; Rand,
McNally & Co., Chicago and New York.

The Werner Primer; The Baldwin Primer; The Acton Primer; American
Book Co., New York, Cincinnati and Chicago.

Wheeler's Graded Readers; Primer and First Books; W. H. Wheeler & Co.,

Chicago.

The Aldine Readers, Primer and First Books, by Bryce & Spaulding; Newson
& Co., New York.

Action, Imitation and Fun Series; Educational Publishing Co., Boston, Chicago
and New York.

Stepping Stones to Literature, A First Reader; Silver Burdett & Co., New
York.

Book of Nursery Rhymes, by Chas. Welsh; D. C. Heath & Co., Boston.

These books will average about 25 cents each, and the trustees could purchase
two copies at least of each for a very small sum. As the Department of Education
supplies full sets of the Alexandra Readers free to each school, the officials should
see to it that a complete supply is ready for the opening day of each term. As the
work of the school progresses and the pupils master sufficient English to be pro-
moted to the higher grades, other books will be needed, but the selection of these
may wisely be left to the teacher and to the library branch of the Department.
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3. Books of Reference that will be of especial aid to the teacher are the following:

"English for the Non-English," by Norman F. Black, M.A., D.Paed.,
published by the Regina Book Shop, Ltd., Regina, Sask.

"The Berlitz Method," Book One, published by M. D. Berlitz, 1122 Broad-
way, New York.

Gouin's "Art of Teaching and Studying Languages," published by Geo.
Philip & Son, 32 Fleet Street, London.

"The Practical Study of Languages," by Henry Sweet, M.A., Ph.D., L.L.D.,
published by Henry Holt & Co., 34 West 32nd Street, New York.

Leaflets entitled "English for Coming Canadians," published by Associated
Press, 124 East 28th Street, New York.

4. Pictures.—Pictures of birds, animals, minerals, fruits, vegetables, grain,
trees, farm scenes, etc., etc., in short as large a collection as can be secured.

The Perry Picture Co., Boston and Maiden, Mass., is the best source of supply
for these. This firm prints excellent pictures for school use at one-half cent each;
one cent each; five cents each; and an extra size, 10 in. x 12 in., at the rate of five

for seven cents. (The full catalogue of their publications will be sent to any teacher
upon request). These may be supplemented by cheap prints from many sources

—

pictures cut from papers and magazines, pictures taken from the outside of fruit

and vegetable cans and from seed packages, pictures from old books that are other-
wise useless, pictures drawn on the blackboard by the teacher, both freehand and
by the use of stencils. One teacher writes, "Those jointed cardboard animals
are most useful. I have a row of them above my board, and when 'lion' occurs
in a lesson, there he is in front of the class almost ready to roar." Another teacher
gives the following hints in this connection,

'

' I cannot draw very well and therefore
I use stencils for this purpose. A very complete set may be obtained from the
Ideal Publishing Co., Chicago, and I make others myself by laying oiled paper
over the pictures I wish to copy, then tracing the outline with a hatpin. I put
the stencils on the board at recess, or, if I am busy, one of the older girls does it for

me."

5. Materials for use in teaching the Manual Arts, such as plasticine, crayons,

pastels, raffia, sticks for stick-laying, paper for paper-folding and for paper-weaving,

etc.,—Full instructions for procuring and using these mediums will be found in

the chapter on Manual Arts in this Manual.

6. Materials to be used in teaching the Number Work are referred to in the chapter
on Primary Number. As these will be found very useful in giving the proper objec-

tive illustration to the English names they may be enumerated here: cubes of

wood, buttons, empty spools, large beans, corn, seeds, rose-hips, pebbles, leaves,

flowers, squares and circles of cardboard, splints, pegs, nuts, clothes-pegs, cones,

nails, shells, beads and marbles.

7. A supply of paper, pencils, scribbling books, pens, ink, blotters, etc., should
be supplied by the school board.

8. Playthings for the Children.—Some cheap dolls, a foot-ball, some tops, a ball

and bat, a plentiful supply of marbles, a few bean bags and a bean board, etc.

"A man who hath friends must show himself friendly"; this is

true in any walk in life, it is more particularly true of the teacher in

any school, and is absolutely essential in the case of the teacher in

charge of the non-English school. Such a teacher must have the

" larger heart, the kindlier hand," must indeed have the broadest

sympathy and the truest love for children. Given such a teacher

and all, or a greater part of the equipment mentioned above, and the

shyness, timidity, and taciturnity of the little foreigners will vanish

as the mist upon the hillside before the April sun.
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